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Johnson's address, delivered before the
Maine Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution at their Council meeting held
in Belfast on October 18th, was, in part, as
follows:
Our consideration of the Vital Records of
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part or these Public Records which we
consider here are those which relate to
births, deaths, and marriages; that is, the
Vital Records. They are entered on the books
of the town and city clerks. And it would seem
are
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them

make

a

of the richest mines open to members of
Patriotic or Hereditary Societies for tracing

one

political situ-

never
Their
replaced.
preservation presents a definite
piece of work,
with which it would seem
that the Daughters
of the American
Revolution might very properconcern
ly
themselves.
In Massachusetts it was in
1842 that clerks
were first instructed
make returns to the
State House, and it required
eight years, or until about 1860, before the practice
became general, and this date marks the transition
from
the ancient to the modern
records, so-called in
that State. Thus since 1860
copies of the records exist in two places, i. e„ in the
town or
city hall, and at the State House, and hence
these records, entered since then, which
we

designate as

modern

records, could be replaced

lost, and need not necessarily be printed.
For over two centuries town and city clerks
throughout New England had recorded with
surprising fidelity the Vital Records of their
communities, but no copies were required, and
having made the entry on the books, their responsibility ceased. This was not only very inconvenient for persons wishing to consult the
Records of a distant place, but, as we have
seen, gave very little assurance that the entry,
if

existing only in
ly preserved.

one

book, would be permanent

in Maine it is only since 1892 that the clerks
have been required by law to file copies of
their returns at the State House; hence this
date marks the division between the ancient
and modern records here in Maine. Before the
Vital Record Law of 1903, which provided for
the printing of those ancient records which
had been entered prior to 1892, these records,
going back to our Colonial days, existed only
on

the books of the clerks of the various cities

and

266.

furnish

Hughes will carry these

towns,

we

the

read the life histories ot cities and

origin, continuation,

and

termina-

inhabitants.
is from these Vital Records that the
classified facts known as Vital Statistics are
made up. The Vital Records are the bare entries, while the Vital Statistics are the gollections of statistical ratios, relating to the average course of life, such as the death rate at
different ages, birth rate, etc.
Records into two
We may divide Vital
I shall
classes, i. e., ancient and modern.
tion of the lives of their
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evidences of its founders.
Not only is this material of interest to antiquarians, genealogists, local historians, and
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preservation was left to chance, and to the in;• Mr. Hughes will carry these: J
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dividual interest of town and city clerks.
First then, a few words about the modern
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8 i records. It is to be regretted that we have not
the time here to consider at some length these
35 modern records,the scientific methods in UBe for
Wilson beyond question:
filing and classifying them,and the vital statis12 I
tics that are deduced from them, for it is upon
8
.6 these statistics that bacteriology and prevent14 ive medicine base their conclusions.lt is through
V
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them that diseases are classified, and that epiBy. 13
demics are studied and controlled. Witness
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first delegates arrived

on

the

Friday morning

station by the Boy
train,
Scouts under the direction of Scout Master
Orrin J. Dickey and escorted to Memorial hall
and

were

met at the

for registration and assignment of rooms,
which the citizens had generously placed at
their disposal. Other delegates came by team
and auto.
At 11 o'clock J. H. Bodwell, the Piscataquis
county agent for farm demonstration work,
gave a practica1 and interesting talk on “Pig
and Pig Management" which held the close attention of both the boys and girl®* ® number
of whom made notes of practical points. He
said that the key-note of the present day is
scientific farming,which also includes the care
of all animals, and these clubs are fa:t becoming the medium by which the demonstrators
of the University of Maine are reaching the
farmers, young and old. Mr. Bodwell spoke of
the care of pigs, the selection of stock, feeding, housing, marketing, etc. It was the firet
talk of the kind before the clubs and was
greatly aDDreciated.

j
j

The Friday afternoon session opened at 1,30
o'clock. Prof. Ralph P. Mitchell, State Leader
of the clubs presided and introduced Mayor
William K. Keene, who gave all present a most
cordial welcome and assured the boys and girls
that he was in full sympathy with this grand
movement. He said he was born in Thorndike
and spent most of his school vacations on a
hillside farm and remembered now what coun-

striking example in the current epidemic
of infantile paralysis, known to medicine as
anterior poliomyelitis. This statistical treatment of the records has been undergoing a
rapid evolution within the memory of most of
the
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fast banks, announced the prize winners and
each was given a slip to be exchanged at the
banks for deposits. They were as follows: $15,

city he said that the citizens
generally,and the Board of Trade in particular,
would do all in their power to make their stay
his hearers to the

fCONCLUDED

NEXT

WEEK.]

SOCIETIES.

SECKtl

Belfast Commandery, U. O, G, C., will entertain Grand Commander Herbert McKinney of
Portland this, Thursday, evening in Red Men’s
hall. There will be refreshments and a dance
for members and their invited guests.
Tribe of Red Men will hold their
of officers next Monday
annual
evening, the chiefs to be raised by Past Sachem
Edwin S. Perkins. Supper will be served following the installation service and it iB expectTarratine

installation

ed that there will be

a

large

attendance

THE BELFAST CHECKER CLUB.

well on this their second convention, on their
third the mayor might give them the keys to
the city, He told of the good work the Agri-

ford of Jackson, poultry; $6, Joshua Curtis of
Searsport, potatoes; $5, Jerome R. Quimby of
Brooks, potatoes; $4, Horace Clement of Monroe, potatoes; $3, Jerome K. Quimby, Brooks,
poultry; $3. Hattie E. McKinley of Jackson,
poultry; $3, Emma J. Slipp, Belfast, poultry;
$3, Jennie Spear, Belfast, canning; $3, Clarence
Bowden of Brooks, potatoes; $3, Dannie Gould
of Jackson, potatoes; $3, Charlie Curtis of
Searsport, potatoes; $3, Phillip Stubbs of
Brooks, potatoes; $3, Owen Miller of Brooks,
potatoes; $3, Alton Small of Searsport, potatoes; $3, Robert Coleman of Searsport, potatoes; $3, Harry Morse of Jackson, potatoes; $3,

cultural Clubs of Waldo county were doing
and how much they appreciated the interest
the citizens, the banks and the Board of Trade
of Belfast had taken in making it possible to
meet here again. Mayor Keene remarked here
that the boys would need no keys; everything
was

open to them in the

Mies
Maine

city.

Mary I. Haskell of the University
Extension Department, and leader

of
of

the Girls Clubs of Maine, gave an interesting
talk. Miss Haskell visited Belfast a year ago
and organized in Waldo county a Garden and
Canning Club for girls, in which 21 girls were
enrolled as members.
While only four of the
girls competing had brought in exhibits she

Hughes Surely Wins.
rity for Hughes between 145

their resultant methods of preventing mortality among infants, and in prolonging the lives
of older persons, are among the more obvious
accomplishments of this science which occur

to

us

at

once.

The bare tables of

statistics themselves

are

dry reading, and a perusal of
anything
them brings out a great variety of curious and
but

The News

of

Belfast.

PERSONAL.
Mrs. Helen Colcord of Camden has been
via-

Mrs. I. Frankel of the New York Bargain
left last week for New York for a new
line of coats.

itiog in Belfast and Searsport.

store

Mr. and Mrs. T. Marshal] Saunders are
visit-

Percy E. Greer, Samuel Durost and George ing relaives in Limestone and Caribou.
W. Davis left Saturday for a
Frank A. Riggs has been confined to hia
hunting trip in
the vicinity of Grindstone.
home for several weeks with one of Job's comforters.

The annual meeting of the Associated Charities will be held at 4 p. m., Nov. 8th, in the

Municipal Court

room,

that Miss Emma Slipp of
the four,led the State, competing with boys and girls in every county and
making the largest net profits recorded—$226
on three-fifths of an acre, which is equal to
$380 profit per acre. She hired the ground
was

proud

Belfast,

plowed

to state
of

one

and

planted, keeping

an

exact account

of every cent paid out for labor and seeds, and
gave the growing crops her constant attention, and marketed them herself in the city
and shipped several lots to Boston. The vegetables raised were potatoes, carrots, cabbages.
beets and turnips. Miss Slipp will be Id in December next

and is at

City building.

The part of Rev*. John Burke, in the High
school play, “The Girl from Upper Seven,” has
been assigned to Malcolm Vaughan, the son of
Rev. and Mrs. William Vaughan, who is doing

Kenney A. Burgess returned to Boston
Saturday after a visit with his parents,
and Mrs, Albert C. Burgess.
post graduate work in the High school. No
Miss Mary K. Hayes went to Waterville
rehearsals have been held, but the parts have
Saturday for a short visit, and attended
been read before the coach, Mrs. S, A. Parker.
Colby-Maine foot ball game.
The Minoka club met with Miss Doris Clifford October 25th. Dinner was served at 6 p.
m., the menu including venison steak, mashed
potatoes, crab salad, olives, pickles, hot rolls,
assorted cake, doughnuts, cheese, ice cream
and coffee. A musical program was given and
a social hour followed.
All voted Miss Clifford an ideal hostess. The members of this
club are Mrs. Grace Knowlton, Mrs. Flora
Holt, Mrs. Mabel Webber, Misses Mattie
Moody, Bertha Hayes, Ethel Rogers, Geneva
Perkins and Doris Clifford.

Bowling. The Belfast Bowling association
had its opening for the season last Monday
evening at the Dutch & Willey alleys. The
schedule of the A class has been made up, and

present attending

The Board

of Trade

boards, five inches apart, with five inch margin
on sides.
These boards will be on some thin
material and will be fastened to the tables. If
possible the colors will be of some neutral
tints to make it easier on the eyes of the players.
This is done in the Wells Memorial.

Frederick W. Brown, F. G. Mixer and Arthur

200 cans of corn and all the peas and beans
she could furnish. She also touched briefly on
the wonderful things done by the club members in Massachusetts and of their exhibits at
Springfield, Mass, The work of the Cooking
and Housekeeping Club w«s clearly defined
Miss Haskell
and earnestly recommended.
warned the boys to be careful or the girls
would take all the honors offered for club
for

short visit

!

j

with her mother, Mrs. Jennie Car-

row.

Knowlton spent the week-end in
!
Islesboro with her parents,Mr.and Mrs.Edward
Mrs.

Mell

Pendleton.
1

C. M. Knowlton has sold the Edward Gray
farm, so-called,to Ferdinand Webster of Frank-

Edson L. Morse of Stonington spent
Sunday
his mother, Mrs. Sarah J. Morse, and his
sister, Mrs. Lefia M. Cottrell.

with

Dr. Edith F. Kidder returned to Dexter last
a few days’ visit with Mrs. Fred
S. Jackson and other friends,

Monday after

and Mrs. Leon O. Bucklin have returna visit with their daughter, Mrs. John
Beckwith, in Springfield, Mass.
Mr.

ed from

Mrs. Edward H. Fletcher left Monday for
called there by the critical illness
; of her brother-in-law, Abe Strecker.
Mrs. Williston Grinnell and daughter, Mrs.
: Davenport, of San Francisco, Calif., have been
visiting Mrs. A. J. Q. Knowlton in Camden.

Boston,

The schedule of the B class has not been

com-

pleted, but the teams composing it will play
on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
nights.

|

Prizes will be awarded at the end of the seaby Dutch & Willey. Last Saturday Mr.
Dutch received a letter from Manager Ken
nedy of the Rockland alleys, accepting the
proposition made for a series of games for a
silver cup, and this will be arranged later.

j

son

Frank West, Oct. 22nd....Miss E. Frances
Abbott,returned Friday from Waterville,where
she attended the State Sunday school convention.... Mrs. Alice Holmes, and son Prescott,

Portland, are visiting relatives in Belfast
Northport....Mrs. Mervyne Falk, and son
Billie, who have been visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Pitcher, in JNorthport, returned
Oct. 25th to their home in Providence, R. 1....
of

and

rums

minute

who

nas

Deen

Northport,

visiting
has returned to her

Boston... .Th<

Ladies Aid Society of

relatives in
home in

rrescuu,

West Northport,

pleasantly

was

entertained

Minuet,

Mozart

Nymph,

The Revel

Twilight,

Adelia Cooke

Engelmann
Gray

Lillian Davis
Tete

a

Tate,

Kern
Pearl

Gilchrest

Verna Willey

Hunting Butterflies,

Beulah

Young

Velma Rogers
The Younger Set,
Willda Savery
Bright as the Morning,
Carroll Pottle

Choral,

1
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interesting facts; such,for instance, as that the
excess of male births is a phenomenon com-

Coombs

of

practically recovered
operation.

from the

effects,

recent

a

Miss Alice I. Whitten, who has been spendtwo weeks with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank L. Whitten, has returned to her work in
Dr. Ring’s sanitorium, Arlington Heights,

ing

Mass.

Orrin J. Dickey and Robert W. Rollins will
leave today, Thursday, for Boston to attend
the Boston Food Fair and will visit the
of the

Stanley

Motor

Company

in

plant

Newton,

Mass.

Capt. Joseph F. Nichols left Bucksport last
Thursday for New York, where he will join his
steamer, the Floridian of the American-Hawaiian company,which sails shortly for Genoa,

Italy.
Mr. and Mrs. Loren W. Howard and little
daughter Mildred.and Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Howard of Montville.were guests last Friday
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Howard, Bayview
street.

Mrs. I. B. Mower, who came to Belfast to attend the chain party Tuesday afternoon at the
home of her sister, Mrs. Amos Clement, returned to Waterville by the Wednesday morning train.
M. Bailey of Winthrop
Deacon Charles
reached his 96th birthday Oct. 24th, and his
friends and associates in the Friends' Church
gave him a banquet in the
225 were present.

evening,

About

had been the
er,

Captain Wm. Veazie Pratt, U. S. N., has
assigned to duty in connection with the
Army War College at Washington, D. C. Mrs.
Pratt will leave on Saturday to join him and
been

they will take

a

house in

Washington

for the

winter.

Abbott

Reverie,

Happy Farmer,

she has

guests of Mrs. Hartson C. PitchChurch street, for the past week or ten
days, returned last Friday to their home.

Offenbach

Barcarolle,

Mrs. Ralph M. Johnson isjn Newport, R. I.,
her friends here will be glad to know that

and

Heins
Dvorak

Ruth Knight
of the Goblins,
Doris Allen

Mr. and Mrs. Walter B. Twombly of Monroe,
the engagement of their youngest
daughter, Flora Eliza, to Earl Herbert Stratton
of New Haven, Conn.
announce

Mr. and Mrs, Rodney C. Adams and little
daughter, Vire-inia, of Hamilton, Mass., who

Grace Mitchell

Humoresque,

Mrs. George W. Lewis and Mrs. F. A. SchU"
bert returned to Boston last Monday after
spending ,a few weeks at their home on
Waldo avenue.

Paderewski

Ada Curtis
The Silver

Mrs. Etta S, Mitchell, who spent the summer
with Belfast relatives, went to Medford. Mass.,
last Thursday,and after a visit there with her
Schumann j
! son. William S. Mitchell, will go to Ottawa,
Kaiser Canada, to visit her daughter, Mrs, Margaret
M. McDonald.

Hirsch

Metzler

Czerny

Ira Wade
j
are the committee looking after the
fort, who moved there last Monday.
Song to the Evening Star,
Wagner
fitting up of the club room. As soon as it is
Paul
Tuttle
j Mrs. Effie Knox left last Tuesday for her
Heins
Kisses,
Tossing
ready come interesting contests among the
The poultry exhibit in the large anteroom home in New York, after spending the sumCharlotte Knowlton
delegates in attendance the 48th mon to all countries, as is the greater mortality players will be arranged and also some games
on
Miss
at
her
in
mer
also
came
for
an
inspection.
of
interesting
cottage
avenue.
Searsport
Praise,
-on of the Maine
Song
Sunday School
of male children, which soon results in a per- with out ot town clubs. Following is a partial
Eileen Fernald
Hattie E. McKinley of Jackson exhibited two
Mrs. J. L. Stevens has closed her home in
Li;! P«ned in Waterville, Oct. 24 for a manent excess of females everywhere.
list of members: Frederick W. Brown, Arthur
Behr
■V *J8c.ni
Mayor Frederic E Boothby
and
a
cockerel,
light-weight, Light East Belfast and will spend the winter with her Christmas-Time, Doris Wilson
pullets
j
llr Arthur
the
value
return
to
of
to
eugeaic
purely
W.
But,
S. Phelps welcomed the
Coombs, Frank G, Mixer, R. F. Dun ton, E.
of
Jackson, same;
Brahmas; Lloyd Bickford
Renk
Mrs. B, H. Chatto, in Pittsburg, Pa. Twilight on the River,
r6 ^v. Dr. Joseph L. Clark of Al- the records, we may sum up by repeating that M. Hall,
I
Eugene Pearson, Francis Wood, F. R. Walter Whitehead of Belfast and Emma J. daughter,
1
Dutch
Virginia
Alexander of Chicago, Rev. Gay
A Hallowe’en supper was given in Trinity
are becoming, through the statistics that
1'
Poor, W. G. Preston, H, C. Buzzeil, A. Colburn.
Rev. Ilsley Boone of they
B“ Portland,
Slipp of >Belfast, White Wyandottes; Kathleen Church last Monday night for Mrs. Effie Knox
and Rev. Dr. F. O. Erb of Port- are deduced from them, of vast importance to- Ben Smalley, Arthur Ritchie, G. R. Doak,
WOMEN'S
AND THE SCHOOLS. I
CLUBS
m] M. Colcord of Belfast, Brown Wyandottes;
J“ville
lhe speakers. The
and Mrs. M. L Stantial. It was a very social
Baptist delegates day, in that they are potent factors in conserv- W, Lord, Herman Beckwith, H. T. Field, EphHall of Brooks, Rhode Ijland Reds;
> at the Free Baptist Church in the
Raymond
affair and there was a good attendance. Haling life and health; in locating and preventing raim Richards, F. D. Jones, E, O. Hall, James
In her address last week before the Belfast
’’*,th a
Charlie Stevens of Brooks, White Wyandottes;
banquet, and the Methodists
lowe’en decorations were used and a very Woman’s Club Mrs. Alice G.
mortality in infants, infectious diseases in Robinson, E. A. Banks, F. B. Luce. Wm. Holt
r*r ai the Railroad Y. M. C. A.
Wing of Auof Brooks, Barred Plymouth
Jerome
Quimby
pleasant
evening was passed.
^lure uf the second day’s program was early life, and those of a degenerative nature H. H. Carter, W. A. Mason, A. W. Keating, R,
burn, president of the Maine State Federation
?7n the fevening through the principal which begin to appear in middle age; For they 1 H. Cassens, Renworth Rogers, Charles E. John- Rocks, Saturday morning the poultry pens
Miss Charlotte Knowlton gave a Hallowe’en of Women’s clubs,
stated that there are
were placed with the vegetables and canning
The marchers number^.a by wa band.
alone can show us the changes in the birth, < son, J. A. McMahan, Rufus Barton, James H
last Tuesday night from 7.30 to 9.30, en- 6370 women in the Federation in Maine, and
*men delegates reviewed the
exhibits to be photographed, making a most party
/
|
G.
divorce
and
death
rates
F.
i rederick
which are Howes,
Spinney, V. L. Hall, Charles N. creditable
D. McAlary was marriage,
14 young misses. All arrived in
that one of the practical things they are doing
,, ‘.eut
showing for the youth of Waldo tertaining
J. rtt a business session. Rev. John due to these pernicious causes, and can help us Black. Ralph L. Cooper, L. L. Robbins, Selwyn
costume and were met at the front door by ! is to help the schools. "In each town,” she
bumford was reelected president, to locate and
county.
Thompson, Leslie C. Follett, W. M. Thayer,
remedy them.
said, "the club women can select some one
of Saco, secretary; Dr. S. I.
From 3 to 5.30 p, m. the delegates, under the several grinning pumpkins, and were received |
! rural school and do some one thing for that
In addition to their eugenic value, these cur- Charles O'Connell, Scott Gray, M. R. Knowlton
;'>rtiand, treasurer. Rev. Ashley
direction of Mr. Dickey, visited Mathews by a hideous witch. The veranda was deco- school, such as providing a hot lunch for the j
‘‘-rtiand and Horace Purintcn of rent records have many other values. (The G. I. Keating, W. H. McIntosh, R. D. Southj.: 'a ere
Bros.’ mill, the plants of the Saco Valley Can- rated with Japanese lanterns and Jack o’lan- pupils, or furnishing the cooking dishes, so j
elected members of the ex«I';"
speaker called attention to these in some de- worth, F. F. Graves, I. V. Miller, Roscoe Roliwhile the house was lighted with candles that the teacher may prepare a brcth or cocoa;
for three years, and L. M.
Co., the Lubec Sardine Co. and the Coe terns,
ning
^dpttee
it that the teacher either stays during
erson, I. T. Dinsmore, John W. Cox, Allan
black cats finding their way around the see to
iinrace Purinton members of the
ri
Mortimer Co., in all of which those in charge with
the noon hour,or that the schools are properly
Before leaving the subject of these modern Howes, H. W. Healey, A. A. Applin, Gay
three years. The Department
house. All kinds of Halloween games and dismissed. Send
their
and
answered
travelling libraries,which are
working
ts chosen
queswere:
Mrs. Wesley Vital Records, a word may be said as to the Holmes, E. White, Maine Hills, Carl Hasuer. explained
stunts were enjoyed, including a raisin race, a
sent out from the State library. A library
elementary; Rev. H, F. method of collecting and filing them. The law Samuel Durost, E. S. McDonald, S. S. Robin- tions of those interested.
it
of
books
25
may be sent for $1.25, and the
doboro and Mrs. PPnette Allen
At 5.30 p. m, about 75 gathered for a banquet saucer game, while a “witches’ well” was pre- school has the use of it for six months. The
sided
over by a witch, from which each guest
condary; Rev. G. C. White of requires physicians to make returns; parents son and R. P. Chase.
in the Methodist vestry, tendered by the Board
books may he on any particular topic, or astraining; Mrs. Maurice Dun- and householders also must report to their
p
of Trade. Music was furnished by Sturgis and “fished ior her fortune”, which was written on sorted volumes. Or, for $2.60, 60 volumes will
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
ssionary; Rev. L. G. March of town clerks all births and deaths which occur
be sent. Four schools that I know of have
a
of
and
caused
much
slip
paper
merriment.
Lillian Dexter, cornet and piano, and Hazel
citation. The closing sessions
k
these libraries and accomplished much. Buy a
taken up with business,a ban* in their families or houses. These the town
violin. Rev. Horace B. Sellers acted as At 8,30 refreshments were served, consisting small Victrola, not necessarily one of the exDoak,
parade.
clerk in turn sends, together with records of
At the meeting of Seaside Grange tomorrow,
of assorted sandwiches, cat cakes, moon-fac- pensive
ones, and buy good records that may
toastmaster at the after dinner speeches. Mormarriages reported by clergymen, to the State Friday, evening the brothers will dresB in
ed cookies, cocoa, ice cream and assorted be sent from school to school, in order that ail
ris L. Slugg spoke on buiiness; O. E. Frost on
State ot Trade.
have
House. The method of treating and filing overalls and bring their lunches in tin pails to
may
good music.” Maine has introduced
cake. The guests were Louise Clark, Mona
making a name in life; Rev. A. A, Blair on the
teaching of music in 30 schools in the State, i
these varies in different States; a very elabo- share with the sisters, who will appear in their
Olive Morse, Annie Piper, Dorothy
Burgess,
and
are paying for the teaching of do40
clubs
^precedented.
work
in
Active industry,
boys’
church; and Charles Si Bickford
»il
J ’f“i record high farm products the rate system prevailing in Massachusetts, while kitchen dresses. An appropriate program has
mestic science in the schools. Mrs. Wing also
on the University of Maine.
All were well Drinkwater, Margaret Rogers, Elizabeth Doak,
in
Maine the original cards themselves, as been arranged to follow the regular work.
mbination. Evidences of specuspoke of the need of a scholarship fund, and
^ W!,t‘,spread.
qualified to speak on their special subjects and Lillian Davis. Helen Wescott, Betty Han- of how the work is brought into harmony with !
Retail trade expands copied by the clerk from his
records, are filed
At the regular meeting of Morning Light
shue, Grace Hazeitine, Ethel Dexter.
that of the general Federation. She spoke of
gave those present some interesting and inU j-r weather. Jobbers and wholesalers
and kept for reference.
the various other splendid things being done
borders or for spring supplies, alphabetically
Grange of Monroe Saturday evening, Oct. 27th structive things to be remembered, interspersIn Massachusetts the Department of Vital
the clubs of Maine, the district nurse, the
by
t u^8 cripple new crop movement,
board
of
the
I. F. Cook was elected a member
Steamer Camden Sinks a Schooner.
ed with good stories.
r an^
babies’ clinics, of the Bird Sanctuary at Mt.
threaten coal famines, Statistics has charge of the records, while in of
directors to fill the vacancy caused by the
The
at
the
address
session
Desert
Island having been secured, and of what
opening
evening
f0:eat helped by last week's rains. War Maine they are placed under the jurisdiction resignation of F. I. Cronkhite. A short pro- in
Boston, Oct. 31. The fishing schooner Ar- women
may do for the Lincoln Highway, the
Memorial hall was on Little Business Men
6^ CorT|modities.
Wheat, corn, pork, of the Board of Health.
thur
James
was
s
unk
in
a
,n. wool and
As
it
is
off
Castle
the
Board gram was given, as follows: Song by the
Maine section to be called Hamlin Highway,in
heavy fog
by
sugar make new high
and Women by Paul W. Monahan of the U. of
this season of year. Securities of Health that these records are for the most
honor
of
Hannibal Hamlin, vice president when
Island
in
collision
with
the
steamer
tonight
til
choir; roll-call, current events; reading, M J. M., assistant State Leader of the Clubs, who
was president, and of the power that
*•—Bradstreets’ Oct. 28th.
Camden, bound from this port to Rockland, Lincoln
part used for statistical purposes, it is perhaps Curtis; reading, “Troubles of a Twin,” Edgar
the
clubs
have become in all the vital questions
took the place of Dean L. S. Merrill, who was
I most fitting that they should come under its
Me, Mulasker Hager of Round Bay, N. S., a of the day.
ale of
Smart; reading, Alta Crooker; reading, “The unable to be present. He said it was not so
Registered Shorthorns.
cook on the schooner, is missing and is believDoctors’ Real Opinion,” Mrs. Woodman; quesjurisdiction.
much the business of dollars and cents as of
of Freedom recently sold to B.
ed to have been drowned. The other 16 memObservance of Colby Day.
It is to the records prior to the time when tion box, which brought out discussions both
Jt
and
not
of
right
living
good
education;
and
Knox three registered Shorthorn
merely
profitable
entertaining.
bers of the crew were saved. Passengers on
returns were made to the State Housi that I
Waterville, Me., Oct. 27. The annual Colby
U.. M ar,d two heifers. The bull is
books, but of spirit to become the best of citi- the Camden were
somewhat alarmed when the Day exercises of Colby College were held toVs Kadd, the heifers by Hillhurst would now call your attention, i. e., to the
Potatoes $4 A Barrel.
zens and good home makers; learning to a^ply
a ar®
collision occurred, but they were soon quieted night. The male alumni, students and others
all
lowset, broad-backed Ancient Records. The very complete system
d
of
had
learned
in
branches
what
all
life.
e
they
and the steamer made her way back to her gathered in the gymnasium and heard addresses
r>ght type, and all from good at
t
Caribou, Me., Oct, 27. Aroostook potatoes
present in operation for collecting the modMr- Bryant has made a fine
reached the record price of $4 a barrel today, His address was full of good advice and held dock. Her bow plates were bent in and after by Justice Warren C. Philbrook, ’82, of WatertfT18,
Jfr' which to
ern records is of comparatively recent origin:
an examination it was decided to cancel the
ville; Lieut A. Raymond Rogers, who has just
build
his
future
Shortthe
close
hearers.
attention of his
with few offered at that figure, the higbest ever
^
returned from the Mexican border; Rev. Dr,
The 150 passengers disembarked.
i1* no doubt will be a successful And the older records, owing to the fact that known. Farmers have thousands of barrels in
While Prof. W. C. Monahan was making trip.
Arthur
S. Phelps of Waterville, William C.
* ®-n dual-purpose Shorthorns, the
no copies of them were filed at the State House
storage, waiting for higher prices. Potato
for his illustrated lecture on Poultry
Mrs. Rosetta Sheldon and daughter Ora went Crawford, ’82, of Allston, Mass., and Coach
| ®HI make dollars for any farmer or
sales are for cash, rnd the bank deposits ready
are in constant danger of being
*
elsewhere,
Greene
and Capt. "Eddie” Cawley ol
throughout Aroostook are the heaviest ever Housing, Prof. Mitchell told BtorieB and also to Boston last Saturday, where the latter will Roger
^ them good feed and care.—Cor. destroyed by fire or otherwise lost. These are known.
the football team. The sapior girls presented
spoke of the Springfield fair, more particularly have surgical treatment for throat trouble.
"Merry Wives of Windsor' at Fobb Hall.

®AY SCHOOL CONVENTION.

last
the

Monday night the teams, captained by
Mr. and Mrs, Eugene Hayes and little son
Thayer and Keene played, the former win- Gerard have returned to their home in Readning by 63 pins, and on Tuesday night those
ville.jMass., from a visit with Belfast relatives,
captained by Spinney and French were the
Mrs. C. J. Hall left on yesterday morning’s
attraction. For the next six weeks these
train for New Bedford, Mass., where she will
teams will play every Monday and Tues- j
spend the winter wjth her daughter, Mrs. C. G.
day night and will then start anew for another
six weeks. There are three men in each team. Ferguson.

noon

Belfast

last
Mr*

on

Marguerite Owen
Saturday.
Turkish March,
Una Greenlaw
provided the banquet,

The convention closed at

the

*

Miss Vesta Shute is spending a few
days in
Bangor with her brother and his wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde R. Shu'e.

Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 24th at the home of
Mrs. Ada Curtis. The ladies were busy making
Willie Stevens of Jackson, potatoes; $3, Gordon
The hostess served clam stew,
Butman of Searsport, potatoes; $3, Adalbert fancy aprons.
crackers and fancy cake.
The Aid met with
Whitten of Jackson, potatoes; $3, Collins TayMrs. Abbie Ramsey Oct, 31st.... Mr. Charles
lor of Jackson, potatoes; $3, Charlie Stevens of
Simmons and Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Greenlaw
Jackson, potatoes; $3, Mona Burgess of Belmotored to Rockland Saturday and spent the
fast, garden and canning; $3, Ralph Riley of
day....Mrs. Emma Roberts of Brooks is the
Monroe, potatoes; $3, George Riley of Monroe,
guest of her son, Mr, Allen Roberts... .Mr.and
potatoes; $3, Winnifred Welch of Belfast, garMrs. E. S.Cummings, and two sons, Martin and
den and canning.
George, of Union, were Sunday guests of Mr.
Paul W, Monohon, using the exhibits of the
and Mrs. M. G. Black, in Northport.
delegates, gave an interesting demonstration
Piano Recital. The piano pupils of Miss
on potato judging, speaking ot the eyes, skin,
E. Stoddard will give a recital at her
size, disease of scab and black spots, how to Amy
select a mealy potato, etc. Although the last Studio, 68 Church street, Tuesday afternoon
of the demonstrations it was listened to with at 3.30 o’clock, with the following program:
Nevin
Shepards all and Maidens Fair,
much interest by many of the delegates.

High school preparatory to taking a j music. Memorial hall, and the admission to
at the University of Maine, moving pictures.
When the Belfast Checker Club occupies course next year
she will specialize in Home economics. I
Mrs. Thomas P. Leaman entertained four
its rooms in the Opera House block Nov. 10th where
earned this season, and what she j boys at her home on Searsport avenue and
us here present, and the possibilities this new
it will nave a membership of nearly 100 The money
149
sanitary science holds for the preservation of One of the members recently visited the expects to earn next year will help to defray i brought them over to every session in her
The other girls were Mona ; auto. She also provided chocolate confecpublic health and for the good of the human checker clubs at the Revere House, Boston her expenses.
3
and Winnie Welch.
tionery for each delegate at the Friday night
6 race are not yet grasped even by its devotees, and also the Wells Memorial of that city; two Burgess, Jennie Spear
To encourage those present Miss Haskell ! banquet.
18 and at the Schools for Health Officers its many of the best known checker clubs in New
Eng'4
what other girls were doing in various
are being studied with the
land, and the local club will use the same sort told of
8 iptricate problems
EAST BELFAST.
keenest interest.
of tables and boards. Tables 10 feet long and parts of the State and how the Women’s Clubs ;
3
8
The ratios known as birth rates, death rates, two feet wide will be placed in the club room of Mt. Desert were helping the girls to market j
Mrs. Jas De Vere arrived last Tuesday for a
marriage rates, infant mortality rates, with on each of which will be five 14-inch checker their goods; one little one receiving an order |
50

Grand Totals.
*

historian of the State.

of the entries from the older and much

..

I

Oct. 27th and 28th.
About sixty delegates of the Boys and Girls
Agricultural and Canning Clubs of Waldo
county were in Belfast Oct. 27th and 28th, to
attend their second annual convention. The

and

St-*-

as

Agricultural and Canning Clubs of
Waldo County Hold Sessions in Belfast

The

to encourage the boys, after Miss Haskell had
led the way for the girls. He said that Allen
Moody of Liberty had a fine exhibit of sweet
corn at that fair and called attention to the
exhibit on the table of sweet corn by Claude
E. Knowlton of Liberty, which contained a
very nearly perfect ear, and advised keeping
every kernel as very precious.
Prof. Monahan's lecture on Poultry Housing
was simple enough to be
readily understood by
the youngest present, and was
equally instructive to adults. He spoke of the three biological essentials—freedom from drafts and dampness; sunshine and ventilation, and sufficient
floor space—four square feet for each hen.
The economic elements discussed were cost of
building and convenience of feed and water.
He used slides showing these conditions, and
also those that have and will always prove
failures. He paid a tribute to Prof. Gowell
for his work on these lines.
At the close of the program the visitors
went to the4 Colonial Theater as guests of the
Board of Trade.
The Saturday morning session opened at
about 9 o'clock with remarks by Prof. Mitchell,
tie said that next year local contests would
be held by the clubs, the winners to come to
the county contest, the county winners to
go
to the contest at the U. of M., and then to
He
also gave instruction
Springfield, Mass.
to the members of the pig, potato, corn and
poultry and canning clubs and said that at the
Ciuu meeting in Portland, Dec. 5th, 6th and
7th, 6,000 ears of sweet corn will be displayed
and the delegates given the freedom of that
city. He announced that the club member receiving the best average rank would be made
president of the Waldo County Agricultural
clubs, the second rank would be vice president
and the third secretary, and these honors have
been awarded as follows: Fred McKinley of
Jackson, 1st, Jerome R. Quimby of Brooks,
2nd and Emma J. Slipp of Belfast, 3rd.,
The prize essays were then read, and will be
printed in full in the next issue of The Journal.

Fred McKinley of JackBon, for potatoes; $12,
hereditary societies, pleasant and profitable.
Raymond Quimby of Brooks, potatoes; $11
Charles M. Howes of Liberty, chairman of Emma J.
but what is of more practical importance to
Slipp of Belfast, garden and canning;
South Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Norman
the average citizen of the present day, it is of the Waldo County Pomona Grange committee, $10, John Gibbs of brooks,
potatoes; $9, Kathgreat use in matters pertaining to the law gave a splendid response to this royal wel- leen M. Colcord of Belfast, poultry; $8, Ray- Staples of East Belfast, and Master Paul
courts, and in the offices of Probate and Regis- come. He told the boys that if they behaved mond Hall of Brooks, poultry; $7, Lloyd Bick- Staples of the city, called on Mr. and Mrs.
members of

Historically these “ancient” records are, oi
course, of much more pertinent value to us o
t»
the present day than the “modern” ones; for
S
ler*r
such personal records are the real and importspeak first, briefly, of the current or modern
icu
ant foundation of local history.
Fork
records; and later, at more length, of the older
The work of bringing original material into
Dakota....
The two are so related that
or ancient ones.
form for quick reference and practical use, is
we
must
know
to
understand
either,
something
38
one of the greatest services we can perform
5 I of both.
■Island
for the future generations, who will pore over
ta.
5
Aside from the greater detail of the modern
4
the records left by their ancestors, (ourselves)
record, the difference is largely one of treatas we now study those preceding us.
These
? i ment after the record is entered; for so far as
“ancient” records yield the richest treasure
3
the facts entered are concerned the two classes
for the present researcher, and by preserving
are practically the same, and the terms are used
269
!.
this local history, we may best assist the future
to
the
recent
since
separate
period
Vlr. Hughes will carry these: arbitrarily
a:

ttgara

Boys and Girls Convention.

The

reiterate,
towns,
where
"Nobody for Hughes
their ancestors. To the student of local histhesej, books were lost or destroyed there was
the positive prediction
this whole subject is one which can- no way of supplying the valuable historical
i'jjly, wisely or not, the tory,also,
will prevail and Charles not be ovei looked, and is of constantly in- and genealogical matter they contained. In
be the next Republican
these entries are to be found much information
til of the United States.”
life was. He told a true story of one
relative not only to the beginnings of the State try
an Fie view to be publishfurther. Vital Recorua, eomprising as they
young ipan who went back to the country from
r,el Harvey predicts the do the records of births, deaths, and marriages, oi Maine, but to the early days when she was
his city home and made wonderful success, the
as certain, in detail as fola part of Massachusetts, and every citizen of
and the conditions surrounding these, may be
first year showing a profit of $2,600 on what
the
State
should
be
interested
in
in
preserving
said to constitute the very life current of comseemed a run-out farm. In ag^in welcoming
essential to a Choice,
form
these
fast
decaying
munities and States. Through the data they permanent printed
:.g

|

special interest for
you might properly

a

subject of study, and to a certain extent charge yourselves with their pre1904 only twenty-two. In
when they are collected and arit year, before a
single seivation; for,
constitute
reference for the nomi- ranged in alphabetical order, they

ln

jj

to

that these should have
your society, and that

Jarvey guessed
election forecast. In 1908
en electoral votes out of

l"

those of Massa-

That

wins.

Between 145 and
iHarcey Predicts
Electoral Majority.
K

properly begin'with

Maine may

chusetts; first, because, as I need hardly remind you, Maine, during the two centuries
covered by the earlier records, was a part of
Massachusetts; and second, because Massachusetts is unique, in being not only the first
one of the United States, but, as it is also
claimed, the first governmental body in the
world to enact laws controlling its public records, and to create a commissioner to enforce
such laws. And it is to Massachusetts that
Maine as well as the other New England States
has looked for models when forming her earlier
as well as her more recent public record laws.

County Correspondence.
of Belfast,
Crime..Isle au
Men Commit
ivnuii ratic Pension Record..
Henry Cabot Lodge.
Why Hughes Should be
..one Why Wilson Should
i.piVated. .Literary News and
w oodcock A-Wing. .To
it'OOO. .Transfers in Real

!-

are

can

Their Collection and Preservation. Address
of Mr. Alfred Johnson riefore the Maine

..

1

!

ori*inal documents, .nd if lost before
! copied
they
they
be

Maine,

92nd
large number of
friends and relatives called and wished him
many returns of the day.
Capt. Means enjoys
good health, is especially interested in current
Ellsworth’s oldest citizen celebrated his

birthday Oct. 25th,

events and

a

and

a

great reader.

Mr. Alfred Johnson returned last week to

Brookline, Mass., irom Worcester, where he
spent two days and attended the .wedding ;of a
brother of his friends, Mr James Thompson
of the New Orleans Item. Mr. Thompson
and his wife, formerly Miss Clarke, daughter
of Speaker Champ Clarke, motored back with
him for a short visit.
Mrs. Laura Lamson of Jonesport, who spent
past year in Clifton, N. J., with her daughter, Mrs, Preston Furman, and family, will
leave there Friday for visits in Somerville and
Boston, Mass., and in Augusta, and before returning home will visit her sou and his wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Lamson of this city,and
will «Iro make the acquaintance of her grandson, Richard Daggett Lamson.
the

Mr. and Mrs, Henry G. Ingersoll (Gertrude
Coombs), returned to Belfast last Saturday
night from a brief honeymoon trip to Boston.
They had planned to go to New York, but were
recalled by Mr. Ingersoil’s firm. They spent
the week-end with Mrs. Ingersoll’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Coombs, and went to
Portland Monday, where they are to make
their home on Deering avenue. They will be
at home after Nov. 15.
E.

U.

S.

Sued for Sinking Bark

Mabel i

Meyers.
A libel seeking damages
tiled in the federal court Wedthe United States government
by Clarence N. Meyers of Searsport, Maine,
and others, owners of the barkentine Mabel E.
Meyers, which was sunk in a collision with the
Nebraska off Cape Cod on July 30, 1915. A
special act of Congress enabled the owners of
the vessel to bring suit against the government. The bill stated that the barkentine was
on her way from Barbadoes to Portland,Maine,
with a cargo of molasses when she was run
into by the battleship in a fog at night and
sunk. The entire cargo and the effects of the
master and crew were lost, it is alleged. The
crew was taken off in boats from the Nebraska.

Boston, Oct. 25.

$127,000 was
nesday against

of

The

Shoe Situation.

footwear does not lessen, but
difficult to obtain that some pro>
ducers are reluctant to book large contracta
for lat*r shipment.
Existing conditions in the

Activity

leather is

in

so

latter commodity have no parallel, paucity of
supplies and the eagerness of buyers to cover
causing further sharp upward price revisions.
—Dun’s Review, Oct. 28th.

A

I

TRIO

Tour

Their

Recovery

“Fruit-a-tives” is now made in the
United States. This will be welcome
news to thousands of people who have
been sendingtoCanadafortheir supply
of these famous tablets, which are
made from the juices of apples,
oranges, figs and prunes.
So great has been the demand for
Fruit-a-tives from all parts of the
United States, that the proprietors
deemed it wise to establish a branch
right in this country.
Offices and fruit tablet works are in
active operation at Ogdensburg, New
York from which point druggists and

general

stores

are

time

a

family named Sim-

little bit more of
States of America than
could be seen from their own
doorway.
Now these people, there were
three;
mother
and Alice, lived in the
father,
biggest little city in Maine and one cold
January day they shut the door of their
home and started southward.
The
journey was uneventful until
Washington was rerched. There they
did just what
everybody who goeB to
visit our National Capitol does, found
out how to make paper
money, climbed
the monument, visited the White
House,
heard our senators and representatives

Thousand. Of Sufferers In England
Owe

a

decided to see

a

these United

ECORD OF A
.REMEDY

To “Fruit-a-tives”.

Through the

Once upon
mons

•<Fruil-a-t5ve»H Is Made From The
Juices Of Apples, Oranges, Figs And
Prunes; With Tonics.

And Canada

TRAVELERS

Soutn and to the Pacific Coast.
[A paper read at the meeting of the Belfast
"Woman’e Club. Oct. 16th.J

FRUIT JUICE
MEDICINE
WONDERFt
WONDE

OF

to San Antonio, the city of missions.
Time was limited, so the travelers chose
to visit The Alamo, famous as the scene
of the great fight for Texan liberty and
The
so-called The Cradle of Liberty.
mud walls and floors are cracked and
worn, and a souvenir seller’s booth fills
the front, but as the three stepped reverently into Confessional and Baptistry and the narrow, dark cells, they
seemed to echo with the footsteps of
i sandalled feet and filled with the ghosts
on

of

country.

gave

their

unexplored
At St. Patrick’s (claimed to
to

an

States) the three found the spirit of the
old religion combined with the more
modern, though the building seemed very
old.

From-San Antonio,

the family jourEl Paso, and because of floods
were obliged to stay there three days.
Here for the first time, the three ate in a
real Chinese restaurant, or eating house,
The Mexican venders
as they called it.
of candy and souvenirs were interesting.
And then one day the Simmons’ went
across the Rio Grande to Juarez in old

neyed

in a rather desultory manner it
and spent all too short a time in
that wonderful specimen of American
art and architecture, the Congressional

Library.
Next

who

men

bring religion

the oldest cathedral in the United

be

arguing
seemed,

Atlanta, Georgia, but a few
drizzling rain found the three
quite ready to leave that, it must be
A train
confessed, rather dirty city.
hours in

the heroic

lives to

came
a

to

Amazingly Comfortable

Mexico. A street car was the mode of
i conveyance and the Jockey Club race
wreck ahead caused the first taste of I track the objective point. Nothing haphardship, for the little town of Bay | pened except inspection by the pleasant
Minette, with one small railway restau- faced American officers at one side and
the scowling Mexicans at the other, but
rant looked inadequate to
some

being supplied.

"FRUIT-A-TIVES’’

is the only
medicine in the world made from fruit
juices. An English physician in
Ottawa discovered a process whereby
fruit juices may be combined in such
a way that the natural medicinal
properties of fruits are rnauy times
increased.
“Fruit-a-tives” has many times
proved its value in cases of Stomach,
Liver and Kidney Trouble—in Rheumatism, Headaches, and Neuralgia—
in Dyspepsia and Constipation
lit
Nervousness, general weakness and

Everybody concedes
It wins

satisfy

hundreds of hungry travelers. Conster- an interesting discovery was made. This
nation, indignation and resignation were waB that the Rio Grande, instead of the
pictured on the faces ’round about, but wide river the geography pictures was,
the

Mexican

women

to launder their

I

|

Skin Diseases.
“Fruit-a-tives” is sold by dealers

river bottom.
wew urleans, the city ol contrast and j
I
liuaice (JIUVCU
conflict between the oid and the new!
T

Indescribable were the feelings of the
three who were acquainted with New

price by Fruit-a-tives limited,
Ogdensburg, New York.

!

its

dilapidated

economy.

But

comfortable.
in and let

come

us

prove it to you.

clothing

This process was unusual, for each
contentment reigned.
Then in.
woman stood on
the bank and beat the
came the good news that the track was
clear and New Orleans could be reached i article to be laundered up and down in
the water or over the flat rocks of the
by afternoon.

et 50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size,
25c. or sent postpaid on receipt of

You wouldn’t think that a small, light,
economical, low priced car could be

But its roomy seats, deep upholstery
and easy riding cantilever springs—

j

and soon

—

beauty.

so
!

at this season, principally rocks and dirt
with scarcely sufficient water for the

lone man in that little restaurant
heroically cut big chunks of bread, cooked eggB and made what he called coffee
one

on

its

amazingly
can hardly

These things make it so
comfortable that people
believe their senses.

They like its power—it’s the world’s
most powerful low priced car.

W. R. Gilkey & Son, Searsport, Maine,

J|

tel 27.3

...

LU

mud

UC

JJUJ

fUl

CSljUC
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huts and old adobe

houses, many of which

were

sealed up

England order and cold symmetry when by Carranza because they belonged to
The C. L. S. C. for 1916-1917. they stepped from Canal street (New Villa supporters. The races, which were
Orleans people say it is the widest street running instead of the trotting usual in
At the commencement of anol her Chau- in the world) with its myriad lights and the north, were interesting and the three
to see so many women
tauqua year the C. L. S. C’s of Belfast good pavement, into the narrow, ill- were surprised
and others may he interested in the lighted cobble-paved streets with open betting on the horses.
course of reading and study pursued by
gutters belonging to the creole sections.
At last the railway officials permitted
the C. L. S. C. of our city which marks Almost could, the three imagine them- the travelers to proceed, and slowly the
the beginning of the thirty-first year of selves in old Spain as they passed the long train pulled through the desert
Chautauqua work by Seaside C. L. S. rows of dark houses closely shuttered lands of Texas, New Mexico and AriCircle. This year, The European Year’s at doors and windows, with only a glimpse zona. Truly they were deserts, with
course of study gives promise of even now and then of a flag-paved courtyard.
nothing to break the monotony of sagegreater interest and helpfulness. This Like an Arabian Night’s Tale it seemed brush and mesquite save a little troop
reading comprises four cloth-bound Chau- until the old St. Louis Hotel and its of soldiers camped along the border, a
tauqua books, all relating to one gen- slave block brought to mind the reality small cattle corral and ranch house, or
the carcass of some unfortunate animaj
eral plan. These books are: “France of the terrible days of Civil War.
Many interesting things did the three that desert fare proved too hard for.
Under the Republic,’’ “Germany Between Two Wars,’’ “Belgium the Land find to do in this metropolis of the southAt Indio tne tired tram crew must
of Art,” “Things Men Fight For;” and, land. A visit to the old French market, rest, and for the first time the three
in addition The Round Table, a monthly with its quaint stalls containing every realized the terrible havoc of the flood.
Chautauqua Bulletin, teaching and illus- kind of edible; a ride through City Park Date growing is the principal industry
trative material, and one year’s subscrip- where the duelling ground under the of Indio and save the green at the
tops
tion to The Independent, a weekly maga- huge willows brought back to memory of these palms no green could be seen.
the
of
and
a
day
chivalry;
zine covering the topics of the day. The
thirty mile Mud, nothing but mud, and a whole day
sail upon the calm waters of the great to
present conditions lend quite peculiar instay! But lo! a miracle, convention
Of course, Jeff. Davis’ was
Mississippi.
terest to this course of reading.
forgotten and everybody got acWhile the Chautauqua reading course monument, the big cathedrals, and the quainted with everybody. A small hall
is always helpful to either the individual cemetery with its peculiar method of was discovered, a pianist and two solobuilding resting placeB for the dead ists secured and the afternoon passed
or the group, yet never in our history has
there been equal need for just such a above ground were given due attention. quickly with dancing, cards and singing.
This C. L. S. C. read- All three were somewhat shocked in
course of study.
Once more the train started and rocktheir New England consciences by
the ed its way slowly across the water-covering does not deal with the war, but gives
fact that New Orleans considers the ed
us knowledge of conditions Defore the
tracks and reached Los Angeles safebroke
conflict
out
and
an
insight Sabbath Day—to keep it holy—almost ly in the morning. Friends were awaitgreat
into the National ideals and ambitions not at all. All placeB of amusement and ing the Simmons’ here, and for five
and the historical trend which swept the many stores were open, and except for weeks a little bungalow in a suburb of
nations into a vortex. This year, as a early mass and service at the few Prot- Los Angeles was home.
From here
estant churches, the day was like all
matter of public service, we seek to enmany excursions were made: To Pasaothers.
roll as many readers as possible. No one
dena, the city of flowers and beautiful
The next stop was at Houston, Texas,
wishes to leave off being educated, for
homes; to Venice, the Coney Island of
a very modern, clean
looking city. Then the West; and to Sierra, Madre, in the
when education ends, life ends.
Then
take a course of reading and study. All
__

persons read, but too many read without
any plan and to no purpose. The C. L.
S. C. i3 useful alike to the person of
limited training, who may labor many
nights over each book and the active
of affairs, who can sweep
vigorous
through them in a few hours. This Chauman

tauqua reading was the first, and is still
the best, and has a world-wide fame.
Are you tired of wasting your odd
minutes? Then commence this C. L. S.
C.

reading

organized

course.
at

the

Tile

class just
assemblies,

new

summer

and whose ranks will be increased

as

this

reading year advances, the class of 1920,
has selected

as

their name "The

Opti-

mists” and their motto is, “Nothing less
than the best.” The class flower is the

pink Aster.
The year 1916 has been the banner year
for Chautauqua Assembly just closed at

Chautuaqua, N. Y, In
figures show an increase

attendance the

over any previyears. From the individual visitor
to those spending the season the attendance reached the grand aggregate of 50,-

ous

000, representing

an

actual

growth

in

the last ten years of forty per cent and
an increase over any previous year of

percent.
Seaside C. L. S. Circle holds meetings
on Monday afternoon of each week and
ten

invites all who may be interested to attend its meetings.
THE

COOl

stealth fer
Sick XOcmen

SEASON.

The coot season is now in full swing
along the Maine coast. Out at the tip
end of Cape Elizabeth the members of
the life saving crew and their families
are having their fill of the gamey seafowl. Incidentally, the chef at the station knows how to cook a coot. And that
is the whole story. The flesh is naturally rather Btrong and fiBhy, but, properly
prepared, a coot Btew with dumplings, is
not to be turned aside lightly.
So, too,
is a roast, stuffed coot a dish tor the
gods if the trick is turned rightly. The
cook who tries to prepare any of the seafowl now scurrying along our shores in
such numbers in the same manner as domestic fowl might be prepared is in for a
disappointment. Nothing tastes much
worse than a coot that has not been separated from its strong, gamey taste.
Some experts parboil the birds, wash
them in many waters, removing the objectionable flavor in different manners,
and then bake in an oven, first scoring
the breast and binding on strips of bacon
or fat salt pork, the juices from which
work all through the birds. Cooked in
this manner the humble coot is fit to
grace the table of any epicure. The coot
season closes December 1st and no more
may be Bhot until August 3lBt.—Portland

Express.

DEAN’S RHEUMATIC PILLS for Rheums,
ism and Neuralgia. Entirely vegetable. Safe.

For

Forty Years Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound Has Been

Woman’s Most Reliable Medicine
—Here is More Proof.
To

foothills,
for

where

friend took the trio

a

forty mile drive through groveB of
citrous fruits, wonderfully attractive
a

glossy green foliage, wax-like
blossoms and yellow and orange fruits
with the

combined.
A week end at

who

are

suffering from

some

form of

special ills, and have a constant fear of breaking
down, the three following letters ought to bring hope:

woman’s

—

“
North Crandon, Wis.
When I was 1G years
old I got married and at 18 years I gave birth to
twins and it left me with very poor health. I could
not walk across the floor without having to sit
down to rest ancl it was hard for me to keep about
and do my work.
I went to a doctor and he told
me I had a displacement and
ulcers, and would
have to have an operation. This frightened me so
much that I did not know what to do. Having
heard of Lydia E.
Pjnkham’s Vegetable Compound
I thought I would give it a trial and it made me as
well as ever.
I cannot say enough in favor of the
Pinkham remedies.”—Mrs. Mayme Asbach, North
Crandon, Wis.
—

testimony

from Oklahoma.

Lawton, Okla. “ When I began to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s
vegetable Compound I seemed to be good for nothing. I tired easily
and had headaches much of the time and was irregular. I took it
again
before my little child was born and it did me a wonderful amount of
good at that time. I never fail to recommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound to ailing women because it has done so much
for me.”—Mrs. A. L. McCasland, 509 Have St., Lawton, Okla.
—

From a Grateful Massachusetts Woman.
Itoxbury, Mass.—“ I was suffering from inflammation and was examined by a physician who found
that my trouble was caused by a displacement.
My symptoms were bearing down pains, backache,
and sluggish liver. I tried several kinds of medicine ; then I was asked to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound. It has cured me and I am
pleased to be in my usual good health by using it
and highly recommend it.”
Mrs. B. M. Osgood,
1 Haynes Park, Roxbury, Mass.
—

If you want special advice write to Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass.
Your
letter will be opened, read and answered by a woman and held
in strict confidence.

enjoyable.
roses

seen

Chico
the

by

three; and orchards of peaches, prunes,
apricots and almonds, were worthy of
very interesting trip
made from here to Butte Creek mining
region, where the three had the privilege

notice.

A

was

Long Beach with its
length, its beautiful of inspecting a gold dredger while at
flowers and all-the-year bathing beach work. Huge piles of rock cover this
proved enjoyable. A trip given by a region wherever the dredger had scooped
real estate company, consisting of a trol- up its buckets of soil °nd separated the
ley and boat ride, lunch, lecture and an- gold from the dross. Chico has the faother trolley ride, making an all day mous Hooker oak, which is 108 feet high
trip, interested the family. It certainly and 25 feet in diameter. Of course this
and
also
Richardson's
visited
seemed queer to give all that for the was
possibility of selling a few lots of land. Springs, a health resort in a beautiful
Yet that was what the company did.
valley, where the three decided that
Soon came the trip to San Diego, and those who sought health by drinking
a pleasant week it was for there is much
the mineral water were heroes indeed,
of interest there beside the exposition. for no physician ever mixed a worse dose
It waB early and the three had to be con- than these springs contain.
And now it was time to turn toward
tent with seeing the outside of many
buildings, but the marine drills, the com- the east again. Great indeed was the
pleted exhibitions and concerts on the change from fields of gorgeous Califorgreat Spreckel’s organ proved well worth nia poppies to the evergreen and snowy
heights of the Sierras.
seeing and hearing,
The great event of this journey was
A most memorable day was spent in a
visit to Point Loma, our most southern the crossing of the Great Salt Lake,
point. Here were seen the old Spanish where for about thirty miles the train
lighthouse, the monument to the soldiers goes by means of the Lucin Cut-Off,
and sailors lost in the wreck of the Ben- across the calm, glistening water.
nington, and Madame Tingley’s TheoOgden was the next stopping place
sophical School, which is as beautiful in and proved to be a city of marked conits detail of grounds and buildings as art trast, for it lies warm, green and flowerpier

1900

feet in

Southern

California covered beneath hills covered with snow.
A few hours’ ride brought the travelers
could make it.
1. pony polo game at Coronado inter- I to Salt Lake City, just at the time of
ested the trio, because it was new to Mormon Conference.
They found a
them, and a day at Old Town, the scene beautifully clean and prosperous city,
of Mrs. Jackson’s Ramona, was most and a ride gave them a glimpse of The
enjoyable. Most interesting was the Beehive (official home of the Mormon
old Spanish House, with its square inner President) and so named not because it
court of flowers, pavement and fountain, was Brigham Young’s home but from a
and the

flora of

and Ramona’s well, over which these
words: “Quaff ye the waters of Ra-

Amelia Palace, (a

mona’s well. Good luck

for the seventeenth

they bring

and

secrets tell." made all Dause to wish and

drink.

huge gilded

hive

upon the top; the
beautiful house built
Mrs.

Young),

MORE MEN THAN WOMEN
HAVE APPENDICITIS

MAINE CENIKAL
BELFAST AND Bi (',,1,1

Surgeons state men are slightly more
subject .to appendicitis than women.

On and after Oct 1. 1910

as mixed in Adler-i-ka, often
relieve ,or prevent appendicitis.
This
mixture removes such surprising loul
matter that ONE SPOONFUL relieves

ine, etc.,

FROM

A-M

I

rooms

with

25

rooms

with

THE

State House, Maude Adams’ home
and the Tabernacle, with its fine organ

|

j

RfcI.FA.8'1
10 00

AM

Waterville.

j

7
7 00

Bangor.
Benton

I

Blinton.
Burnham, leave.

8 3.

W'innecook. jfc 45
Unity ..
8 £4
n orndike.
9 oj
Knox. »9 10
Brooks. 9 of,
Waldo.t9 35
Citypoint. i9 45

!

1

Belfast, arrive. 9 5,
♦ Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boat
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALl
General 1 ;>
G. C. DO l
General Manager

I

MAINE REGISTER
EDITION

*

ISSUED AUGUST 1st

Quarr.
It contains more information
of value to Business and

Fac*

!

-y

Lev.

Professional Men of„Maine
than any other Reference
Book.

IV1 ill

the

new

!

Portland. 12 00

^

1916-17

11 45

20
32
44
5U

PM

Iin44p

^

Bangor.

Boston.

GRAY,

MANA6EK.

»7
7
t7
7

TO

running water.
private baths.
House just put in first class order.
European Plan, $1.00 per day up.
American Plan, $2 50 per day up.
Every car passes the door.

FRANK M.

Waldo.
Brooks.
Knox.
rhorndike.
Unity.

Blinton. 8 39
Benton. 8 48
Waterville. 8 54
Portland. 1150
Boston, pm. 3 20

Preble House
40

f ,i

75.
Winnecook. t8 08
Burnham, arrive. 8 20

WHILE IN PORTLAND STOP
AT

liKLF 1st

Belfast depart. 7 05
Bity point. t7 10

almost ANY CASE constipation, sour
stomach or gas. The INSTANT, easy
action of Akler-i-ka is surprising. The
Old Corner Drug Store Co.

I

j

it Burnnamand Waterville
‘or and from Bangor, W'ater\
Boston, will run as follows:

Belfast people should know that a few
doses of simple buckthorn bark, glycer-

Sites,

Farn

for Summer
PUBLISHED ANNUALLY SINCE 1870

’Ons;

?-

and Cam

At Old

Town, too, the party visited and wonderful acoustic properties. The
the factory where ripe olives and olive three listened in amazement to the sound
oil are canned, and had their first taste of a falling pin, dropped some 250 feet
of the ripe fruit. The trip to San Diego
was made by water and was enlivened
The journey continued through pictgoing down by a movie play, which was uresque mountain regions and then praibeing made on the boat, and coming rie to Omaha. From here to Chicago,
back by the seasickness which rough
with its noise and bustle and beautiful
weather caused.
The family discovered parks, and on to Columbus and then a
that the Pacific is a lighter blue than the longer stay at the little town of UhrichsAtlantic and can produce just as rough ville, Ohio. As this was the scene ol
Alice’s first work

seas.

All too soon ;the visits with friends
must be ended and once more the trio
set out on their travels. This time the
route led northward,

women

small ranch were most
had the most beautiful

through

the

pictur-

esque Joaquin valley with its tunnels and
wonderful feats of engineering skill.
Most

interesting

of these

where the track makes

passing directly

a

across

the place
complete loop,
was

the

place just

gone through bv tunnel.
A few hours at Fresno in the peach
country, and then on through groves of
peach, cherry and plum in full bloom,
with here and there

grape vineyard—
and San Francisco was reached. During
this

trip

some

a

governmental experiments
was employed to make with

of the

which he

fruits,

and the three were much interested in the two types of orange he

showed. One waB as large as a grapefruit and the other no larger than a
grape; yet each a perfect orange.
Not an eartnquaKe while in San Fran-

cisco,

but the

family

visited the

mint,

beautiful Golden Gate Park, Chinatown
and the Exposition grounds, which were
being dismantled. All three thoroughly
enjoyed the trip by steamer to Sacramento, for very bep"tiful is the Zuyder
Zee of America; narrow, sluggish, and
bordered with flat fields of asparagus and
kindred vegetables, and dotted here and

teacher the three

ing

a

old

A few visits were made, however,
by father Simmons and Alice to the
places of interest, and at last the sick
one.

able to come home and the three
once more safe at their “ain fire-

one was
were

Sacramento proved friendly, and after
a few visits, viewing the
Capitol
with its pretty grounds (a magnolia in
full bloom, the most attractive thing

there)

spending an hour in an aspacking house, the journey was

and

paragus

continued to Chico.
Two weeks with relatives here

on

a

PUBLISH

MAINE CENTRAL

DONHAM,

give opportunity to th
make a change ir locatior
in life.

KK,

390 Congress Street,

PORTLAND,

;

MAINE

Undeveloped Water

^
____

Unlimited Raw Via

Janes H. Duncan. C. E„

AND

Good

I

Farming

AWAIT DEVELOPS
Communications
are

invited

and

recur

will

reef,

addressed to any
MAINE CENTRAL, or t

when

e

INDUSTRIAL BUR'
MAINE

Hydrographic Surveys,
General

a

CENTRAL

R.

PORTLAND, Ma

Engineering Work.

Bide.

And glad indeed are these three that
they |have been able to see so much of
this great land of ours and come safely
back to the dear old Pine Tree State.
Alice E. Simmons.

Office 14 Main St.,

let. 341-3

Residence 17 Church St.,

Forget Your Aches.
Stiff knees, aching limbs, lame back, make
life a burden. If you suffer from rheumatism,
gout, lumbago, neuralgia, get a bottle of Sloau’a
Liniment, the universal remedy for pain. Eaey
to apply; it penetrates without rubbing and
soothes the tender flesh. Cleaner and more
effective than muasy ointments or poultices.
For strains or Bprains, sore muscles or wrenched ligaments resulting from strenuous exercise, Sloan’s Liniment givee quick relief. Keep
it on band for emergencies. At your Drug-

gist,

26c.

there with house-boats.

making

GRENVILLE M.

very happy time there in renewacquaintances.
Next came Pittsburg, but sickness
SEARSPORT. MAINE,
and bad weather prevented the family
from going about the smoky city. The
Land Surveying,
journey now continued through the hills
of the coal and oil regions to PhiladelValuation of Timberlands,
phia, where fortune played false ly and
the sickness of the mother of the family
and
made the stay anything but a pleasant Topographic

spent

a

fellow passenger explained

as

LOCATED ON THE I

Price, $3 00 Postpaid

Stockton Springs Trust Company,
STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE.
Notice is hereby given that Bank Book No.
S20 of the Savings department, issued by this
bank, Has been lost and application has been
made for a duplicate book according to the
laws regulating the issuing of new books.
S. B. MERRITHEW, Treasurer.
Stockton Springe, Me,, October 16,1916—8t42

lei. 234-3

FOR PERSONAL 2i
Dissolved in water for c!b;
pelvic catarrh, ulceratior
mation. Recommended, by

secon d-iiaod
goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc

Pinkham Med. Co, for
A healing wonder for
sore throat and sore ey e?
Ha* extraordinary dean&inu and
Sample Free. 50c. all dru^tfiX^PiaG, The Paxton Toilet Coropa

Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything tc
sell drop rae a

postal card and you will receive
Telephone 249-3

a prompt call.
WALTER H. vAKJMBS,
64 Main Street, Belfast.

THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL,THE SATURDAY EVENING POST and THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN wish to secure the spare
time of a man or woman to act as local representative in Belfast and vicinity, looking after
the renewals of their many subscriptions in
this section, and introducing these publications' to new readers. Payment will be made
in salary and commission. Previous experience is desirable, but not essential. For details
address with reference. Box 654, THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, Independence
2w43
Square, Philadelphia.

1
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DENTIST,
•

17 Main Street,
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KIDNEY P®
FOLEY
FOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS MO

{

“I AM VERY PLEASED TO MEET
YOU

~

1

”

^-

....

»

CENTER M0NTV1LLE.

WINTERPORT.

Miss Christine Walker passed the week-end
with her Bister, Mrs. Oramandel Morse.
F. A. Cushman of Belfast has been
spending a week with her brother, Fred Myrick, and other friends.
Mrs.

*

/

..

Winnifrtd,

of Cambridge, Mass.
Mrs. Clafflin
visited her relatives in Belfast for

many years
A very e-rious accident happened to the little year aid a half old son of Mr. and Mrs.

and melted in his

Compared With Mexican Bandits by Secreretary of W'ar Baker. What Col.
Roosevelt Says of It.
Albuquerque, N. M.,Oct. 23. Theodore Roosevelt, Bpeaking here today, denounced Secretary of War Baker for his
comparison of

reported

ported comparison.

“This statement of Mr. Baker’s, acin by the silence of Mr. Wilson,” said Col. Roosevelt, “shows that
Mr. Wilson in his heart believes that
Washington was no better than Villa or
Carranza; that the men of the revolution stood on a level with the miscreant
crew which during the last three
years
and a half in Mexico have murdered
Americans by the hundreds and Mexicans by the tens of thousands.
These
men have
perpetrated every species of
outrage upon women and children and
have turned all Mexico into a hell of
starvation, disease and misery; they
have done this with the active or passive
assistance of the American government
under the leadership of Mr. Wilson, and
his cabinet officer now defends them
by
the foulest slander on the men who made
us a nation.”
Col. Roosevelt said that the man who
professed such doctrines was “wholly
unfit to stay in the cabinet and that the
President who retained him was wholly
unfit to remain President of the United

quiesced

‘get”
The

|
|

easy to

Re^o

-amp

It is the best oil lamp made
and saves the eyes from strain.
Easy to light, clean and re-

|

!

|m
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m

jjlffl

For best results use Socony
Kerosene—the cleanest, clearest-burning fuel.

j
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GREAT STARS

in

Gl EAT PEAYS made by

GREAT DIRECTORS

to

There was a quiet
FRANCI3-HUNT.
home wedding at the Baptist parsonage
in Morrill Saturday, Uct. 21st, when
Marion Glover Hunt was married to
Arthur Rowland Francis of Cambridge,
Mass.
Rev. Nathan Hunt, father of the
bride, was the officiating clergyman.
The maid of honor was Miss Annie Proctor of Searsmont, and Thomas Francis
of Providence, R. I., a brother of the
groom, the best man. On their return
from the wedding journey Mr. and Mrs.
Francis will make their home in Provi-

GIVE

Perry

and

Mr. Bnd Mrs. E. N. Hall of Knox

were

at

E.

B. Bean’s Oct. 21st.

Mrs. H. E. Ramsay of Pittsfield
end guest of Mrs. W. D. Tasker.
Mrs.

Elnora
of

was a

week-

Waterhouse and

Searsport

are

Mrs. Conant
guests of Mrs. W.

J Bean.

George Bray ton has returned to her
in Brighton, Mass., after a visit at F. W.

Mrs.
home

dence.

Mason’s.

RES
THE LEAD
OVER
All THE
OTHERS

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 23. J. Frank
Hanly, the Prohibition Presidential candidate, tonight here turned his guns on
President Wilson, declaring his "standpattism” on the liquor question outstripped “the Aldriches, Cannons and
Penroses in their blindest and most

attack on letters received by the Prohibitionists from Secretary Tumulty, declaring that the President’s attitude on the
liquor issue had
stood unchanged for almost six years.
“He has not changed his mind on this
issue in six years, though the whole
world has!’’ Hanly shouted.
Then Hanly declared that in that
period
the world had learned from science,
students of economics and sociology, the
European war, the Emperor of Russia,
most of the Candian Provinces and 12 of
the dry United States that
prohibition
was

right.

“The

RECENT

DEATHS.

20th at his home
:rifrne3 Eoley died Oct.
68
His

death
""terport, aged
years.
ur.-xpected although he had been in
a"h for some time. Mr.
Foley had
lis
followed the sea and in late years
‘(i responsible
positions with the
jL,
,,frtl Steamship Corporation as pilot
between
Bangor and Boslor P|J,f,0af8
leaves his wife, Mrs. Mary
f-,,.He
lour sonB, Frank, John and James
of
'mterport and Stephen of Boston;
His Jj.u8bters, Mrs. Kate Philbrick and
to]'/ “ry Marshall, both of Winterport,
if u!'ur sisters, Mrs. Margaret Stokell
n.

i.

tw'nterPort,

Mrs.

Pierce Laffin of
and Julia

°rtj and Miss Mary
"J of Portland.

Eugene S. Wardwell died
in Orland Oct.

23d,
Mr. Wardwell

years.

at

at his home
the age of 62

was

a

native of

and spent most of his life there,
to Orland six years ago. He
man of most pleasing personality

bluehill,
coming
was

a

and his moral, upright character endeared him to a large number of friends. He
was a stone cutter by trade and a member of the S^one Cutters’ union. He is
survived by his wife, Sarah; by one son,
Milton, of Orland; two daughters, Mrs.
Church Rogers of EaBt Machias, and Eugenia of Orland, and two sisters, Mrs.
Willis Dutton of Morristown, N. J., and
Mrs. Bertha Heywood of Bucksp rt, who
have the sympathy of many friends in

their bereavement.

reac-

tionary hours.’’
Hanly baseu his

President has

the world
passing before him in triumphal march
toward liquor’s abolition.” Hanly continued, “but he has not changed his
mind and has learned nothing concerning
it. He has changed his mind upon every
other policy of state that has come before him. Other events have educated
him, Panama tolls, woman suffrage, the
legality and desirability of tariff duties
laid for protection, military preparedness, each in turn has educated him and
compelled him to chapge his mind and inaugurate new policies toward them.
“But on this issue he still is a Bourbon, forgetting nothing, learning nothing, standing where he stood six years
ago. Here is standpattism not surpassed ,by the Aldriches, Cannons and Penroses in their blindeBt and most reactionary hours.”

While much is said about tired women it
must be remembered that men also pay the
penalty of over work. When the kidneys are
weak, inactive or sluggish, when one feels
tired out and miserable, haB the "blues,” lacks
energy and ambition, Foley Kidney Pills are
tonic and strengthening. They act quickly.
Sold Everywhere.

not

a

resentative audience that greeted Mr. Brown
for his splendid lecture on Education. Those
were

greatly interested.

Masonic hall has been wired for electricA street light has been installed at the

The

Washington street and another on
Christian Hill, both by subscription of the
residents of those localities, and are all the
head of

street

lights

in town.

Mrs. G. H. Clements and Mrs. R. L. Clements were at the spacious home of Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Clements, West Winterport, Saturday afternoon, Oct. 21st, to attend a joint
meeting of the clubs the Jolly Twelve and the
Ladies club, of which they are members.

Ash Point.

An

PROSPECT.
Bachelder
Mi. and Mrs.
visitors in Belfast Oct. 19th.
B. G.

were

business

and Mrs. A. M. Ames of Stockton called
relatives here recently.

Mr.
on

Mrs. Almeda Benson was here recently from
Augusta for a few days’ stay.

Mrs. Lizzie Dow and son Chester of Searsport visited Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Dow Oct. 22nd.
M.

enjoyable meeting

of the

Burr club

Gray

Mrs. Helen
and

of

Bangor

is

visiting

her

wife, Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Cum-

mings.
C. A. Wood of East Orrington
visited at the home of his father, S. S. Wood,
Oct. 15th.
Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs. A.
Oct.

18th

E. Cunningham of Swanville spent
with her mother, Mrs. Uceba G.

Marden.
Mrs. Grace Haley entertained the W. C. K.
Club Oct. 18th. Mrs. C. M. Eames was the
hostess Oct. 25th.

J. F. Libby, who had been the guest of his
daughter, Mrs. H. W. Nute, in Whitman, Mass.,
has returned to his home here after a delightful

vacation.

Miss Annie E. Paul of Morrill, who teaches
the Clark school, spent Columbus Day and the
week-end at her home, returning Oct. 16th to
her school duties.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Bachelder very delight-

fully entertained a party of friends
home on the evening of Oct. 20th.
refreshments

were

served, and cards

at their

Dainty
were en-

joyed.
Mrs, Jennie Dockham, Mrs. Elsie Killman
Mtb. B. G. Bachelder attended the “Frankfort Social Club” Oct. 18th, when Mrs. Irene
Parker was hostess. The next meeting, Oct.
25th, was with Mrs. Elsie Killman.

HOW YOU GET SICK
Sometimes

you' overload
your
stomach with rich foods.
Your
life may be an active one, and thus
you may care for all you eat.
But
a few days of inactivity show your
system does not call for so much.
You awake in the morning tired.
Your body feels heavy; you know
you are not up to the mark.
Your
digestion has not cared for the
overload. Part of it r- mains.
It
generates gas that inhumes the
delicate linings.
They fail to pour
out the digestive ilin-is and neglect
to absorb the life-giving elements.
You know something is wrong.
Your body gets weak, and soon
opportunity is offered for some severe illnes.
Taken in time, the indigestion
would not become serious. First remove the overload; then soothe the
sore membranes; then build up the
weakened body. It’s simple to say,
but not too easy to do. You need help,
A tonic that will quicken digestion, help remove waste, soothe the
soreness and arouse the system—
that’s just what you need.
Peruna has an enviable record in
this respect.
It has aided many
thousands in the last century to
overcome just these conditions, and
thereby prevent serious sickness.
The tablet form is convenient
fnr I’pp-nlnr ndmi i»istrn tion,
M a n alin
Tablets are
the ideal
laxative an 1
[iver ton!*.
have
They
o

effects
form

habits.

10c and 25c.

ISLESBORO.

The Peruna Co
Columbus, O,

Elsa Bates recently spent the week-end
from the M. C. I.

Miss

at home

Miss Edna Coombs has returned from
cincolnville.

a

visit

of several weeks in

Martin Ryder and family, who spent the
in town, have returned to Boston.

summer

Mr.

Mass.,

and Mrs. Charles Coombs of Natick,
are visiting Mrs. Adrianna Bunker.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pendleton were recent
quests of their son, Addison Pendleton, in Belfast.
M. C. Niles, wife and daughter
returned to their home in West
Mass.

CASTOR IA

Charles Coombs.

Capt. O. F. Coombs and Mrs. Helen Ryder
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
H. Mayo in Belfast.
were

Mrs. H. M. Coombs left Oct. 21st for Oakland, Maine, to spend the winter and be with
her daughter, Mias Olive, who teaches there.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Warren closed their cottage at Point Comfort Oct. 21st and after a few
days visit in Boston will go to Crescent City,
Fla., for the winter.
PROSPECT FERRY.
Mrs. A. A. Ginn entertained the H. H. Club
Oct. 19th.
where Mr. Shute has

ALDO SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at Bel

Mr. and Mrs. P M. Ginn, Miss Faustina
and W. D. Hrrriman motored to Belfast Oct. 22nd and called on friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Ginn and little daughter
Celia and Herman Avery and sons Ralph and
Dexter of Brewer visited relatives here re-

cently.

Cimaren Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

At a Probate Court neld at Beltast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
3
October, A. 1>. liHtf.
M A C. N IC’KKLS of Searsport, in said county, trustee under the last will of hdward D.
1'. Nickels, iale of Searsport, in said r.inntv of
Waldo, deceased, having presented the follow-

estate for allowance.

Ijt.M

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County. that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
day of November next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not
weeks

a

ing petition:

STATE OF

MAINE.

Honorable, tne Judge of the Probate
Court in and for the County of Waldo.
Respectfully represents Emma C, Nickels of
Searsport, in the County of Waldo and State
of Maine, that she is trustee under »he will
of Edward D. P. Nickels, late of
Searsport, in
said County of W'aldo, deceased, for the benefit of herself during her life or until she remarries, and one-half of all estate of said Edward
D. P. Nickels which shall remain at the time

To the

be allowed.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \V. Leonard, Register.
SS—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the lOtL day of October, 1916.
Annie VV. Auspland, administratrix on the estate oi Ansel A. Auspland, late of Searsport,
in said County, deceased, having presented her
first and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.

WALDO

of her decease or remarriage, is
bequeathed
and devised by said will to the heirs at. law of
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three said Edward D. P Nickels as follows: Unto
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
hi8 sister Angeline McLellan, four-twentieths
a newspaper published in Belfast, m said
County, (4.20); unto his sister Emihne Nickels, fivethat all persons interested may attend at a Protwentieths (5-20); unto his sister Elizabeth B.
Date Court. to he held at Beliast.on the 14th of
Woodward, four-twentieths (4-20); unto Henof November next, and show cause, if any they
rietta
T, Jennison, two-twentieths (2 20); unto
the
said account should not be allowhave, why
all the children of his brother Albert V
edfourJAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
twentieths (4-20); to be divided among them
Arthur W. Leonard, Register,
in equal shares; unto Caroline N. Riolte, his
brother Fred’s daughter, one-twentieth
(i-20);
to have ard to hold to them and their heirs and
L DOSS.— In Court of Probate, he id at Beland the other one-half of said
assigns
forever;
the
i
fast, Jon
10th day of October, 1916.
estate is bequeathed and devised to
your petiI Elmira II. Longfellow, executrix of the will of
Joseph F. Longfellow, late of Montville, in said tioner at the time of her remarriage, but if she
County, deceased, having presented her first and does not remarry said one-half, at her decease,
final account of adinmis;ration of said estate for
is bequeathed and devised under said will to
allowance.
her heirs at law or to such of her heirs as she
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three may designate by her will; that as such trustee
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
she holds certain real estate, to wit.-To certain
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Com ty, lots or parcels of land situated in said Searsthat ah persons interested may attend at a Proport, being lots numbered 8 and 8-2 on apian
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
showing partition of certain lands of the heirs
of November next, and show cause, if any they
of David Nickels, late of said
Searsport, dehave,why the said account should not be allowed.
ceased, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
JaMES LIBBY, Judge.
Book 107, Page 508, said lots being more
A true copy. Attest:
parArthur \\ Leonard, Register.
ticularly described as follows:
Lot No. 8.
Beginning in the westerly line
of the Black road at the
northeasterly corner
TIT ALDO ss.—in Court of Probate, held at
of lot No. 7 of said plan; thence northerly in
vt Belfast, on the 1 Oth day of October, 1916,
the
line
on said. Black road,
a.
executor
of
the
will
of
George Mixer,
j
sixty rods and
Mary
Coombs, late ot lelfast, in said County, deceas- twenty-one links to the southeast corner of lot
ed, haying presented his first and final account No. 7-2 on said plan; thence westerly in the
of administration ot said estate for allowance.
line of said lot. No. 7-2 twenty-six rods and
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
twenty-four links to the southwest corner of
Weeks successively in 'i lie Republican Journal,
said iot No. 7 2; thence southerly to the northa newspaper published in Belfast, in said Conn
west corner of said lot No. 7-2; thence southty. that ad persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th erly to the northwest corner of lot marked
“Nickels
lot” on said plan; thence easterly in
of
November next, and show cause, if any
day
they have, why the said account should not be the line of said lot marked “Nickels Lot” fourallowed.
teen rods and eighteen links to the northeast
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
corner ot said lot marked “Nickels Lot” thence
A true copy. A ttest:
southerly in the line of said lot marked “NickArthur W. Leonard, Register.
els Lot” to the northwest corner of said lot
No. 7; thence easterly in the line of said lot
No. 7, eleven rods and nineteen In ks to the
ys.— In Court < f Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 10th day ot October, 1916, place of beginning, containing seven acres
Rachel 1V1. Pendleton and benjamin F. Colcord,
fifty-seven and one-fourth rods, more or less.
surviving trustees under tiie last will and testaLot N«>. b 2.
Beginning in the westerly line
ment or Benjamin F. Pendleton. late or Searsof the Black road at the northeasterly corner
having presented
porr, in said County, decease
of lot No. 4-3 on said plan; thence northerly in
their second account as tmstces ot saiu estate
the line of said Black road twenty-nine rods
for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three and seventeen links to the southeast corner of
lot No. 7-3 on said plan; thence westerly in the
w^eks successively, in 1 he Republican .Journal,
a newspapei published in Belfast, in said Counline of said lot No. 7-3 to the southwest corner
ty, that all ersons interested may attend at a thereof; thence southerly in a direct line to the
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the i4th
northwest corner of said lot No. 4-3; thence
day of November next, and show cause, if any
in the line of said lot No 4 3 to the
they have why the said account should not he easterly
place of beginning, containing nine and oneallowed,
half
acres, more or less; that it is for the best
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
interest of said beneficiary and for the trust
Arthur \\. Leonard, Register.
estate that said real estate be sold at public or
private sale and the proceeds invested, used
and managed py her in accordance with the
At a Probate Court neia at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
provisions of said will.
Wherefore she prays that she may be authOctober, a. D. 1916.
orized to sell and convey said real estate at
A
f,
PEASE of Dorchester. Mass.,
daughter of Lena F. Bagley, late ot Waldo, in public or private sale and* invest the proceeds
said county of Waldo, deceased, having prethereof.
setted a petition praying that she Bertha L.
Dated this second day of October A. D. 1916.
Pease*-aforesaid, or some other suitable person
EMM A C. NICKELS.
may be appointed adininistratiix on the estate
of said deceased vy it bout bond.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
all persona interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks successively
petition to be published threcweeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publishid The Republican Journal, ii newspaper pm>ed at Belfast, that tliey appear ;it a Probate
Uslied at Bellas!, ihit they may appeal at a ProCourt, tQipe IjeUlRft Recast, v dhin ami for said
bate < ourt. to be held at
within ami tor
the
14th
of
A.D.
!
November,
1916, said County, on the 14th Belfast,
County,bn
day
day ot November, A. 1).
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, j
at ten ui fin- clock before lmon, arid show
it any they have, why the prayer ol said petition- i 'K*H>, n
cause,
any they have, why the prayer oi said
er should not be granted
petitioner should not he urauted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
JAM EM 1.1 BitY, Radge
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy, Attest:
Arthur VV. Leonard, Register.
AhthCk W. hi.on \r:n. Register.

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
the

Signature o£

FOR SALE
situated ati the
of Salmond and Cedar

My house,
corner

streets.

K. Q. FROST,

tf40

At a'Trpbdte Court held :it Belfast, wlrhm ami
for the’County ol Waldo, on the 10th day of
October, A. 1). 1916.
81 BLEY of Btdlppt in saidequntt*
..soilin law ot ligiman Thorndike,, late of,
Wljast. ill -aid County of^YMob. deceased. hav*
ing pWkLuted A petti ion graying (hat bn. Ed-,*J
ho
1
n (i ll
H ward Mtofwv of said Bt?Uasii nV*y
.non
,
Ojl, tJju estate yf said deceased,
Manjcur
tliii-said
to,
it MSpy of‘this
all.persons interested by ‘tail
Also Facial
thVoV w?ekgisq$o£Lssiveiy
df HaltWorlf at m> ! iniTtoe*He|ittWUwtito iM>urtml, a, Pd \wu»ap ty pubiisl i

Belfast, Maine,

EDWARD

NOTICE.
Guaranteeu work in
np and Shampooing.
Fuli line of ail kinds

parlors

over

Shiro’s

ijajdywcL.Xhat

petitiimyr give,liot/ce
•dng

Work.,, [erdwHW

Stdre. FtitBiiix fibw.
1

23U

|

appointed

a^nii-pj^K^oi’

Uftifoptdy,

O

tfay^p Ntojwmber, J). #9ti6,
'jllEHlkfcs. jrf *CdRM«y,oiiTfW:T4fti
at. tea-oMbe cluck b<j6wedtflflw9ttd(atyuuY cause,'
a

■ThJ>

employment,

Harding

Leonard, Register.

Andrews, iate ot Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that the .Fudge ot Probate may determine
who are entitled to said est te and their respective shares therein under the will.
Oidered. That the said petitioner give oticeto
all persons interested by
causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively
a newspaper pubItepbMicau
Journal,
ln
lished at Belfast, that tiiey may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, oil the 14th day of November, A ll,
1916, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
James LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

M fast, on tin* lOtli day of
Oetobei, 1916,
Loretta 11. Thompson, administratrix on the
estate of Alfred Thompson, late of Winterport,
in said County, deceased,
having presented iiei
first and final account uf administration of said

Mr. and Mrs. Mauley Shute have gone to

Pittsfield,

a Probate Court, held at Belfast,
within and
Tor the County of Waldo, oil
the second Tuesday of October, A. I) 1916.
A cer.taiu icstrument purporting to be the last
of Sarah A. Wliire, late
1}w win andmtesiament
of
sa.U County of Waldo, do eased
Liberty
having been presented for probate.
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons
mterested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively m the Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Beitast, within and lor said County, on the second Tuesday of November
uext. at ten of the
clock betore noon, and show cause, f
any
have, why the same should not be proved they
approved and allowed.
JAMES LI LBV, Judge.
.,
A
true

At

BERTH

For Infants and Children

Mary, have
Somerville,

Mrs. Wilson Coombs has closed her house for
the winter and is with her daughter, Mrs.

LIBBY, Judge.

Leonard, Register.

WALDO

1

unpleas-

ant
and
n o

NORTH

W.

! WA

E. Clark, who had been employed in RedN. H., has returned to his home here.

stone,

nephew

JAMES
Attest:

E. DUNTON of Belfast, in said
ROBER1
county, excutor of the last will of Marie I..

was

held at the home of Mrs. Carroll Young all
day Oct. 20th. Mrs. Young served a delicious
chicken dinner with all the trimmings, of which
all pa took with delight as the dinner surely
was pleasing to the eye and gratifying to the
taste. Mrs. Young is the president of the
club and during the afternoon a brief business
meeting was held and committees appointed
and preliminary arrangements made for the
annual fair, to be held Thursday, Nov. 9th, and
to which the public is cordially invited. One
of the suppers for which the club is locally
famous will be served at 6 p. m in the Odd
Fellows banquet hall.

for al-

At a Proba e Court heiu at
Belfast, w;thin ana
for tlie County of Waldo, on the 10 h
day of
October, A. I). 1916.

A

rep-

said estate

November next, and show cause if auv
ac<a,l,li^ should not be

copy. Attest:
Arthur W\

certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of Wilson Coombs
late of Isleshoro, in said County :ot Waldo’
deceased, having been fireseuted for probate
Augustus P. Coombs of Belfast, Maine, named
as executor lu said will to serve without
bond.
Ordered, that notice he given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Bel
fast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock
before boon, and show cause, if any they have
wliy tlie same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w. Leonard, Register.

the weather

was

Leonard. Register,

At a Probate Court, Held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 19th dav of
October, A. 1), 191B, in vacatiou.

Mizpah Rebekah Lodge held a fine meetMrs. F. W. Mason and her company, Mr. and ing Wednesday evening, Oct. 18th. The feaMrs. W. F. Ediefson and Mrs. George Brayton ture of the evening was the splendid
report of
took an auto trip into Knox county Oct. 24th, the Rebekah Assembly by the
delegates and
Mrs. Mason visiting her uncle, Frank Hill, in past noble grand. Mrs. Annie R.
Fernald, and
Thomaston, and the others called on Miss others made interesting remarks on the same
Carol! Macey of New York, t her cottage at
subject.

seen

Men Feel Tired, Too.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

attended the sessions of the Rebekah Assembly and the Grand Lodge in Bangor.
it

tnat notice tnereof he given, three

lowed.

delegation of members of Garfield
Mizpah Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F„

of

I

successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County
that all persons interested
may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
day
of November next, and show
cause, if any they
have why the said account should not be al-

and Mrs. Lewis Atwood and daughter
Eastport returned home Oct. 18th
after a few days' visit with his sister, Mrs.
Clara Treat.

of

_Arthur

a

The

and

PROHIBITION GUNS TURNED ON
WILSON.

Ordered,

weeks

of

'hnv^d Ve'

A true copy.

allowance.

Mr.

Owing to the inclemency
Thursday evening, Oct. 19th,

‘t

Martha Smalley < alter, executrix of the will
of John F, Smalley, late of
rseltast, in said
county, deceased, having presented her first and
bnal account of administration ot said estate for

Gerald Atwood of niastport, U. of M. student, passed the week-end at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr.

Lodge and

day

on

Mr, and Mrs. F. F. Barden and daughter
spent the week-end at the home of his mother’s, Mrs. A. A. Barden,

a<,min,?tratlon

Onlqred, Unit notice thereof he given, three
Meeks successively, in The
Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in
Belfast, in said County
at
interested may attend at a ProPersonsi
bate aV
Court
to be held at
Belfast, on the 14th

SS-—In Court of Probate, held at'
WAl.DO
the 10th day or October, 191B I
neiiast,

quet Oct. 18th in Bangor

ity.

terville.

Thompson

here
Ban-

Mrs. A. W. Shaw and Mrs. C. C. Moody at- !
District Deputy’s meeting and ban-

who attended

family have moved to Wa-

visiting

A wedding of inthe people of Bucksport and
vicinity took place recently in Dexter,
when Vernon Harris Lowell of Bucksport
and Miss Myrtle Frances Pierce of Mars
Hill were united in marriage at the parsonage of the Dexter Methodist church.
Rev. A. B. McAlister, former pastor of
the Franklin street Methodist church,
officiated, using the double ring service.
Mrs. Lowell is a graduate of the East
Maine Conference Seminary in the class
of 1916 and during her stay at the school
was an interested worker in the Methodist church. Mr. Lowell is a popular
clerk in the store of R. B.Stover, Bucksport, and both he and Mrs. Lowell have
a wide circle of friends who extend best
wishes.
They will make their future
home in Bucksport.
At present they are
in camp at Craig’s pond.

Congress Street, Boston

Harden Erskine is in very poor health.

Miss Susan Margaret Rainey of Augusta is
her sister, Mrs, L. F. Ames.

BELLS.

Lowell-Pierce.

terest

his hand.

Washington’s

soldiers with Mexican revolutionists and
criticised the President for putting Mr.
Baker in the cabinet in the first place
and for keeping him there after the re-

Night lessons

hand, burning him severely.
The flames were reaching his face and hair,
when bis mother, hearing him scream, smothered the fire with a pillow.
He is attended by
Dr. Small of Freedom, who is in hopes to save

Leon

while

A large

iowance

notice thereof he given, tiiree
weeks successively, in The
Republican Journal,
a newspaper
published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a ProDate Court, to be held at
Belfast, on the 14th
day of November, next, and show cause, if any
they have, why tlie said account should not he
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur VV. Leonard, Register.

Frances of

Charles Littlefield. He was playing with a
celluloid comb by the stove, when it took fire

WASHINGTON’S SOLDIERS

Capt. Jcshua Thayer was at his home
his vessel was discharging cargo at

tended the

had not

I

estate for allow-

Ordered, That

Mrs. Eliza Waterhouse, who had been in
for several weeks,has returned home,
accompanied by her daughter, Mrs. W. C.

recently, by invitation, to meet their cousin,
Mrs. Adelaide Avery Clafflin and daughter

ance1"

a

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Clements were at the
home of their son. II. W. Clements, in West
Winterport, Oct, 22nd.

Mrs. Volney Thompson, visited her cousin*
Miss Emma Wording, in Belfast a lew days

.;

was

gor.

Thompson.

Uorrocks. machinist and for -17 years in the
employ of the Westlnphou.se
Company, shakimt
lu publican
Presidential Nominee Charles Evans Hughes at the
Airbrake plant, Wilmerdine Penn
mploye conducted -Mr. Hughes on a trip through the works and later
introduced him to Uie as-

Mrs. C. H. Libby of White’s Corner
caller on Mrs, Ira G. White.

recent

Miss Hazel Arno has finished her school at
McFarland’s Corner, and returned to the home
of her sister, Mrs. C. B. Cushman,

Searsport

r

E. N. Bartlett of Bangor visited his sister,
Mrs. Laura Cole, last Saturday.

Henry McCorrison have gone to
where they have positions in
the State School for Boys.
Mr. and Mrs.

Meriden, Conn.,

W7AU)0 Sh—In Court or Probate, Held at Pelsh'—1,1 Court Ot rrohate, held at Kel®n 11)6 lOtli
day of October, 191B. | WA,U!° on the loth
(lay o( October. 191H.
administrator, on tlie estate 1 ltobieInjt.
h,
antes,
executor of the will
ol« Marie Punt011'
l„ Andiews, late of Bella
t, In said ”• Ames, fate oi North port, in said oMieon;e
County, deceased, having presented his first ac- !
county, deceased, having presented nis first and final aca(lDiin1stration of said

J*.

PR0BATE10OTS-:

i:

:..(?I:

L-„f

m um rnv^n

V'

JAMR8 fifBftY,Judge.
Atterftn
e,:iVi/

Kf

r
~~

t^NA^jp. Jtej;jsaer.

\

Tr
1
I
I
BiX ECU TOR'S. NOT ICE. The sni).feriber;bereine
sm£' iJ&i
tliat
hr
ha# beeto duly apHuoti^
sdriter hereby gives notice that he has been"
pointed executor or tub ta&t Wilt kttd 1’testament
duly appointed admihhrtfatbr«>fitliefestfcte of
1 M 7/
Of
JOSEPH W. WNMiKflNu \m vt'ftMgx, ati
E1>W ARD 811 LiJLES. late of Knox,
in the County of WaWo,.r<tecea»jsd»,aiMjgiyeb
in the County of Waldo, deceased. and given
bonds as the law directs. All persdns having de-,
the hiAMirecta.; Ail persons liuvjygaeniands against tbr estate of said deceased are, ;bo*idpa*
mands ngajus.t, the estate of saiu deceased ate de
desired to prefw$jtb?,#aiw,fr>F■•eutieaient, add ’sire'd' to present the sknie for -settlement;-alid all
all indebted thereto are requested to make pav^ ’fridebted-thereto are requested to make;
pay:ri^ IT I
ment immediately*'i‘> 'i-d
s nieojt; immediately
1)AMEL O. LIN N PKIN. AdnunifLrator.
Kxecdioi-:1 ■
rlTltMrt
hZ3*«PP5X A. SBlHT.ts;
”
1> nox, Me., October 10, ltfiV
Kti4x;-*k..Wd4e*itt, IMts.
,tii)S Mhh^A I

ADmaisTifaTOK^s^koiick!

>

HA i LLV.S NUTU.l,.
I be subgives noliee that she has

scriber hereby
ADMJMs'l

been

duly appuird* m ndimmstratiix, with the
will annexed, ol .the estate.of
MAI Y O. UTTl KM I I), late of Belfast,
ih the Ciiutity 61 " rtldn. "deceased, bifid given
bonds.at? the law duvets. All pmsons having

uemands aga.iLst.ULe estate of said deceased
are de ino-t-preset,* the same lav satthmunt,
.aud uU mdoldcd t Lmyelp ary rvuuvsVvdlo inake
pay me nt inddeititUHy.
f
( >11 itHtJtTtiftErK A. TAUM)T
,•?!«
Belfast, Me,. October 10. 1010.
!jJT.10'. '*1 -> .1.----

hiMLMlSTiltA'BiUK'S.'NuTItML Xhe>si|b*eub-

&. gr hervby gives*notice that she has Wnduiy
afpBPfntrtBadfinnfstratAibi of the estate ktin
EM ERY PARKER, late of LMcrittviIle.
lJtn th^ C-fnnity of Waldo, deceased, amt'Jgiveu

the law dinedtsi All -persons, Having
dyujubdit agtppat tj»e eetyt,«i oi said deceased are
desUydto, present the same, for sctflenVeiit. and
alf IndeRrea thereto -Are'requested tfVimtKc payftittut immediately.
LULA BSAREL 4KAU.
Administratrix,
Mncolnviite, Me., October io. 191«.
bonds

MEN

WANTED—TO.BRING OR MAIL

Razor Blades to me to be Sharpened better than new.
Single edge, such as
Cillettts, 86c;. Durham Duplex
Gems, 25fc.
60c. per dozen. 0. E. Sherman, 72 Main street
their

Safety

.Rjftum
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Fully Met by Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and Peptiron Pills.

Is

Because of what it contains, of the
way it is made and of the record it
has achieved, Hood’s Sarsaparilla i3
for
recommended to you
warmly
rheumatism, catarrh, scrofula, eczema

and other troubles arising from impure blood or low state of the system.
In cases that are radically anemic
nervous—marked by paleness,
and
thin flesh, sleeplessness, nerve-exhaustion, the power of Hood’s Sarsaparilla is greatly increased by Peptiron Pills, the new pepsin, nux and
iron tonic. These two medicines make
the strongest combination course of
treatment for the blood and nerves Of
which we have any knowledge.
Thousands of families are taking
these medicines. Let your family take
them too.
Get them now.
FREEDOM

OF INDIANA.
Mrs. Myra Brown was the guest of Mrs. D.
Another college heard from! Colby W. Dodge Oct. 22nd and 23rd.
Voted 3 to 1 for Hughes.
Edwin Small from Deer Isle visited his son,
Dr. A. M. Small, the past week.

Mrs. Lida Hussey has gone to Boston to pass
the winter with her son, Earl Hussey,

line up well with their chief, and with his
representative in the Supreme Court.

Getchell from Augusta was the
guest of Mrs. D. W. Dodge October *23rd,

forecast of the national

Mrs. May Thompson, who had been visiting
Freedom,has returned to her home
in Lowell, Mass.

Harvey’s

Col.

election appeared as a "special dispatch”
in a Boston daily of Monday last; but we
received identically the same matter, in

printed form,

last

Saturday!

The New York Sun Monday morning
announced that it learned positively that

President Wilson did put

an

addendum to

the second Lusitania note which amounted to assuring Germany privately that
the demands of the note
taken too

were

to

not

be

Senator Lodge also

seriously.

has further evidence of the truth of this

charge of double dealing on the part of
the Wilson administration.

Mrs. Loren Cross and Mr. and Mrs.
and daughter Florence visited
Mr. ar.d Mrs. D. W'. Dodge Oct. 30*h%
Mr. and

C,,

Russell Cross

-inking ships

are

white satin with

warning.

without

Last

Rowanmore

were

torpedoed,

one

carry-

Otis

Rev. S. li. Burton of Southport called
E. Hall last Sunday.

Lloyd

Clark has moved into the

merly occupied by C. V. Stevenson.

more’s life boats were shelled. Only 34
were saved out of ]04 on one of the

the “Stream” in Knox last

steamers, and there were several AmeriThe administracans among those lost.

from

Washington

ing”
ing

is “watchful wait-

for further particulars before writ“note”-with a string at-

another

on

J.

house for-

Lincolnville,

attended the

meeting

here last

Saturday

congratulating the Brooklyn Daily
Eagle on its seventy-fifth anniversary

even-

ing.

was

j

guest of Bert Hall and C. V. Stevenson last
Saturday night and Sunday.

for its existence.”

guest of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C, S.
McCorison, from last Thursday until Monday.

be

an

adequate

reason

The Journal will complete its 88th volume with the last issue in December
next, and the editor is only ten years its

junior,— the

one

thirteen and the other

three years the Brooklyn Eagle’s senior.
No bouquets,»please. Wait for our centennial.
We

are

in

receipt

of

printed slip
wipe out the Eng-

captioned, “Plan to
lish Sparrow;” but are

Miss

Pearl Stewart of

not in sympathy

was

the

1

absence of three or four weeks ni1b r idge Davis has returned and preached here
last S unday. He expects to be here next Saturday evening and will preach here again next
After

Sunday

an

as

usual.

It is

expected

his

cousin,

Ernest Davis, will be here with him.
CENTER

a

with the movement, and do not credit all
that is said against these little birds.

Pittsfield

[

the

the editor of the Boston Post says: “For
a newspaper to live seventy-five years
shows pretty conclusively that there must

MONTVILLE.

daughter was born October 23 to Mr. and
Mrs. Chester B. Cushman.
Mrs. Angie Nash is very sick at the home of
Rebecca Poland, w here she was visiting.

Mrs.

They were brcught to this country to aid
Loris Poland and his brother Walter and
exterminating flies and we can bear family aretaKirgan automt bile trip to Moosegrateful testimony to their good work in head Lake for the purpose of hunting.
j

1

this direction in other cities.

We have

evidence locally of their driving
off other birds, while the grey squirrels
9een t:o

known to be ea'ers of birds eggs and
lestroyers of nests, to say nothing of

are

their raids

on

gardens

and orchards.

The

English

Sheriff Cushman and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Mitchell and Miss Emma Blood, all of Belfast,
were

in town

Volney

Sunday, calling

Thompson

recently

grocery wagon to Norman
He has

a

few

on

more new

;

a

Thomas of Morrill.

result in

the

election of

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
Liberty and Belfast Telephone Co. will be
held at the Town House on Monday, November

j
j

Hughes, the Republican 6, at 10 o’clock a. m.
candidate for president. This opinion is
not based on the prognostications of political prophets, straw votes, or the betThe L. A. S. will meet with Mrs. Mary F.
ting in Wall street, but on the patriotism, Nickerson, Thursday, Nov. 9th.
integrity and practical 3ense of the
W. E. Damm recently employed Charles
American people. It is inconceivable Small of Belfast to add a new coat of paint to
his
buildings.
to
that a majority should vote
re-elect
Miss Bernice Damm returned home last
an administration which has been weighfrom the house party at Hartland
ed in the balance ar.d found wanting; Thursday
with 21 other M. C. I. students.
which has violated the pledges made its
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Stevens and Miss Emma
party platform, lowered the status of Fields of Searsport were guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
H. M. Chase last Thursday.
the
and
American citizenship
destroyed
Kenneth Greeley of Hampden was in town
prestige of this country abroad. Maine
He returned home Saturday,
recorded her verdict last September, after Friday night.
accompanied by his cousin, Miss Annie Nicka campaign fought on national issues,
erson.
and on Tuesday next will maintain the
G. T. Nickerson and family motored to BanCharles Evans

stand then taken with a handsome
jority for the Republican electors.

ma-

The most important part of Mrs. Wing’s
recent address before the Belfast Woman’s club, in our opinion, was that relating to the work of the clubs of the Maine
Federation in the public schools. It is
evidence of an interest in our institutions
of learning which heretofore had been
lacking. The comparatively recent organization of the Parent-Teachers and
Home ar.d School associations is another
commendable movement for increasing

ni.1

Old

Adam’s

Ale.

tion if

sight

by unsanitary
impaired or

is

conditions the eyethe health under-

mined of those who are to be our future
citizens? Some years ago the school committee wanted to make certain improvements in a school building and to secure
the cooperation of the mayor induced
him to visit the building in question. He
bad had children in the schools for years,
out we doubt if he had ever visited a
school. He was surprised and horrified
by what he saw and expressed himself in
forceful terms concerning the conditions
he found. That building is in use today,
and in little if any better condition than
it was ther. If people generally could
be made to realize the vital importance
of guarding the hpalth of the young,
sanitary school buildings would be given
precedence over all other public improvements.

all day in an office or home drink too little water between meals, and then, in
many cases, make the mistake of drinking too much water with their meals.
A glass of water with each meal, preferably at the end, will aid digestion. To
wash down one’s food, however, is a very
bad, although quite common, mistake.
It is particularly hard on one’s stomach,
and that poor, overburdened organ is
sure to resent it sooner or later.
One excellent rule is to drink a glass of
water just before going to bed and immediately upon arising in the morning.
The plain everyday brand is better for
this purpose than charged or carbonated
waters.
Water should be taken externally as
well as internally as an aid to health. A
coid dip or a sponge bath in the morning,
providing one is strong enough to stand
it without a shock, U a valuable stimulant to circulation and respiration, and

promotes bodily activity

Newark Star.

unique organization which stands alone
unequalled in community development
work in rural America. The headquarters of
the Society are at 1816 Uhestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.
this

and

First Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson minister, residence 1 Northport avenue,

telephone

212-3.

In

cases

of

sickness

or

trouble, this church, through its minister, will
serve anyone desiring such services*
whether or not connected with the church

gladly

At 10 45 next

vice, topic:

Sunday morning, preaching ser“What the scientists say about

the earth’s crust

becoming thinner, and nearness of the great conflagration as foretold in
the Scriptures.” Twelve noon the Bible school
convenes in the church; and visitors cordially
welcomed. Young People’s service at 6.30 in
vestry to which young folks are invited.
Evening service at 7,30. Minister’s topic:

the

—

friends,

*

The

marriage
Third

relation—the wife
in the

sermon

as

she

ought

intensely inter-

esting lesson on the domestic relations. Preaching at the Northport Baptist church at 2:30 p.
I m. This, Thursday, evening at7:30ihe weekly
Hughes National i prayer meeting. Public cordially invited.

in

the

and health.—

The

National
Hughes
College
League, 511 Fifth avenue, New York,
is receiving enrollments at the rate
of five thousand a day.
They are
coming from all parts of the country,
and the work of organizing branches
in all states and most of the important
cities has been started. A large percentage of the enrollments are from
men who give their usual political
affiliations as Progressive, Democratic

following

The

IN

REAL

ESTATE.

transfers of real estate

were

in

Searsport.
Charles W. Wood, Burnham, to James E.
Wood, do; land and buildings in Burnham.
Virgil P. Hall, Lincolnville, to Eleanor B.
Moody, do; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
Maude E. Colcord, Searsport, to Laura Carter
Nickerson, do; land and buildings in Sears-

Independent.

port.

Aubery Clark, Camden, to John T Smyth, do;
and buildings in Lincolnville.
Faustina Hichborn et ale., Stockton Springs,
to John McLaughliD, do; land and building in
Stockton Springs.
Charles N. Taylor, Wellesley, Mass., to Alex.
M. Shaw, Stockton Springs; land in Stockton
Springs.
Joseph K. Pendleton, Islesboro, to Loranus
F. Pendleton, do; land and buildings in Islesland

boro,
Palmer, Knox, et al., to William G,
Brown et al., do; land and buildings in Knox
Bertha

The President must be credited with
having put a slick one over if he can
get the votes and make the people pay

and Thorndike.
Albert M. Ames et al., Stockton Springs, to
Davis P. Fayle, do; land in Stockton Springs.
Jeremiah F. Wheaton, Bangor to Druzilla E.
Crosby, do; land and buildings in Stockton

the freight.
Latin politeness is proverbial, but
aren’t these Mexican commissioners
exceeding the limit when rliey persist
in likening Woodrow Wilson to Venustiuuo Carranza ?
;

Mr. Wilson says the election of Mr.
Hughes will mean war with Europe
and war with Mexico. Why not chuck
in Abyssinia and Patagonia for good
measure?
One is as likely as the
other.
Now Ellis Parker Butler, author of
“Pigs Is Pigs,” has declared for WilIt’s a great administration for
son.
pork, all right.
Now that Mr. Hughes has left Missouri they’re referring to it out there
as the “I’m Shown” state.
The people of Vera Cruz who have
erected a monument in the plaza to
the Mexicans slain in battle seem to
be Ignorant of the fact that Mr. Wilson kept this country out of war.
A doormat leads a life of supine
peace, but It has to stand for an awful
lot Of stepping on.
Add famous quotations of history:
“I’ll surrender bn this line if it takes
all summer l”

him,

He

was

beloved

had

and

by

the eldest

W

9

$
9

K
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au’s fiinrciliEdi feivice has added Iwc more d<su'i
of four cats with whit h to meet the ircreascd dinai
a total
auto to
Frd>';rd aid E ary rr, at a vtiy small erst.
Uu
storms or coid weather, as all Icur cars are closed and very con
Our drivers are very careiul, ard very corsidtrale of and ci

K

patrons. Cars leave Windsor Hotel for Rockland 9 a. m and
for Bangor at 8.40 a. m. and 2.40 p. m.
(iff BY AUTO (iO IN COVERED CAR.'-

Hoc
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CAER’S 7RANSPCRTAT ON SER^

“My stomach
down, weak

woman

!

be without it for
“It

do

church

officiating.

one

colnville; two sons, George L. Sherman ol
Northport, and Leland E. Sherman of Deep
Brook, Nova Scotia; five grandchildren, ant:
many nephews and nieces.
Mrs. Margaret D. Turner of Isle au Haul
died Oct. 22nd, aged 76 years, 1 month and 7
days. She had been confined to her bed foi
nine months, caused by a shock, but with tendei
care and nursing retained her’mental faculties
Mrs. Turner was the widow ol
to the end.
Capt. Ezra Turner, 2nd, who died 27 years ago

Besides numerous friends she leaves to mourr
their loss, two sons, George A. and Charles H
of Isle au Haut, and six daughters, Mrs. George
A. Sawyer of Winterport, Mrs. Mark Baldwir
of Springfield, Vt„ Mrs. John K. Collins, Mrs
C. F. Gray, Mrs. Jasper L. Chapin and Mrs
Raymond L. Conley of Isle au Haut. Funeral
services were held at her late residence
Wednesday and interment was at the Turnei
cemetery at the Thoroughfare.

The Penalty for
a Good Reputation
When an article has been on the
market for years and has given comsatisfaction
when
used
in
plete
thousands of homes it creates for
itself a valuable reputation, yet at
the same time this good reputation
has its penalty.

is

Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound
enjoys a splendid reputation, for it
has been used for three generations.
Its fair name and high repute have
created a demand for it, and to supply this demand at a greater profit
imitations and substitutes are offered.
Purchasers who know the original
cannot be fooled by any “just as
good” offering and it is worth the

Cunningham.

John Innis and family of Searsport were
guests of A. T. Toothakerand family Oct. 29th.

effort of any one who wants a reliable
cough syrup to insist upon the original and genuine Foley’s Honey and
Tar Compound, which has proven so
valuable for the relief of coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough.

Mr. and Mrs. Sargent and Mr. and Mrs,
Parse of Searsport were guests of Mrs. Ann
Webb Oct. 29th.
Otto Dowling returned to Portsmouth, N. H.,
Oct, 28th, after a two weeks’ visit at the home

SOLD EVERYWHERE

since

taking
friends to get ac-

am a new man

AT 10 A.

For Sale
Sand and gravel delivered ai

family.
a

reasonable price.

FOR FLETCHER’S

lei 306

CHAS. M. HALL,
Searsport Ave.

And

Ht

&

^B
S
■

I

the

^

■

«.;

Most

Glasses

Sheriff’s Sale.

At Reasonable

October 25, 1916.
Taken this 25th day of October, 1916, on execution dated October 6. 1916, issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court
for the County of Waldo, at a term thereof
begun and held on the fourth Tuesday of September. A. L). 1916, to wit. on the thirtieth day
of September, 1916, in favor of Florence N.
Perry of Burnham, in said County of Waldo,
against Rufus Reynolds of said Burnham, for
four .hundred ($400 00), debt or damage, and
thirty dollars and thirty-three cents ($30.33),
costs of suit, and will be sold at public auction
at the Postoflice in said Burnham, to the highest bidder, on the 16th day of December. 1916,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the following
described real estate and all the right, title
and interest which the said Rufus Reynolds
has and had in and to the same on the ninth
day of July, 1915, the time when the same was
attached on the writ in ihe same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land and buildings
thereon, situated in said Burnham, Waldo C ounty, Maine, bounded and described as fallows,
to wit: Commencing at the east end of the
bridge crossing the tin basticook River at Burnham Village; thence running in an easterly
direction on the north line of the road leading
from said Burnham to Troy, to land now or
formerly occupied by Charles E, Snerman;
thence northerly on land of saiu Sherman to
the Sebasticook River; thence in a southwesterly direction along the said Sebasticook River
to the lirst mentioned bound; being the same
premises conveyed to said Rufus Reynolds by
Eri D. Bickford, by deed dated January 19,
1909, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds
for Waldo County, Book 293, Page 251.

i Broken Lenses

;

Chase &
-$?Optomi.
25 Main Street,

Rais destroy aeaiir
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Legislative

WE OFFER

Sale

I

ply

hereby give public

;

r

the next session
for a charter to Mail

at

ture

f

j
f

Penobscot River bet
! Verona,Hancock County,
j W'aldo Countv, Maine.
the

•« A OAR LOADS of old

^

growth,

second

clear shingles at

j

prices.

!
and
of the

Ford

1 have purchased
delivery
will take orders and deliver in any part
also will take out parties very reasonable. My car will carry seven passengers.
P, D. H. CARTER. Groceries,
39 Main Street, Belfast.
44tf
Telephone 257-3
car

city:,

Belfast. Me., I.

sale:

one

Northport

particulars inquire

at

44tt

on

The Lewis u. Fernald h
of Cedar and Salmond str
38
JOHN
Adm’r estate of Lewis t

WOOLENS

Condon

avenue.

For

6 MILLER STREET.

(

Mouse for &

FOR SALE
for

j

Regi stered Op

NOTICE

street and one on

a

Frank F, G

Cooper & Co.

||Ttvo houses

October 14.

Eyes Examined.

lm44

a

Bucksport,
3w42p

bargain

SAVE MONEY by buy
and coatings direct from I
samples and state garment

F. A

Box B.

3m46

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all for their sympathy to
us in our .late bereavement, and also for the
flowers sent to the funeral.
LEWIS F. CLIFFORD.
MRS. ANNIE R. BROWN.
MRS. R. W. CUNNINGHAM,
MRS. HENRY W. COLLINS.

of Louise Cunningham.
Arthur Thompson and two children of Poor's
Mills and Mrs. L. D. Holmes and children
were Sunday guests of James WebBter and

(without the aid

OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.

*

*

■

By Modern Scientif;

STATE

For

JK

B{

The Eyes

M.,

3w44

■
B

We Exam;.

for the purpose of revising the by-laws, electing a board of trustees, and transacting such
other business as may legally come before
them.
T. FRANK BARKER, Secretary.
2w44

1

Br

fast.—Advt.

Tuesday, November 21, 1916,

theii

brother, Benjamin F. Heal of Islesboro; two sisters, Mrs. Samuel Wadsworth of
Camden and Mrs. Sanford Dyer of Lincolnville; two daughters, Mrs, Aldo A. Mansfielc
of Camden and Mrs. Eula Worthing of Linloss,

that I

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Waldo Trust Company of Belfast, Maine,
will be held at their banking rooms in Belfast,

of unblemish

to mourn

seems

anything.

Waldo Trust Company

The funeral

She leaves

In speaking of Mr. C
the Tanlac man said: "1
of more testim nials
Maine than I can Uh< in
ail walks of life. Judg.
people. In fact, peoph
have come forward wit
the master medicine, 'i <ni
The sale of Tanlac
100,000 bottle mark i:
travels fast. Every cit3
Maine has a Tanlac agenc
Read & Hills, propriet

Annual Meeting of the

service!
were held at the daughter's residence, Rev
Charles F. Smith of the Methodist Episcopa
more.

all

was

and

the tonic and I want all my
quainted with it, Eepecia ly those who sufFer
wifi) indigestion and weakness.
“It has built me up almost beyond belief.
Since taking Tanlae I sleep like a log and can
eat anything I care to and feel good over it.”

character, domestic by nature, devoted to
husband and family, quietly and unostenta
tiously helping the poor around her until her
failing health some years ago made it impos
sible for her to

I

debilitated,” said Mr.
Frank (loodspaed of Herman, and “Tanlae is
the best medicine in the world and 1 would not

of all in their

was a

in bad order.

was

run

grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Searsport, with whom the family

She

|ENdI»

--

a

years.

I

“fANLAC iS IViY

Mrs. Sarah A. Sherman, widow of Ephrain
L. Sherraan, and daughter of Benjamin F. ant
Lydia Heal, died Oct. 17th after a long art
painful illness, at the residence of her daugh
ter, Mrs. Aldo A. Mansfield, on Mountair
street, Camden, who had tenderly cared foi !
her for the last 15 months. If she hud livec
until Feb. 2, 1917, she would have been fou !

Webb of South Boston, Mass,, has
been visiting relatives in town the past week
Norman Bachelder was the week-end guest

OAST© R I A

INCH/,

ft

FRANK GOODSPEED SAYS

ser.

Arthur

CJniaren Cry

SUNDAYS

ft
ft,

9#e 999999999 99999999%

sympathy
sudden and severe bereavement. The funeral
took place in the Congregational Church,
Searsport. Tuesday at 2 p, m.. Rev. Walter T.
Hawthorne, pastor of the North Church ol
Belfast officiating, and the interment was ic
Elmwood, Cemetery, Searsport. The bearert
were Capt, Daniel Nichols, Capt. Nathan Gilkey Cap;. B. F. Coicord and JameB D. Sweet-

(Swanville.)

Mrs. Emma

DAILY,

of the late

vive and have the

Mass.

grandmother,

S.

leaves

TRIPS

(

9

Rich of
lived in her early life, and one aunt, Edna L.,
wife of Cecil G, Roberts of Belfast, also sur-

Mrs. John Cheney is visiting relatives in

of his

9

Her

fast.

deeds).

Miss Ruth Hanley of South Thomaston
the guest of her uncle, E. C. Peavey,

TWO

9

esteem of all who knew her. She

Austin Marriner, Belmont, to Annie M. Leonard, do; land and buildings in Lincolnville (two

Brockton,

2

pleasant home, enjoying the love ami
was a member I
of the auxiliary aid of the Universalist Church’
Quiet and dignified in manner she was ever
considerate of the comfort of those about her.
She is survived by her husband, mother and
two sisters, Julia B., wife of Ross W. Cunningham, and Ethel M„ wife of Henry Collins,
and one niece, Doris Annie Collins, all of Belshe had

Fenton Tomlinson, Portland, to The Saco.
Valley Canning Company, do; land and buildings in Winterport.

OAK HILL,

•

if

Springs.
!

Rockland, Round Trip, $125
Round Trip,
Camden,
1.00
Stockton, Round Trip,
53
Round Trip,
Bangor,
1 25
Beginning Thursday, Oct. 26, 1916

9

ed

recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Nov 1, 1916:
james F. Sheldon, Belfast, to Nellie M Sheldon, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Maurice A. Braley, Monroe, to Rose Walker
and Lucy J. Wallace, Swanville; land and build-

ings

bond.

75c. to
60c. to
30c. to
75c. to

9
9

be said that his word

daughter
Eugene and Mrs. Annie Rich Brown. She attended] the.' public, schools of that town and
studied for a time in the High school. The
family moved tc Belfast about 15 years ago and
she worked in the clothing factories. June 11,
1904, she married Mr. Clifford, the only child
of the late Cap'.ain and Mrs. Fred Clifford, and
since then had iived in Stockton Springs, where

score

TRANSFERS

The league has received the endorsement of Governor Hughes, who
“If there was ever a time
wired:
when the educated men of the country
who have its welfare at heart should
work for right principles and strong
Chairman
government it is now.’’
Willcox of the Republican National
Committee, ex-President Taft, and
John Hays Hammond have also praised
the work enthusiastically, as much on
the score of the benefit to the men
themselves as of the real work it will
do to help elect Governor Hughes.

•

The majority of people, and women in
particular, do not drink enough water.
There is great danger of overeating, but
there is little danger of drinking too
much water, unless it be in the drinking
of large quantities of iced water when
“Ice cold”
the body is overheated.
the efficiency of the schools. The physiwater, however, is not good for the syscal welfare of the pupils is of equal, if tem at any time.
not greater, importance than their studPeople who are forced to stay indoors

ies, nor should morals and manners be
overlooked. Of what value is an educa-

Watertown,
D. D., officiating,
Irving C. Austin

Boston and vicinity and on their return will
to housekeeping in the M. W. Rich house,
Both are well and favorably
l37 Main street.
mown in Belfast, and have the best wishes of

or

v

gor last Saturday, accompanied by Mrs. Shorey
and her niece, Mrs. C. A. Nickerson. Mrs.
Shorey had been a guest among relatives here
for several weeks and was on her way home to
Enfield. Mrs. C. R. Nickerson returned with
the others.
Mrs. W. E. Damm, who was also
one of the party, will remain awhile in Hampden with her sister, Mrs. S. D. Greeley, who is
suffering with sciatica.

Good

j
j

amazing experiences of the Society's missionaries in the wild and undeveloped
sections of the country. Both of these pamphlets will be gladly mailed upon request to all
who are interested in knowing more about

East

his

to

few,
any,
behind, to revere his
widow and two children.
William

He

May 11, 1882,

an

of the

some

i Reduced Fare!
1
Bft

health for the past two years and Monday underwent an operation for appendicitis. Her
death was caused by a complication of kidney
and liver troubles. She was born in Searsport

College League.

the

U vv

The Society has issued

Hp

AAA AAAAAA AAA AAA AAA AAA

Lulie, wife of Lewis Fred Clifford of
Stockton Springs, died at the Waldo County
hospital at 2 a. m. Oct. 29th. She had been in ill

hundredth anniver-

interesting
pamphlet concerning its history and work, and
also a leaflet entitled “Sunday-School Pioneering in Rural America." The latter relates

1 'o

Enrollments

mont.

that it will

one

K

< ,1(t,

Maude

hundred

to celebrate its

sary.

her cousin, Miss
ivelyn Ellis of Watertown, Mass. The groom
s the son of Mr. and Mrs. James D. Tucker,
iormerly of this city, and has spent many sumHers in North Belfast, where he is well and
favorably known. The bride is the younger
laughter of Mr. and Mrs. George A. Leavitt of
Sast Belfast. She is a graduate of the Belfast
digh school, a favorite with young and old.and
las sung in public since a very young child.
Several social functions were given in honor
>f the .couple and they received a large num*
After a brief trip, M r
aer of wedding gifts.
ind Mrs. Tucker will be at home at 23 Mount
/ernon street, Malden, Mass.

carriages on hand.

Mrs. Caroline F. Allen, widow of Ira Allen,
passed away Oct. 28th at the of 74 years. Her
funeral took place Moi day; burial was in Sears-

The National election takes place Nov.
we have the fullest confidence

paring

Refuse Alcoholic Extracts That Do Not
Contain
Scott db Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.

|

of Castine.

FIVE THOUSAND A DAY.

about the streets would be missed. Their
endurance of the cold and the severe

7t’n, ar.d

a

EMULSll

OF NORWEGIAN COD LIVER
as a powerful blood-enricher
and strenm' KiL
to ward off the headaches and
backaches a A*
weakness. SCOTT’S helps fortify the
b<«Jgrippe, pneumonia and weakening colds ^At
its force of medicinal nourishment.

Lawrence, Superintendent of waterworks
at Kalispell, Montana, and Mrs. C. Fred Jones

COlflU-

HOY

as

knew

a

t'rJ ^K<

and women

men

the true value of

SCOTTS

H,

and twenty thousand
the country, with
a half million teachers and five million
scholars,
the American Sunday-School Union is now pre-

They have many
congratulations and best

new

Among the heaviest potato raisers heard
from are
T. S. Erskine, 440 bushels; J. W. !
Tibbetts. 450, and Fred Stewart, 14( 0 bushels.

surprising.

memory,

noon.

VI

over

to be:”

sparrows stay with us in winter,
whet we are deserted by other birds, and
their chirping and twittering and flights

Winter storms is

lished

Tucker-Leavitt. The marriage of George
rfucker of Malden, Mass., and Miss Lucy
Abigail Leavitt of Belfast took place October

nany

school at

good

who

enemies.

Sunday-Schools throughout

Mass.

Jlst, at Coolidge Hill Road,
VIass,, Rev. L. H, -Bugbee,
rhe groom was attended by
>f Malden and the bride by

was as

all

be

..~

Davis

friends.
sold

Sunday

Welch-Condon. The marriage of Matthew
N. Welch and Mrs. Sarah Addie Condon, both
;>f Belfast, took place at 6.30 a. m., last Saturlay at the home of the officiating clergyman,
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, 33 Church street. They
eft on the morning train for a short visit in

A

in

the

j

Grace Hutchins and children of Freevisited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Newe-1
White, last Sunday.
Ernest A. Davis of South Montville

dancing

Thousands of well-informed

learning

more per

years

him with

truthfully

whom it may

observed as Rally Sunday at the Universalist church, and it is hoped
that all Universalist people will rally on that
day and fill the church at the morning service.
The pastor's sermon will be on, “The Universal
Fatherhood of God,” the first of several sermons that will be preached on the Five Essential Principles of the Universalist Faith.
The public is cordially invitedj to this service,

spent many sumtrained nurse and has

who extend

friends

Sunday will

Next

where she has

Cambridge,

street,

Searsinont

John of

couple

At 7.30 p. m.,

Gospel service, with a sermon on “The Patnway to Power.” The topic for the prayer meeting thiB,
Thursday, evening will be "The Promise of
Tomorrow in Sunday School Work.”

ceremony for an extended trip to Maine. They
will be at home after Jan. 1st at 64 Chestnut

dom

In

Northport chapel.

w >re

were

to

Methodist Church next Sunday the
communion will be observed with the Lord’s
supper and an appropriate sermon. Tne Sunday school will be held at 12 m. At 2.30 p. m.
Rev. Horace B. Sellers will speak in the East

The groom is a
Mr.
lived for several years in Newport, R I.
and Mrs. Norton left immediately after the

ing.
son

id

election,

GROWING®*

reports that

to-day, but from forty t0
increasing from degenerative disease^

mortality is

cal affiliations he
In his
since the formation of that party.
religious views he was a Unitarian, and for
more than forty years he was the leader of
the Unitarian choir and, before there was any
organ in town he played the flute for the
choir. Mr. Lawrence belonged to nene of the
secret societies except Massosoit Lodge, No.
84,1. O. O. F., of which he was one of the organ
izers and its second N jble Grand. He was
greatly interested in everything connected
with the welfare of the town, though fte declined holding any office therein, except on
one occasion, when he assented to serving on
i the board of assessors.
He was a man of
energy, of good education, a great reader, and
occasionally a writer. He was one of those of

AlLare cordially in-

non-voters.

of forty

the age

token of their

as a

At the

many

mers.

Mr. Hamblen, a returned missionary
Indi8, preached here last Saturday even-

and

a

Sunday prior

to

FEWER
PEOPLE
The Public Health Service

an elegant gold ring
appreciation. In his politihad been a Republican, ever

they presented

vited.

was

collation
The

for the

voters and

Leautiful and costly gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. George Doyen of Portland, Me.,
were guesls.
The bride is well known in

Rev.

Charles Adams

bridal veil and

reception,

A

recipients of

attended the meeting at
Sunday afternoon

Several from here

a

followed the ceremony.

Mrs.

tached?

thought

Drayton of Belmont and Harry Briggs of

Cambridge.

ing 50 Americans, Not only were they
sunk without warning but the Rowan-

tion at

The bride

CO., Comet

£At the Unitarian church next Sunday, at
10:45 a. m.t Rev. A. E. Wilson will preach on
the subject, “Church and State;” a suitable

given in
marriage by her brother, Percy Jewett Burrell
The matron of honor was Mrs. James McGaw
of Brookline. The ribbon bearers were Bettj
Mrs. Francis Johnson died Oct. 23rd and the
Sherman and Carol McGaw, both of Brookline
funeral was held at her late home October 25tb j The
wedding march wras played by Mrs. Berths
Interment was in l’leasant Hill Cemetery be-’
Dudley. The ushers were Lt Edward Atwood,
her
side
husband, David Johnson.
Lt. G. F. Gilbert, Lt. P. E. McNair, U. S. A
The ladies Circle met with Mrs. Inez Bellows
October 26th. A large number were present
and several kinds of candy were served.

again

week the British steamers Marina and

father and mother.

leader for many years. Later, he
formed a band in Searsport, the members of
which were so pleased with his efforts that

successful

receipt of price.

Services at the Universalist church Sunday
morning at 10.46.with preaching by the pastor,
Rev. Arthur A, Blair. Sunday school at 12 m.

officiated at the marriage of th€

who also

use

The Churches.

city. They were the recipients of many
and useful gifts.

bride's

on

HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICIN*
William and Ann Street*. New York.

of Mr. and Mrs.

The ceremony was impressively performed
Bishop John W. Hamilton of Washington, D

HALLDALE.
submarines

The German

Sold by druggists, or «ent
Medical Book mailed free.

mother, Mrs. Joseph M. Burrell, in Cambridge
Mass. The rooms were artistically decorated
with evergreens, firs and beautiful cut flowers,

Mrs. Charlotte Turner and son Alden of
Brunswick, who had been visiting Mrs D. W.
Dodge, have returned home.

in

77 Crip, Grippe, la Grippe.25

Norton-Burrell. The wedding of Henry
Dexter Norton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Norton of Center Lincolnville, to Miss Alice
Henshaw Burrell, took place Wednesday evening, October 18th, at the home of the bride's

relatives in

are

Prior
for
No.
1 Fever*, Congestions, Inflammation*. 25
* Worm*, Worm Fever.25
3 Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
7 Cough*, Colds, Bronchitis. 25
25
8 Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia
25
» Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.
10 Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.... 25
13 Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis. 25
25
14 Eczema, Eruptions.
15 Rheumatism. Lumbago.25
10 Fever aud Ague, Malaria. 25
17 Pile*, Blind or Bleeding, External,Internal.25
19 Catarrh. Influenza, Cold In Head. 25
.25
20 Whooping Cough.
21 Asthma. Oppressed, Difficult Breath inf. 25
27 Disorder* of the Kidneys. 25
25
30 Urinary Incontinence.
3 4 Sore Throat. Quinsy. 25

valuable

Mrs. Edwin

Have been

the need of the moment*
for over Sixty Years.

here

borne

Remedies

William Mason Lawrence of Castine diec
Oct. 23rd, aged 83 years, 8 months and 1 day
He wab born at the old Lawrence homesteac
in North Castine and named for the Rev, Wm
Mason, the first minister of CastineJ His parents were Edward L. and Sarah Lawrence.
He was the youngest of four brothers and five
sisters. In 18£5 he married Miss Sarah Perkins of Castine and in 1905 they celebrated to
gether their golden wedding. In his youngei
days, he worked as a ship finisher on most ol
the vessels constructed at that period in Castine. Afterwards he became a builder ol
houses and a contractor. He was a very superior
workman and erected many of the best built
houses in Castine and adjoining towns. He
was very fond of mu<tic and for a great many
years gave instructions in singing, not only in
Castine, but also in Penobscot, Bluehill and
lsleaboro. About the year 1880, he formed the
Lawrence Cornet Band, of which he was the

designed to meet the needs of families
or invalids, something that mother, father,
nurse or invalid can take or give to meet

bride and groom are well and favorably known
and have the best wishes of many in their

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Webster from the west
visited Mr. Webster’s mother recently.

After all that is said of the present
cabinet it must be admitted that they

son

Humphreys’ Homeopathic

Fred Curtis, and is in company with his father
in conducting a garage on Phoenix Row. Both

choice is

"The
typical American
Hughes,” says the Boston Journal.

only

the

The groom is

OBITUARY.

HUMPHREYS'

Curtis*Albee. The marriage of Earle L,
Curtis and Miss Verelette C. Albee took place
at high noon Wednesday, Oct, 25th, at the home
of the bride in Bernard (Tremont, Me.) Rev
George B. Davis officiated and used the
double ring service. Only the immediate families of the contracting parties were present.
The bride wore a stylish travelling suit ol
African brown, with shoes, gloves and hat to
match. They left immediately after the cerenony in the groom’s car for a short motor
trip through Maine and Massachusetts and on
their return will go to housekeeping in the
Boulter house,35 Miller street. The bride i9 the
only daughter of Capt. Henry and Annie
Hart Albee of Bernard. Her father is a well
known sea captain and her mother was formerly of Belfast, a daughter of the late Gil
bert M. Hart. The family lived for a time in
Rockland, where the bride attended school
graduating from the High school in the class
it 1914. She has a fine talent for drawing
and designing. Since graduating she had been
employed in the Western Union Telegraph
office in Belfast, but resigned last September.

OFJEFFIC1ENCY

BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

BELL*.

WEDDLnG

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all our friends and neighbors for their kindness and sympathy during
the late bereavement of our dear mother; also
for the flowers.
ULYSSES G. ALLEN,
FRANK A. ALLEN,
FRED E. ALLEN,
ADA E. WILEY.
Montville, Me., Nov. 1,;1916—p

FOR

SALE

Work horse, weight
cart and sled.

dray,

mRS. ANNIE

At

A

Searsport, Oct. 23, 1916-1*

1

For Salt1
>
Two buildings situated
store and dwelling house «
Tweed ie estate. For inforr
B. O. NORT(
WALTER TWFt
3w43
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John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R

Monday evening.
Miss

was

to the stable

.y and he was thrown out
up and bruised that an exnecessary.

bunday evening
investigate the cause of
the Coliseum building on
found that there was a
ve in the skating rink and
was completely filled with
n-rce was ordered to clean

received a letter
Pekin, China, of her
ho had recently convalesced
lining him to a hospital in
He is entirely
of weeks.
to the

some

Oil!,

T.

observed its third
lay afternoon, Oct. 27th at the
Charles E. Owen. Needlework
oid tea served. The club was
irs ago and the original memT'avid L. Wilson, now of Bath,

four

won, Mrs.

Leroy

A.

Strout, Mrs.

eight,

.11* TO

meet-

HISTORIC

LACES.

Mr.

nceO. Poor, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
trie son Edward, left last Thurs.to trip to Round Pond, where
-ts of Mr. Poor’s

cousin, Henry
there, accompanied by
din,who is familiar with all points
the vicinity, they went to PemLong Cove Harbor, where they
From

and spray

dashing

on

the

usual,

was

last

most artistic.

The entire

I

The hall

in every par-

Rink

prettily decorated in
floor was good, and the

was

the

comparison of the U. S. Senate
All members
man Reichstag.”
to be present at this meeting.

message seances at Red
at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m„

Sunday

preparing
fair,
will be held the first of December.
Over the gateway at the entrance to the

cottage of Prof, and Mrs. Alaric Stone at Lake

Megunticook is the following unique sign:
“Welcome, good friends!
Come early, come late.
When you depart
Please hasp the gate.”

grange

Waldo

ton.

...

County

reel

A

Hallowe’en social

was

held at the

gram.
sode of

Baptist

are

uuuoti.

iuui|(ut

at
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four-masted schooner
11, 1,362 tons, net, built at Rock-

ms.

The

oading

general cargo at Bosthan 220,000 gallons
>1 rum, for Sekondi and sixothWest Coast of Africa, and it is
’he owners will receive $110,000
This is $30,000 more than was
• er
Augustus H. Babcock for a
The amount paid the Babcock
a

es more

-r

previously

recorded.

progress to charter the

mahogany

k

from

I

Arrest

of

Boston

crooks.

Detective

Negotia-

Sergt William 1.

schooner
$45

noonFriday,having in custody
Nickerson of South Boston and George
It. Brown, who gave his address as 103 Free st,
Boston. Nickerson, according to Sergt Irwin,
is wanted for breaking parole and for burglary.
He had served 14 months of a five years’ sentence in the Concord Reformatory when he
It is charged that on
was released on Oct. 1st.
Oct. 7th he broke into the house, 130 Chandler

Africa at

hree Bath-built schooners sailed

take

Assorted cake,
smiled at the little people.
fancy cookies, ice cream and nuts were served
by Mrs. Shute, assisted by Mrs. E. P. Brown.
The guests were Martha Hartshorn, Clara
Hammons, Isabel Coombs, Alfreds and Janice
Hawthorne, and several friends of Mrs. Shute
j
were invited to refreshments and to witness the
|
enjoyment of the children.

Congoleum

of Mark Twain’s most be-

Rugs

for the ladies will round out the proFriday evening, beside the current epi-

For

Bay ports Oct. 20th

for

laden; the six-masters Ruth E.
tddie M. Lawrence leaving Newfur Alicante, and the five-master
mer, for Cadiz, sailing from Nore vessels have excellent records
ui each skipper will doubtless do
-me out ahead in the rpce_The
m

J schooner Flora

Condon, 230 tons,
1872, and laid up at Boston
ihb been sold on
private terms to
*on, of Key West. Fla., and will
the red snapper fisheries. The
uilt for and commanded by Capt
iun, and for many years was en-'
in

Ksonville

trade, carrying ice and
Belfast and returning with hard-

iast owned in Belfast she under-

Irwin

of the Boston

left for Boston at
Howard

st, Boston, and stole jewelry valued at $106.
Eaily last Thursday morning the two were
arrested after a hot chase by night pairolmen
Gray and Toothaker, who discovered them at-

tempting
ware

to force

store of

a rear

window in the hard-

Harding & Rackliffe.

in the Police Court and

They were
pleaded not

arraigned
guilty, but disposition of the case was deferred
while City Marshal Frisbee communicated with
the Boston police, and on learning that they
were wanted in that city they were committed
to jail to await the arrival of an officer.
One

repairs at this port under the is 18 and the other 19 years of age, They wore
I. W. Barker, the managing
new suits and overcoats and seemed to have
heoner was wrecked on the North plenty of money. They made no objection to
'port, about that time, and Mr. returning to Boston with the officer. The case
'Utfftt her three masts, rigging, I against them in Belfast is continued and placed
bain, etc., for the Condon. She I on file and the authorities were very glad to
1
fiut
long after.
give them up to the Boston officials.
■

u

f

1

UfSl

^

police

j

tric Radiator you
Maine

Hills

entertained

in any

and Miss Margaret L.
Wednesday night, Oct.

Supper was served at 6 30 at a uniquely and attractively decorated table. Later,
needlework, accompanied bv busy social chat,
the diversion.

Miss Marian Brown, who left by boat last
Thursday afternoon for Boston, where she will
later enter the City Hospital to train for nurs-

ing, was given a very pleasant send-off Wednesday night, Oct. 25tb, at the hospitable home
of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Frost, Cedar street, by
the Jolly Nine. Games and music and nice refreshments

were included in the program and
guest of honor was presented with a handsome toilet tray of Parisian ivory.

the

can

have the cosiest

in the house.

Try

one

more

ALL THE KINDS ALL THE TIME.
5

Needles, assorted sizes, in wood tube,
for 10c.

4 dd 2c. when

ordering by

mail.

Yours truly,

^Oarle & Jones, Belfast,

Me.

i

;

READ THE

Don’t take ours or any one else
word for the above statement. Come
and decide for yourself.
Ten superb
models, $45.00 to $1000.

Charles N. Black left

Sunday

in

his

Cadillac

car

Dr. and Mrs. W. L. West, Mrs. Hattie P.
Godfrey and Miss May Parker for a ride 'to
Bangor, ami when ab mt a raile^above Winterport village met with a serious accident. T"w
cars—a Ford driven by C. J. Barrows of Hampwith

Home

chilly

evening.

|__

a

; mous

j only

your feet you need a pair of these shoes.
at The Dinsmore Store.... The man

|

by mistake
requested to return

took

a

hat

from the

Baptist

Sold
who

everything possible

and did

He

precaution

loss of

his

ran

car as

to

far

life must have

|

j

resulted.

Mr. Treat acknowledged being at fault and
said that he was watching Mr. Barrows and
did not see Mr. Black’s approach. 4 Mrs. West
the

of the Belfast

party injured.
rail, which was a
very heavy one and was J broken, j Her left
ankle was badly sprained and the ligaments
torn and it is feared there may be a fracture
as it is tadly swollen.
She didjnot realize the
injury until her arrival home. ]Mr. Rarrows
brought the Belfast ladies home and Dr. West
and Mr. Black came later with the Bangor mawas

only

Her feet

one

on'^the

were

foot

were^called

to look

after

J

THE CORRECT

New Hats

1

the

Cadillac, which had the radiator, one
light, one wheel bumper and wind shield
Mr. Treat’s car was practically
smashed.
ruined. The four older occupants were thrown
out, but the little child was caught by the belt
on

the handle of the door and

FCR

|

had

All the shades that

re-

aid until

a

Ralph i) SouttiWhfth

COMPANY
12 Main bt..
Belfast, Maine

have only to remember two things—A.
Cedulas, Havana
cigars. Let the one remind you of the other.
You

A. Howes & Co.’s store and

FURS

WANTED
A horse for his keeping during the winter. Must be sound and kind, a good driver,

Miller’s Fur Rooms
Fur

find

Phoenix Row,
Court House.

on

Trimming Cut

weight

opposite the

not

ON

HAIR
When you want
you call.

to Order.

Belfast Opera

!

GOODS.

Three rooms and bath, suitable for light
housekeeping or bachelors’ quarters corner of
Spring and High streets; also storage for auto

furs would be pleased to have
44tf

or carriage.
M. R. KNOWLTON,
2w43
Or Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co.

PATTERSON’S

House, CgSL^

Tonight Only—Two Shows-7.00 and 8.30

MUSIC

p. m.

47 Main

MARGUERITE CLARK IN THE BELOVED ROMANCE

Paul

Friday Evening
Armstrong’s Sensational Play

Billie Burkein “Gloria’s

Monday Evening
Theda

Bara

in

Dorothy

Gish in

Romance”

Keystone Two-Reel Comedv

Paramount Feature,
Detailed Election Returns

Beifasi, iVaine.
TEACHING
REPAIRING

PATTERSON. Proprietor.

Insurance Fi.ld Manager-Solicitor

Life

$150

Charming

month to right party
lock Box 594, Bangor, Maine.

TRIANGLE PLAY

Beatrice Fairfax

“UNDER TWO FLAGS”

I

LEE

SHOP,

WANTED

Saturday—Matinee and Evening

Tuesday Evening

Fox

Feature

I find worms one of the most common of
children’s diseases—either pinworms or stomach worms. These parasites make their presence felt
through deranged ♦
stomach, swollen upper lip,
sour stomach, offensive breath,
hard and full belly with occasional gripingB end pains about
the navel, pale face of leaden
tint, eyes heavy and dull,
twitching eyelids, itching of
the nose, itching of the rectum, short dry cough, grinding of the teeth,
red points sticking out on tongue, starting during sleep, slow fever.
For over 60 years Dr. True’s Elixir, the
Family Laxative and Worm Expel ler, has been
the standard remedy for worms, stomach disorders and constipation, both for children and
adults. Mr. Wm. L. Wylie of Houston, Texas,
writes, “I want to say that Dr. True’s Elixir is
certainly a fine medicine.” At all dealers, 36c,
50c and $1 00.
Advice free, Write me.

J.

COMEDY CARTOONS

“THE BLUDGEON’’

Uiseases ot children

RENTING

Elaborate Picturization of Mark Twain’s Best
Work-Produced in Five Parts.

HEARST NEWS

Street,

MUSIC MDSE.

“THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER”
An

ELMER SMALL. M. D..
59 Church Street, Belfast.

TO LET

HAND.

I. V. MILLER.

assorted sizes, 10 cents. Add 2 cents when
losing side in the recent membership ] ordering by mail_Two houses for tale. Encontest of the Epworth League entertained quire at 6 Miller street-The City National
the winners at a pleasant Hallowe’en social in
bank is taking subscriptions foj United Kingthe Methodist vestry last Tuesday evening. dom of Great Britain and Ireland 5 1-2
per
The platform was arranged to represent a
cent secured loan gold 3 and 5 year notes, to
home scene, with an open fire, etc., and four yield 5.75 and 5.85 per cent, and other
high
tableaux were given with this setting. First, grade investments yielding from 4 1-2 to 6
a young man and maiden; then, in later years,
cent-P.
H.
89
Main
D.
per
Carter,
street,
then the mcther with her baby in its cradle, has bought a Ford delivery car and will take
and finally the Betsy Ross scene. Songs were orders to deliver in any part of the
city.
sung describing each tableaux.
Appropriate Parties taken out at reasonable rates. Car
games and contests followed. The refresh- will carry seven passengers.,.. Lewis F. Clifment tables were decorated with pumpkins, ford, Mrs. Annie R. Brown, Mrs. R. W. Cunblack cats, etc., and a ghost was a feature of ningham and Mrs. Henry W. Collins publish a
the occasion. Cake and coffee were served.
card of thanks_Ulysses G. Allen, Frank A.
The membership was nearly doubled in the Allen, Fred E. Allen and Ada E. Wiley
publish
a card of thanks.
contest.

under ten hundred.

3w43p

Muffs, Scarfs and Garments

it to The

|

those men who like to
have their new hats early.

surgeon could be

terport.

Yov will

are

right; all the colors that
are liked, in all the grades
that are popular are now
ready for the approval of

a

West gave first

FALL
Being Sold Here

Now

called. Dr. Ellingwood recently moved to
Rockland from Winterport, and Mr. Treat is a
member of the firm of Treat & Lowe, of Win-

BELFAST, MAINE.

__

j

5attract their
as possible to
the right and near a heavy bank made by a cut
to widen the road,; but was run into, head on,
by the Treat car, and ni«l it not been for his
attention.

church

Journal office.
....Annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Waldo Trust Co. at the banking rooms at
10 a. m. Nov. 21st....An up-stairs tenement
of four rooms with electric lights and toilet,
to let. Enquire of A. C. Bachelder, 24 Court
street... .Carle & Jones have sewing machine
I needles, all the kinds all the time—5 needles
is

Dodge car attempted to pass The
Ford, and apparently neither driver.jsaw"*Mr.
Black, who slowed down, sounded his whistle

“

10^

___

Black the

scalp wound about four inches
long and Mrs. Ellingwood’s nose was injured.
They were taken to a nearby house, where Dr.

SPEC IAL— We snail
offer 50 of the 3x3 feet
size, in variety of patterns for J9c. Not over
3 to a customer.

complete range of sizes of the faGround Gripper shoes so as to fit any
foot properly. If you have any trouble with

carries

“

“

9

Furnishing Co.,

BELFAST, MAINE.

little child of Rockland—were coming to the
from mT.
village and when a s ni dial*

wood

3 feet by 3 feet
“
“
“
6
3
II
IS A\
II
412
^2
“
“
“
6
9

CARL HEIN,
International Jury.

(Signed)
Member of the

schools.

last

orporation,

At the recent cop test, on phonographs
held before the Group Jury of Awards at
the Panama Pacific In ernational Exposition, the Sonors Phonograph received the
highest number of points l< tone quality.

primary grades one-half hour
school day and to meet the teachers Saturday or give instruction by mail. Mr. Banks
will use his own method, which is not mater” !
ially different, from that already in use in the

noon

t

Street, New York.

Gentlemen:

each

about

York, Sept. 30, 1915.

Phonograph

57 Reade

there, uninjured, until taken off by
Dr. West. Mr. Treat was cut about the head
and his wife had one leg injured. Dr, Elling-

easily cleaned.

( August rraemcke.
New

Sonora

I

(.'r'

Directors

in the rural and

An Auto Accident.

FOLLOWING TESTIMONY:

New York College of Music
Incorporated 1878

mained

SIZES IN STOCK

A

Sewing Machine
Needles

Exposition

place the $6,000 part insurance on the
Peirce school, which had expired, with Frank
I. Wilson. It was voted to raise the salary of
Z. D. Hartshorn, principal of the Grammar
grades.. $100 per year if the finance committee
could arrange for it without an overdraft.
Everett A. Banks was elected to teach
writing

of the coat

you. Their convenience will
bring you great comfort. And their
MODERATE PRICES are within the
reach of all. Their varying sizes and
patterns make them acceptable to
every room in the house where a lowpriced rug is required. They are just
as attractive as woven rugs, and much

amaze

corner

these

Every Home and Every Room

The

Hallowe’en Dance. A Hallowe’en dance,
planned to be given in the Country Club house,
was given last Tuesday evening under <:he
management of Mr. and Mrs. F, G. Spinney in
Memorial hall, whieh was attractively decorated in yellow and black. Yellow panels with
cats, witches, etc., in black were spaced around
the hall. The side lights were shaded with
large Jack o’lanterns wearing tissue paper
hair and gaudy caps, and the center lights
with small Jacks. The stage was a Hallowe’en
bower, and the anteroom, where refreshments
were served from a nibble table, was in
the
same color scheme.
Mrs. Robert P. Coombs
assisted Mrs. Spinney in serving assorted
sandwiches, cheese, olives, fancy crackers,
doughnuts and cider. A number of very
handsome gowns, were worn, nearly all in
shades of popular green. All the gentlemen
wore pumpkin-centered flowers, and the ladies
Hallowe’en favors in their hair. McKeen's
orchestra furnished music and all wore the
prescribed Hallowe’en hats.

Panama-P;;cific

Black

can have up-to-date, pretty and
sanitary floors by using Congoleum
Rugs. The beauty of these rugs will

Just the thing for the bath
Sold by the Penobscot Bay Electric Co.
room.
_I. V. Miller, the well known furrier, has
opened fur rooms on Phoenix Row, opposite
the courthouse, where those who want furs
are invited to
call_The Dinsmore Store

street.

Those present were Mrs.
Carl H. Stevens, Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore, Mrs.
Leroy A. Webber, Mrs. John C. Pilsbury
Misses Maude and Clara Steward, Miss Bertha
A. Wiley, Miss Marian M. Heal.

room

autumn

25th, at the home of the former in Church

was

WINS AT THE

to

chinists who

You

part

service.
Mrs.
Keene

sum-

iwu

feature, “The Bludgeon,” Paul Armpresent, some coming in costune.
Apple and strong’s sensational play. Saturday the usual
candle contests and a peanut hunt lurnished strong
program will be presented matinee and
great sport, Fruit and nuts were served.
| evening. Monday evening Wm. Fox presents
f Mr. Poor’s mother- Miss
Beginning Wednesday the automobile service I the farfamed Theda Bara in the six reel rnasI—visited the church 150 years
between Belfast and Bangor was increased, ; terpiece “Under Two Flags.” In connection
t-urying ground with the many happy by a large number of pretty gifts, inJohn McLaughlin of Stockton Springs, who with Tuesday’s offering detailed election reF'rom here they went to cluding toys, sterling spoons, flowers, etc. The
has managed a Cadillac Six twelve-passenger turns will be given. Pictures will be run unwhere they visited the shell | dining room was decorated with jack o’lanand the dining table had car on this route since early spring without til 9.30, after which time open house will be
many Indian relics. They re- terns, black cats, etc.,
missing a trip, having added another car of the kept until the final resulcs are given. The
y the way of Rockland. It was Hallowe’en place cards, favors, plates, napkins
and doilies.
The first centerpiece was a birth- same kind to the route. The cars now leave same small prices will prevail.
ng trip, particularly to Mr C.
at 8 a. m., and 3 p. m., and leave Bel•ed to visit that section of the day cake bearing the word Elana and seven Bangor
Just a reminder
NEW Advertisements.
fast at 9 a. m., connecting with the Maine
uuth.
lighted candles. After serving this its place
that Goodhue & Co., 44 Main street, sell the
cars
from
Transportation
Rockland
in
a
was filled with a real
through Hub ranges. See their advt-With an Elecpumpkin Jack, who
old

four

Saturday afother days at

well,” where marvelous fortunes were dispensed; Lillian Davis and Margaret Rogers had
a
fish pond for the younger members, and
Elizabeth and Dorothy Ingalls had a table of
charms and queer talismen, warranted to bring

requested

“Gloria’s Romance” with Billie Burke
and a good comedy, the illustrious star, Kathryn Osterman, is offered in the Equitable five-

vestry last Tuesday evening under the
direction of the C. E. social committee, Mrs.
Nettie M. Merritbew chairman. About 75 were

Elana, the seven-yearedaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen S. L.
Shute celebrated her birthday last Thursday
from 2.30 to 4.30 at their home, No. 7 Park
street. Games were played indoors and on
the porch, and the little hostess was made

urtiHA

picturization

playlet

church

Her 7th Birthday.

and the

loved work,“The Prince and the Pauper.” It is
needless to say that this elaborate photoplay
will be greatly enjoyed by all. The Hearst
News and some comedy cartoons and a fashion

Miss Jennie M. Miller returned to her

day.

Keen, Mrs. Roy Sholes, Mrs. Dora Bridges and
Miss Mertie Sholes,

The Sonora

andjvocal solos, will be followed by
danc.!.with mus*c3by a ten piece orchestra.

strumental
a

being
effectively used. Miss Florence Shaw’s and den, who was accompanied by Mrs. Barrows
Miss
\
Dorothy Ingall’s classes had charge of and a Dodge driven by Joshua Treat, Jr of
! the entertainment and games. Marguerite Winterport, in wh.ch was his wife and their
“Ger- | Ingalis and Katherine Brown had a ‘‘wishing guests, Dr. and Mrs. Wm. A Ellingwood and

shows, at 7.00 and 8.30 p. m„ the exquisite
Marguerite Clark is offered in a charming five-

a

home Tuesday-William Reed and Clarkson
Hamilton are gaining....Roscoe Davis of
Deer Isle, a surgical patient, entered last Fri-

Elmira Mc-

will not work

will close on the
5 30p. m. The Thompson Mfg. Co. will begin 10 minute3 later each morning.as they have
been working 55 hours per week—having Sat!
urday afternoons off. The Lubec Sardine Co.
j and the Saco Valley Canning Co. work under
the perishable goods act and in the others no
vyomen and few minors are employed. The

are

Dr.i.r aai

Hospital.

Mrs. Henry
surgical patient, will go to her
summer home in Searsport the last of this
week for a short visit before
returning to Bos-

Kneeland,

m.

work at 6.30

In the

arranging for a series of popular j
good fortune. Games and Hallowe’en stunts
entertainments that they feel sure will please j
were in order and
candy, pop-corn and apples
everyone this winter. They have secured
were served. A number of the adult members of
both Dr. Edward Amherst Ott, the famous
the Sunday school were in attendance. The
lecturer and The Marigold Quartette, who
children were in fancy costumes, representing
were the successes of last year’s course, and
fairies, witches, gnomes, etc. A number of
are engaging other attractions to make this
boys and girls from other parishes were eninterest
and
of
than
course
greater
larger
tertained.
to
be
able
to
ever before.
They expect
publish a full list of the numbers and dates next
week.

which

Hal-

begin

will

ternoons and

Entertainment Course.
committee from the Philharmonic Asso-

ciation

for their annual

are

they

they

months

mer

Philharmonic
The

Yesterday afternoon, the Helping Hand Society of the Baptist church met with Mrs.
George W. Miller on Waldo avenue. The

j

lighthouse and were welI
keeper, Mr. Marr. Then to the
-i at Pemaquid, several times !
ally restored by the State. It |
At Walpole I
resting place.
they visited what was for a I

be

--r

The program wil
include papers and sketches of “William Second;” and Prince Bulow, the Chancellor, and a

direction of Mrs. Mary Hobbs Jones
of Bangor. A silver collection will be taken
at
the door.

j

Mrs.

Tuesday night

Skating

was a success

roll-call, current events.

under the

on

Ben

will

members

The

Hallowe’en

dance at the

Now

and close at 4 30 p.

orchestra’s music excellent. There
were not many
Belfast people present, as i stores where several clerks are
employed will
there were several Hallowe’en functions that be able to arrange for
keeping the stores open
were
but
from
Wapresent
evening,
parties
as usual.
terville, Thomaston, Rockland and Camden.
A Hallowe’en Party. The young
people
The next ^meeting of Seaside Chautauqua of the North church and
parish held a most
Circle will be held at the Pierce schoolbuild- enjoyable Hallowe’en party in the lower
vestry
ing, Monday afternoon, Nov. 6th. The lesson last Friday night. The room was decorated by
is from chapter four of the C. L. S. C. book. the boys of H. M. Prentiss’s class,
orange crepe
“The German Empire Between Two Wars;” paper and many funny Jack-o-lanterns

Miss

There

the decorative plan and it was very
j successful. Mrs. Nettie Merrithew sold candy
and Miss L,ucy Cochran aprors during the
j evening, both doing a good business. At inter! mission, ice cream and cake were served in the
banquet hall. McKeen's orchestra furnished
I music for the dancing. The following comhad charge: Dance, Roy Sholes and
worked

Imittees
Smalley; refreshments,
rocky

the

The

the

Men’s hall next

their trip.
Ball.

on

the Metro program.

The Laughters of Pocahontas will
give a
whist party in Red Men’s Hall
to-morrow, Friday, evening after their regular supper.

lowe’en dance last Thursday evening in Seaside Grange ball, under the auspices of the
Grange, was well attended and a very enjoyable occasion. The hall was very elaborately
decorated with jack-o’-lanterns, and seasonable flowers and foliage, and the stage, as

weeks.

.r.

on

trip into Northern Maine,They
Lincoln, then to Danforth, Moul-

Hallowe’en

pleasing productions recently offered

most

North Belfast church next Sunday
Frances Walkley will give a talk
“Letters from Africa.”

At

auto

every hour of

Seaside

Anne

has since numbered
o

K

day’s

enjoyed

W. Jennys, Mrs. George
M. Kittredge. Miss
and Mrs. V. L. Hall were later
Mrs. Wilson removing from the
Miss

has many novel features, is full of surprises
thrills, and promises to be one of the

Universalist Social Aid will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Arthur W.
Morse, High street.
evening

per week.
a. m.

and

The

It is

A public benefit for the Belfast Band will be
given in the Opera House Thanksgiving night.
A concert of entirely new music, with in-

~

This story

Rockland

—

Mrs. (

:

Thursday, afternoon and evening.

Japanese effects,

ton, Fort Fairfield, Caribou, Presque Isle, Ashland, Patten, Stacyville and Grindstone—
where they met the Dunton and Greer parties
then to Millinocket, where they stopped at
the Great Northern hotel; then to Milo, the
Katahdin Iron Works, Brownvillc Junction
and home. They bad beautiful weather and

While Club

|

people

ticular.

Mrs.

went first to

years, in

.lapan.

certainly

out of ten

who read this advertisement have trouble with
their feet. We also know
that Ground Grippers will
cure them.
Won’t you
let us prove it to YOU ?

^

Clarence E. Read ant? son
returned last Sunday night from a

and

Carlton

posi-

inager of the Pekin branch
Banking Corporation,
been for

Deerfield would be in 5 hours.

to

Mr.

•uai
nas

|

thought that he may have started in to w$lk
to his boarding place and slipped on the track.

or

promoted

eight

his

one

ival in

been

our

miles from

has

haw

We know that
will meet

Greenfield, and that he had been to
.the latter place for a pair of new shoes, which
he had on. He was in the depot that evening
enquiring for trains and was told that the next

damaged the
etc., in the stock of the
:.g Co.

_5_
There will be no meeting of the Boy Scouta
thla week, owing to the absence of Scoutmaster Dickey in
Massachusetts.
The regular
meeting will be held on Thursday evening of
next week.

The opening meeting of the Women’s Al- Tickets will be sold in advance.
liance of the First Parish (Unitarian) will be
Mr. and Mrs. T. H Mitchell (Katherine Putheld at the home of Mrs. Carter and Miss Colnam) of Roslindale, Mass., are receiving feliciAid
will
meet
with
Church
burn,
The Woman’s Hospital
street, this, Thursday, afternoon, tations upon the birth of a son. Mrs. Mitchell
Mrs. Everard A. Wilson tomorrow, Friday af- promptly at 3 o’clock. A report of the Twen- is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Putman
Club
will
meet
next ty-fifth Anniversary of the New England As- of this
ternoon, and the Hospital
city, and her lister, Mrs. Warren Nichsociate
Alliance will be given by Miss Colburn, ols of
I Tuesday evening with Miss Valentine at the
Belfast, is with her for a few weeks.
and a paper on Cuba and Florida Resorts
by
hospital.
Advertised Letters, The following letters
Mrs. J. W, Frederick. Ail the women of the
The magazine section of last Saturday’s
remained uncalled for in the Belfast post office
are cordially
parish
invited
to attend this
a
sketch
of
“BelLewiston Journal contained
week ending Oct. 31st: Ladies—Mrs.
and become members of the Alliance. for^the
fast Beside the Sea and its Historical Houses,” meeting
Horace Bonney, Miss Elenor Clark, Mrs. Anna
Mr. and Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest and Mr. and Verrill.
written by Mrs. Eugene L Stevens of this
Gentlemen-Mr. C. L. Bennett, HorMrs. William H. Hall entertained Monday night ace
city.
Bonney, Lewis Eldredge, L. L. Payson,
at the Hermitage, Wm. M. Randall’s cottage at
is
in
the
Mr.
being placed
A cement foundation
Eurity Peavey^
Pitchers’ Pond. A game supper was served at
center of the Church street side of the High
Thomas H. Marshall Post and Circle held a
7
m
the
menu
p.
mashed
for
a
venison,
90-foot
including
and Grammar schools common
joint meeting last Tuesday afternoon, and at
creamed onions, shell beans, cake,
flag staff, and the formal flag raising will take potato,
its close refreshments were served in honor
cheeBe
and
doughnuts,
coffee. The evening
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert F.
plaee the last of November.
Russ, who will soon
was spent with cards and
dancing. The guests
South for the winter. Mr. Russ furnished
Osceola Sewing Circle will have their second were Mr. and Mrs. Raymond R. Sherman, Mr. go
clams for steaming, and hardtack, doughnuts,
annual fair in Red Men’s Hall, Wednesdayt and Mrs. M. L.
Slugg, Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Nov. 16th. The trading post will be held dur- Holmes, Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Dinsmore, Mr. and pickles and coffee, were furnished by the Ciring the afternoon, and a public supper at 6 p> I Mrs. V. L. Hall, Mrs. John C. Pillshury, Mrs. c’e.
m
Hon. K. F. Dunton, Judge James Libby of
will be followed by a dance.
j R. P. Whitman, Misses Margaret O. White,
the Probate Court, Arthur W.
Hose Company No. I, of which Ralph Darby Florence E. Dunton, Clara B. Keating, Grace
Leonard,Register
of Probate, and A. H. Nickels of Searsport,
is a member, called on him Tuesday evening H. Hall, Messers. Wm. M. Randall, Frank R.
executor
of
the
will
of
the
Herbert
B.
Foster
late
Keene,
M.
Henrietta C.
,Henry
Muagett.
with their wedding gift—a mission rocker—on
Nickels of Searsport, went to Portland Wedthe hose carriage, expecting to give him a Mrs. Gilchrest and Mrs. Dunton served.
nesday morning to attend the hearing before
The New Labor Law. The fifty-four hour
complete surprise. Ralph was wise to their
Judge Bird on the appeal from the decree~of
bride
served
his
ice
with
law
intentions,and
cream,
regarding the labor of women and chil- the
Judge of the Waldo County Probate Court
cake, nuts and punch.
dren, which went into effect Monday, Oct.
allowing the will.
^
Valli Valli, the famous English actress, ia 30th, does not materially affect the existing
The October meeting of the school committhe star of the next Metro release, “Her Debt schedules in any of the local industries except
of Honor.” This five-part feature picture will in the Leonard & Barrows shoe factory, where tee was held last Monday evening, with chairbe shown here at the Colonial Theater today, the employees have been working 58 hours man Rev. A. A. Blair presiding. It was voted

half-brother, Gurney Howard Nash,
found that he had been employed by the Phoenix Bridge Co. at East Deerfield, about two

of

*

Decrow, Maurice Peterson. Harold and Walter Dickey of Northport and Lee
Robinson of Belfast are expected home to-day,
.Thursday, from a hunting trip to Grindstone.

Rovbert G. Simmons, who went to Greenfield. Mass., last week to identify the remains

The smoke

j

they

store.

Mayo.

11.

insist that
fitted in

we

are

Secret,” by Olive Schriener, Mrs. Frank

Artists

called

>

sever-

that the

Emeroy Ginn; paper, “The American Woman
in Art,” Miss Janetta Rogers; reading, “The

■

ition was

that

Nov. 6th with the regent
Amy E. Stoddard with Mrs. B. O. Nortcn
ton and Miss Lucy A. Cochran as hostesses. The roll-call will be responded to
by the
name of your favorite picture
Program: reading, “The Artist,” by Arthur Grissom, Miss

returned to

taking

hope

particular about
Ground Grippers

fitting

to health.
be in his pulpit next Sunday.

will

large mat.

to have

we are so

complete cure
Mr. Richardson

morning. He had
vacation, mostly spent at

he

-•>

guest of the institution for

returned to his duties in

was

,i

a

and restoration

Monday

t

moving their household

and her many friends
treatment will result in a

special

photographs, although
perfectly clear,

on a

are

weeks,

al

camera, are

•rained

and

We
complete range of
sizes so as to perfectly fit
any foot properly. In fact,
carrv a

Accompanied by Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson
Richardson left Belfast last Monday for
the Clifton Springs Sanitorium, New York.

captain and some of the
rew, which were sent to her
Ihe

there,

Gripper

if you need them.

Mrs.

the

|

EE

Ground

goods from Belfast.

loaned the Belfast

photographs

e

you a AAA

on

Among the recent transfers in real estate in
Haverhill, Mass.; was one by William Lockwood of that city to Corinne T. Hunter of Belfast—a new Colonial house and lot of land situated on Kingsbury avenue, Bradford district.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter plan to make their future

cemetery is practically
Nik) is needed to meet the bills
i,b amount will be forthcomwas much needed and is an
Mr. C. R. Coombs of
i!H city.
and grate•t us tees will gladly
v.trihutions.

^

L

Eva Brown entertained at her home

give

can

or a

served.

were

rove

>r4,e;

We

Northpo. t avenueat a thimble party Wednesday night, Oct. 25th, the following guests,
Mrs. V. L. Hall, Mrs. John Davis, Mrs. Oscar
Wilkins, Misses Isabel and Emeroy Ginn and
Miss Charlotte Tibbetts. Dainty refreshments

last

a

rerttinent.

iW'

William Wallace

—

Charles B.

Tne Belfast Board of Registration will meet
today, Thursday, and continue in session Friday and Saturday, from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m.. and
from 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p. m., except on Saturday when the final session will close at 5 p. m,
Mrs.

MIC.

f

Mon-

--—

Mrs. Edward G. Clifford of Sandypoint is
her daughter
visiting friends in Belfast while
Grace is in the Tapley hospital, where she has
undergone an operation for appendicitis.

Mrs. Vena Welch Carter has returned from
a visit with her sister, Mrs. Fred L.
Colley, in
Boston. She went for consultation with her
physician.

m-

at 3 P-

v

sP

lit

on

of

u vw*w*’**—

uv/niT

_

Miss Julia Perry closed her house on Cedar
street Monday and is a* the home of her
sister,
Mrs. C. O Poor, Church street, for the winter.

a

References,

4w4lp

I

For Sale or to Let.

Wednesday Evening
Equitable Five Part

My residential property at the corner of
Park and Hathorn streets, Pittsfield, Maine.
Fifteen room house with large stable attached.
Surrounded by big maples, with small garden
plot In the rear. Built-in garage for summer.
Heated garage and workshop for cold weather;
150 gallon gasoline storage.
A particularly
good opening for a physician. Also two drivOne
horses.
saddle
horse.
ing
Apply to
V. T, LATHBURY, M. L).,
85 Stone Street,Augusta, Me.
4w43p

Feature.
Others-Others

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK, BELFAST
WE ARE TAKING SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR

V

United

Mr.

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland

5 1-2 % Secured Loan Gold 3 and 5 Year Notes
to Yield 5.75 and 5.85 per cent.
ANYONE DESIRING THESE SHOULD SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
We offer other high grade investments yielding from
4£ to 6 per cent.
Good farm loans solicited and whatever assistance or information
you need in a
financial or business way we can and will be glad to supply or obtain for
you.
Our business is growing rapidly.
Our Deposits have Increased over $200 000
since July 1st.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST.

Man,

Please return the hat you took by mistake
from the Baptist Church Sunday evening, Oct.
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
22nd, to

For Rent
1

I

An up-stairs tenement of four rooms
with electric lights and toilet. Inquire of
A. C. BATCHELDER,

iwk4p

24 Court Street, Belfast.
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the Saloon.

[Highland Park, Calif., Herald.J
make a few suggestions
on a matter which should be used in the
coming Dry Campaign. During the past
five years more than one thousand men
charged with having committed penitentiary offenses have been before me for
their preliminary examination. I have
made a personal examination in nearly
every case as to the habits of these men,
and have classified them into several different classes according to the character
of the individuals. It is of some interest
to know why men commit crime,especially when at least a hundred of such crimes
are committed within tile jurisdiction of
the Los Angeles Courts each month in
the year. Seventy-five per cent of the
one thousand men who have been before
me were under the age of thirty years,
and probably twenty-five per cent were
under the age of twenty years. To say
that fifty per cent of these criminals owe
their downfall to use of intoxicating liquors is indeed a conservative statement.
Fully eighty per cent or the men brought
before me charged with murder were intoxicated, at the time the act was committed, to such a degree that they could
were doing.
not realize
what
they
Within one month during the past winter
five men were brought before me charged
with murder, and of this number four
were intoxicated when ihe act was committed, and the fifth had every appearance of having been a hard drinker in the
past, which had so affected his mental
and moral nature that he had little conception of right and wrong. Eighteen
men were brought into my court at one
time charged with having committed, a
misdemeanor. Examining each one separately as to his personal habits, it was
found that the entire number, with a
single exception, spent their earnings in
a
saloon, and when out of work and
money gone they committed some crime
for the purpose of either getting money,
or being committed to jail, where lodging
and food would be furnished at the Coun-

going<o

m THIS DIET BOOK
Food is

as important to tlio sick permedicine, more so in most cases.
badly chosen diet may retard re-

son

A

as

covery.
In health the natural appetite is the
best guide to follow, in sickness the appetite is often tickle and dopravcd.

Proper food and

a

good tonic will

most people in good
keep,
Williams’
are

health. Dr.
Pink Pills for Palo People
the most popular tonic medicine in

the world, harmless, non-alcoholic and
certain in their action which is to build
up the blood and to restore vitality to
the run-down system.
For growing
girls who become thin and pale, for
pale, tired women,Tor old people who
fail in strength Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
are an ideal tonic.
To enable those
who give these pills a trial to observe
care
in
the
diet the Dr. Wilintelligent
liams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N.
Y., will send on request a free diet
book, “What to Eat and IIow to Eat.
It is full of useful information and
whether you are well or sick it is a
good book to have. A postal card request will bring it. Send for your copy

CAJJC1IBC.

Issuing bad checks without sufficient j
funds to meet the payment and also forging the names of well known men to
checks in order to have them cashed,
constitute about ten per cent of the
crimes which have been committed in
Los Angeles County during the past year;
of the number who have appeared before
j
me charged with this offense I can recall
only one who was not intoxicated at the
time the crime was committed. The
men who commit this crime are usually
above the average criminal in socid and
intellectual standingjin several instances
today.
Get Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills at the
lawyers, salesmen, and not infrequently
nearest drug store.
If they are not in
men
in
well-to-do
circumstances.
young
stock send fifty cents to tho above adNo man sober and in his right mind would
dress for a lull-size box.
think of getting a check cashed without
sufficient funds to meet it, for he would
Today its summer colony, with taste
certainly know that the crime would be ind tact in its management, have left all
detected as soon as the check reaches
lature’s charms while adding those of
the bank on which it is drawn.
iotnfort and convenience; and the native
If some person who has the time and
rroup of inhabitants, sturdy, adaptable
patience would compute the cost of crime ind progressive, with here and there a
caused directly by intoxicating drink in
the doors of
the Counties of San Francisco and Los juaint “original,’’ open
losnitality and neighborliness alike to old
Angeles alone, and compare the figures friends and new.
with the revenue received from all of the
A Summer Paradise, and at other seasaloons in these counties, it would cersons it offers natural attractions grand
of
our
hard-headed
astonish
some
tainly
ind unspoiled. The osprey, poised quiverbusiness men who advocate the licensed
ng and high in air over his victim, is a
saloons because of the revenue derived
’ascinating mystery—how can he see,
therefrom. The factis.if the drink traffic
io.v does he, with rare failure, dash 40
could he eliminated the savings to the
’eit downward in an instant—plunge
taxpayers in criminal expenses alone ieiieatn the surface of the ocean and
would amount to much more than all the
iring up his prey? Again and again the
money received from the saloons and
seeming miracle happens. Some of the
licenses. From the money point alone
ishermen aver that the fish hawk charms
the saloon is the most expensive luxury
iis victim from afar.
which the State of California harbors.
A visit to the gull rookery at Little
In the mountains back of Los Angeles
Spoon is a wonderful experience. Its
is a sort of a refuge camp for the “down
ihousands of feathered inhabitants rise
and outs” who have neither home,friends
wheeling and screaming into the air at
nor money; this institution is supported
lour approach.
A landing in anything
individual
I
one
contributions.
by
spent
)ut the very smoothest seas is made
by
in
that
a
few
weeks
and
night
camp
ago,
in opportune leap from the bow ot
your
the testimonies of the 125 men there at
the eggs and helpless babies are
lory;
that time showed that every one of them
’ound scattered haphazard over the
was brought to his condition
through edges and among the grass and weeds.
drink. Most of these men are incapacitaGreat Spoon Island has a colony of
ted for work which requires any skill or
Jarey chickens. The bird books will tell
and
were
it
not
for
this
responsibility,
is that (Jareys nest in the North Atlanhome provided by a few kindly disposed
:ic only at Sable Island but, in the high
individuals they would either be in some
ialk at Great Spoon, may be seen a dozen
penal institution or in some alms house, if their burrows
extending an arm’s
No one who knows the facts from exength or more into the soft, friable
perience in criminal matters will charge :arth. The most etherial bit
of life to
me with making an extravagant stateie seen at near view is a Carey’s baby
ment when I say that at least fifty per
his first walk among the boulders
aking
cent of the crimes committed in Califorif his birthplace; two bright eyes, two
nia may be traced directly to the licensed
ilender legs and a bit of down—gliding
saloon.
And I will further state that md
glimmering over the rocks, as he will
seventy-live per cent of the crimes comfew days later glide and glimmer over
mitted by boys in their teens is due to :he
ocean which is his home from
pole to
the cigarette habit.
Unless the people of California banish
The boom of billows round the Eastern
the liquor traffic from this State, and pro2ar and the pounding of the surf up that
hibit the selling of cigarettes to minors
shore; the tossing white manes of the
there is very little hope for the futuie
Black Horse an 1 White Horse ledges, the
manhood of a large class of the boys and
•oar of ihe receding waves on Merchant's
young men in our midst wno will soon beBeach, the drifting scud and fogs of a
come men in age and physical stature,
stormy autumn day—once heard and seen
but will always be mental and moral deare
;hey

generates.

Frank Forbes.
Court House. Los Angeles.

Strength.

Is your child
>ut in sleep or

pale and fretful? Does he cry
grind his teeth? These symp*
oms may mean worms and you should obtain
> elief at once.
Kickapoo Worm Killer is a
1 Peasant remedy that kills the worm, and by
ts mildly laxative quality expels it from the
system, Worms sap the vitality and make
rour child more susceptible to other ailments,
four Druggist sells Kickapoo Worm Killer, 25c

So unitormly successful has Orrine
been in restoring victims of the "Drink
Habit" into sober and useful citizens,
and so strong is our confidence in its

Read & Hills, P. O. Square, Belfast.

forgotten.

Worms Sap Your Child's

ORRINE FOR
DRINK HABIT

curative powers, that we want to emphasize the fact that Orrine is sold under
this positive guarantee. If, after a trial,
you get no benefit, your money will be
refunded.
It is a simple home treatment. No sanitarium expenses.
Orrine is prepared in two forms: No.
1, secret treatment, a powder; No. 2, in
pill form, the voluntary treatment. Costs
only $1.00 a box. Ask for free booklet
telling all about Orrine.

never

box.

Took The Hurt Out Of Her Back.
Mrs.

Anna Byrd, Tuscumbia, Ala., writes;

down with my back so I could not stand
* p more than half the time,
Foley Kidney
1 'ills took all of the hurt out." Rheumatic

•

I

was

ains, swollen ankles, backache, stiff joints and
ailments indicate dis>
rdered kidneys and bladder (trouble. Sold

J leep disturbing bladder
i

iverywhere.

popular

The Kind Yon Have

sentiment at the mo-

^

Bears the

Always

Signature

of

^B
^B

BougJ
_'Eg

by other racial lines, our foreign
policy becomes a thing of shreds and
patches, such as we have beheld with a
deep sense of humiliation during the past
out

At

Something for Use in the Campaign .Against

iuij

B:iJ
B

to conciliate another group marked

sense

know.

the southwest, Western
Head
guards the main channel, watching still
as it
watched when Weymouth’s and
Kirk’s expeditions passed in the early
of
thel7th century: watching still
years
as when
Father Rasle, the great Jesuit,
name from
Norridgewock on a beautiful
July day a hundred years later to visit h s
followers at their great summer camp on
isle au Haut.
At the southeast, the Eastern Ear
listens still, as it listened to the shouts of
the vikings in the eleventh century when
they sailed up the Eastern Bay, exploring on either Bide until they reached
3omes Sound on Mt. Desert, where traces
if their encampment in the form of a
well and stone heaps are yet to be found;
as it listened to the cries of Champlain’s
men in
1604, when they crept up the
Penobscot Bay—the earliest recorded explorers of the region. The La Tours saw
this cape and d’ Aulnay also, as each in
turn came to take possession of Pentagoet at the mouth of the Penobscot.
And, a few years later, Baron Castin
passed this point when he came to cement the union between the French and
the Tarratines, to marry Modocawando’s
laughter and to perpetuate his name in
that of the town of Castine. The retreating British, both in 1733 and in 1815,
massed this point last of all when leaving
American shores to the Americans.
Isle au Haut tells no tales of olden days
lut stands today smiling its serene wel:ome to the pilgrim from tne stir of the
jutside world—without a hint of human
itrife or adventure.

a

Children.

and

The Kind You Have Always Bought has borno the S|„
ture of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made nml, i”
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow in, u
to deceive yon in this. Counterfeits, Imitations
“Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger h"
health of Children—Experience against Experiment,

ment; if he writeB another note in the
hope of conciliating some group of voters marked out by racial lines, and then
writes still another note in a different

tucked away in a hollow a mile and a half
long near the east coast, is the dearest
and most limpid of fresh water lakes,
whose source and purpose in nature no

Why Men Commit Crime.

County

satisfy

through

Infants

for

“A Thing of Shreds and Patches.”
“If the Executive writes a note to

ledges and several smaller
islands—Kimball, Burnt, York, Great
and Little Spoon helping to form delightful boat harbors, while Head harbor
anti Duck harbor, drowned valleys in the
island itself, are ideal refugees for the
fishing fleet. Under the mountainous
ridge forming the backbone of the island,

man can

O

challenge

9urf-atormed

-I

am

Don’t take our
word for the extra
goodness of the
bread, cake and pastry made from this
special flour, milled
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat. Order a
sack today and let it
do its own talking—
it’s the only way to
learn what your
baking will gain

voyager and separates the western, or
main ship channel, from an eastern entrance almost as broad and quite as frequented, at least in former bays, writes
Mary Dunbar Devereux in the Lewiston
Journal. The island, too, seems contein
plative of all the life which passes it and
to look out across the old Atlantic with a
sphinx-like calmness of aspect which
inly the gray rocks of the older geological ages are able to assume.
Silurian sandstone forms its mass,
varying in tints and coloring and blending
with sky and sea, the verdure of summer
and the snows of winter, ever grand and

i

I

Let William Tell

mere

it lifts its broad

a

~:

is

Isle which stands out. so boldly at the entrance to Penobscot bay. As a sentinel

time Charles Mullen of
Philadelphia went gunning. It was a
dismal rainy day, and long exposure to
cold and wet brought on a severe attack
He was confined to his
of rheumatism.
home.
recommended
Sloan’s LiniA friend
ment, citing his own case as evidence of
its effectiveness. Mullen bought a bottle
Soon
ana applied it to his aching limbs.
improvement was noticed and he was
able to return to business.
“Mr. Mullen writes: “Since that experience I have never been without
Sloan’s Liniment in the medicine chest.
You will find it soothes bruises, sprains,
toothache and relieves lame back, neuralgia, in fact, all external pains. At all
druggists, 25c., 50c. and $1.00 a bottle.
Once upon

Sentinel of Penobscot Bay.
the numerous Maine islands,

romantic in its atmoslere, more picturesque in its scenery, or
if more elusive charm than the Lofty
lot

Americans into parties based on racial
descent.
ft “I do not think that there could be
anything worse than this. It is for the
President of the United States to say
whether he was cognizant of these negotiations.”
C, Earlier in his address Senator Lodge
had assailed the administration for conducting international relations ‘‘purely
on a basiB of securing votes,” something
which “never has been done in our history until the past three years.”
“Our foreign relations,” he said,
“have hitherto been dealt with as the
foreign relations of every great Nation
should be dealt with, in accordance with
the principles of International law and
the well-settled traditions and practice
of the Republic. In no other way can
the foreign relations of a great Nation
be properly conducted.

Haut,

Isle Au

■

FUK SALE BY

Children

Henry

FOR FLETCHER

a

O A S T O F*
Democratic

i A

Record.

tension

To the Editor of the Journal. The
Party is making most des-

Democratic

perate efforts to convince the people that
they are entitled to their support, for another term. Some of the points which
endeavor to establish in their favor
Onp, on which

they

far-fetched indeed.

are

speakers lay great emphasis, is
their new-found interest in the aged veterans. They lay great stress on the
fact that the Republican s did not say
anything about pensions in their last
platform. The idea that an old saint has
their

got to go around calling attention to his
Christian character!
in

the

Democratic side has been that the

Re-

the

Heretofore

thorn

great

publicans have

been such great sticklers
for ihe Union soldiers. The attitude of

Republican Party

the

towards the old

soldier and sailor for the past fifty years
has been one grand emphasis of that

great banner that

met

their gaze as they
Avenue be-

Pennsylvania

marched down

fore Gen. Grant on May 27, J.S65, which
‘‘There is one debt this Nation

read:
owes

the

which it can never repay: that is
debt it owes to its soldiers and

Republican

sailors.” That sentiment the

Party

And there is

sacredly kept.

has

of its popping up every four
Deeds
years and calling attention to it.
and not words has been its motto on this
need

no

question. With the enactirg of the first
14 great pension bills,beginning with that
of July 14, 1862, and signed by President
Lincoln, and ending with that great law
signed by President Harrison on June
27, 1890, the Republican Pariy has fulfilled its sacred promise, ”To provide
against the possibility that any man who
honorably

the

wore

uniform

Federal

should become the inmate of almshouse

Lest

Democratic

the

pride,”

with

“point

should

party

their record

to

on

the passage of those bills through Congress, let us examine their record. The

Republican

conbined

vote

those 14

on

bills was; Ayes, 1068: noes, none, Democratic, Ayes 417; Noes, 648. Thus we

Republican

that the

see

vote

was

unani-

mous, the Democratic vote was more
For the
than two-thirds against them.
passage of the so called Sherwood Pen-

Bill,

sion

the

Democrats

are

taking

to

themselves great credit. Let us examine
their record on that bill, which was in-

by

troduced

a

Democrat, and passed by

Democratic House.

They

have

a

charged

that that great Republican, the late Hon.
Sereno E. Payne of N. Y., voted against
that
came
as

from the

it

against it as it
Committee on Pensions,

He did vote

law.

contained

restrictions

which he

could not endorse. But when it had been

perfected
later

in the

Republican Senate,

endorsed by

was

three years.
“As an example of what I mean by
this fluctuation, let me give you a single
example from my own immediate experience.
At the outset of the war the
Administration issued a circular note to
the Powers stating our position as to
armed merchantmen.
“Nothing is better settled in international law than that a merchantman
— ■"
solely armed for defense does not lose
YOUR GROCER
her character as a privately-owned sh p,
and that character entitles her to warning from a hostile belligerent, entitles
Cabot
ihe neutrals rightfully on board to be
Senator
landed safely at the nearest port and the
crew to proper treatment as prisoners of
Addrtsses a Big Republican Rally at Harvard war.
“These principles have been establishCollege. Attempt of the Wilson Administration to Get the Support of the Ger- ed in the interest of humanity; they have
been adopted and accepted by all civilizman-American Leaders.
ed Nations for more than two hundred
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, speaking years.
before the Harvard Republican Club
“The circular of Sept. 19, 1914, took
Monday evening, Oct, 23d, read a state- this correct ground and it had my supment made by Victor Ridder, editor and port, as it had that of all men who beproprietor of the New York Staats Zd- lieved in the maintenance of an honest
tung, in which Mr. Ridder declared 'hat neutrality, for it observed all the princonference in New cinles of international law.
on Sept. 16 h, at a
York. Senator Stone assured several
Changed His Mind Twice.
prominent German-Americans that “the
Jan.
“On
18. 1916, the Administration
anti-German-American
policies
apparent
of the Wilson Administration were only sent a note to the Powers, signed by Mr.
for public consumption and that private- Lansing, in which they proposed to
ly they were ready to work hand in glove modify thes" well-established principles
and to have an armed merchantman,
wiih the Germar.-American leaders.”
Senator Stone’s object, according to owned by a belligerent, lose her private
character
and be subject to the treatto tind out what acMr. Ridder, was
tion was necessary on the part of the ment of an auxiliary cruiser; that is, of
Administration, in order to secure the a vessel of war, liable to be destroyed,
support of German-Americans at the without regard to the passengers or
This was
crew, by an enemy vessel.
coming election.”
Ten days later, Mr. Ridder’s statement done with a view to conciliating one of
said, Postmaster General Burleson ar- the belligerent powers and securing
ranged through George Sylvester Vier- some language in a note which could be
eck, editor of the Fatherland, for a con- used by the administration for political
ference at Democratic National Head- purposes and called ‘a diplomatic vicquarters with a number of prominent tory.
“The avowed purpose was to faciliGerman-Americans, but all but Mr.
tate the operation of the submarine, beViereck declined to attend.
cause the submarine was vulnerable and
ought not to be exposed to resistance
Reads Ridder’s Statement.
arid possible destruction by an armed
Mr. Ridder's statement, Senator Lodge merchantman.
It was proposed to set
explained, describes a dinner which was aside all that humanity and law had
held at Terrace Garden, in New York, on built up in the course of centuries, in
Sept. 16th. The statement, as read by order to make the submarine more deadSenator Lodge, follows:
ly in its operation.
“There were present at this conference,
“I could see no ground for making the
Mr. Otto Van Schenk, Mr. Henry Abeies, submarine, which is an instrument of
Mr. Joseph trey, president of the Ger- death, any more effective than it was.
man-American Catholic Societies; Pres. I thought the law ought to be retained
Collmeyer of the United German Turn- and the submarine, like other vessels of
ers, and one or two other friends whose war, subjected to it.
I and others atnames I do not remember; George Syltacked this proposition in the Senate,
vester Vierick, the editor of the Father“Then the President changed his mind
land, arid Senator Stone.
again and returned to the original and
“This conference lasted from 8 o’clock correct position. He lost my support
at night till 3 o’clock Sunday morning.
when he wrote the note of Jan. 18th.
Senator Stone used all his well known He regained it when he changed his
powers of persuasion —and I am ready rr.ind for the second time and returned
to concede him the palm as an able advoto the only correct attitude.
cate of the Administration—to convince
Evil of Racial Divisions.
us that the apparent anti-German-Ameri"Do you think that a foreign policy
Administracan policies of the Wilson
tion were only for public consumption conducted by methods like this secures
and that privately they were ready to to us the respect of foreign Nations or
work hand in glove with the German- tends to maintain the influence which
we once had not so
many years ago
Ameriean leaders.
“The whole object of this conference, when Roosevelt was President and Root
was Secretary of State?
This one case
so far as Senator Stone was concerned,
is typical of the whole toreign policy of
was to find
out what action was necesthe Administration and you will see in it
sary on the part of the Administration
in order to secure the support of German- just what I have described—the attempt
to use our foreign relations for the purAmericans at the coming election.”
pose of conciliating groups of voters
separated by lines or racial descent.
Then Burleson Appeared
“There is no more evil thing than the
“Can anything be more humiliating effort to divide our people along the li les
than the spectacle of the chairman of of race. We came from many races and
the Foreign Relations Committee of the the only salvation of the country is that
Senate gumshoeing in a small room of a all men, native-born and naturalized,
Third av beer garden and bartering for should act in their public affairs simply
the votes which the President from the as Americans, knowing only one allegiplatform of Shadow Lawn and in his ance and reverencing only one tradition,
the tradition of the United States.
speech of acceptance had repudiated?
“The conference broke up at 3 o’clock
in the morning and matters were left in
a state of watchful waiting.
FOR FLETCHER’S
“Hardly 10 days passed by when the
second emissary of President Wilson appeared in New York city to accomplish
what Senator Stone had failed to ac-

and

the Democratic

CASTORIA

“This time the messenger appeared in
the person of a Cabinet Minister —no
less a personage than Albert Burleson,
Postmaster General, who divides the
honors with Senator Stone and Col.
House in the intimate advisorship of the

House, he gladly supported it. The joint
vote on the bill was; Ayes, Republican President.
“Mr. Burleson arranged through Mr.
149, Noes, Republican none; Ayes, DemVierick, the editor of the Fatherland,
ocratic, 78; Noes, 92.
for a conference at the offices of the
So here we again see that there was an
Democratic National headquarters in
unanimous Republican vote, while the the 42d-St
Building, for the hour of 12
Democratic vote was sixteen majority o’clock on Tuesday, Sept. 26.

Surely not a record to which
Declined to Meet Him.
“point with pride.” For it
“Invitations were extended to the folhave been defeated had it dependlowing: Bernard H. Ridder, Oscar Seitz,

against
they
would
ed

on

it.

can

the Democratic voter!

The bitter

Party

prejudice

of the Democratic

pension legislation

to

was

well

manifested by President Cleveland in his
vetoing of 550 pension bills. His record
in this matter was as offensive to the
American

Wilson’s
School.
clutch

sealed.

people

as

is that of President

International

Correspondence

But let the poor drowning body
at its last straw. Its doom is

The verdict has

gone forth.
in no uncertain tones.

spoken
only awaitB the fast approaching day in which it can register its emphatic repudiation of the vacillating
Maine has

The Nation

Democratic policy.

This is but another

illustration of the fact that the Demo-

cratic party has been a one-term party
for the past 87 years, with about twenty
years between. But it doeB not seem
that the intelligent voters of this Nation
could so far forget as to give them another lease of power at the end of the
next 20 years.
C. E. Smith.
Augusta, Me.

Baby Had Whooping Cough.
Mrs. Sam C. Small, Clayton, N. M., writes:
"My grandson had whooping cough when he
We used Foley's Honey
waa three months old.
nd Tar and I believe it saved hie life. He is
ow big and fat"
Foley’s Honey and Tar is a
fine thing to have in the house for whooping
cough, croup, coughe,colds. Sold Everywhere,

STATU OF MAINE.

complish.

the editor of the Hearst German paper,
Rudolph Pagenstecber, and many others.
The committee was to meet in Mr.
Pagenstxcher’s office, which was conveniently located in the same building as
the Democratic National Headquarters.
“Be it said to the credit of the gentlemen invited that they declined to have
any dealings in the subterranean political diplomacy which was being
engineered by the Wilson group.
“Mr. Viereck was the only one to welcome Mr. Burleson.
What transpired
between Mr. Burleson and Mr. Viereck
may safely be left to the imagination
until such times as either one of the gentlemen is willing to take the public into
his confidence.
“So much for the campaign of Keller,
Stone, Burleson and Wilson. What they
have done in New York they have done
in the West. They have been hypocritical to the limit and we have been in the
best position to observe their hypocrisy.”
Put it (jp to President.
“There have been denials ^ details,”
said Senator Lodge, when he had finished reading the statement, “but no denials of the meeting or of its purpose as
described by Mr. Ridder.”
“That statement needs no comment,”
“There was the
the speaker continued.
chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee—the representative of the President in the Senate—and a member of the
Cabinet engaged in an effort to secure
votea for the President by making our
politics turn on the sympathies, which
we are all entitled to feel, in regard to
the conflict in Europe and by dividing

COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
To the Honorable Justice of

the Supreme
Judicial Court next to be held at Belfast, in
and for the County of W Ido, on the first
Tuesday of January, A. D. 1917
E, BESSEY of Freedom, in the
County of Waldo, respectfully represents
that he was lawfully married to Marion E
Theall at Chelmsford, in the State of Massachusetts, on the 23rd day of September, A. D.
1899, by Reverend Mr. Ellis, a minister of the
Gospel; that they lived together as husband
and wife from the time of their said marriage
at Jackson, Unity and Freedom, all
in the
County of Waldo, until the fourth day of July,
A. D. 1913; that your libelant has always conducted himself towards his said wife as a true
and faithful husband; that the libellee has
been guilty of cruel and abusive treatment
toward your libelant; that on the said fourth
day of July, 1913, the said Marion E. Bessey
utterly deserted your libelant without cause
and went to parts unknown and her residence
is unknown to your libelant and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence; that there
is no collusion between your libelant and the
said Marion E. Bessey to obtain a divorce.
Wherefore he prays that a divorce may be
decreed between himself and the said Marion
E. Bessey for the reason above set forth,
CHESTER E. BESSEY.

CHESTER

STATE OK MAINE.

WALDO 5S,

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th
day of October, 1916.
HARRY E. BANGS.
[L. s.]
Notary Public.

|

Court,

Belfast, October 23, A. D. 1916.
Upon the annexed libel, it is ordered by me,
the undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that
notice be given to the libellee by publishing an
attested copy of the same, or an abstract thereof, together with this order thereon, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County
of Waldo, the last publication to be thirty days
at least before the next term of said Court, to
be holden at Belfast, within and for said County, on the first Tuesday of January next, that
she may then and there appear in said Court
and answer thereto, if she see fit.
WARREN C. PHILBROOK,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of Court
thereon. Attest:
3w43
GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk,

SfcS

Stomach Sweet l iver Active -Bowels Regular

I

27, 1916,

Taken this tenth day
Taken this 27th day of October, on execuexecution dated Octob.
tion dated October 17, 916 issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court • judgment rendered by
Court for the County
for the County of Waldo, at the term thereof
thereot begun and held *•
begun and held oo the fourth Tuesday of Sep)f September, 1916, to
tember, 1916, to wit, on the thirtieth day of
in
favor
of
Ralph D. South- day of September, 1916,
September, 1916,
Croxford of Winterpor
worth of Belfast, in the County of Waldo and
Waldo, against Everett N
State of Maine, against The Pastures, a corin the County of Penohsc
and
to
existing according
poration organized
lett, commorant, at sa.*
law under the laws of the State of Maine, and
hundred eight-three dot
having its principal place of business at Beldebt or damage, ar
fast, in the County of Waldo and State of cents,
Maine, for one hundred twenty-two dollars forty-one cents, cost of
at public aution at the
and fifty-five cents, debt or damage, and ten J
Cowan, in said Winter}
dollars and thirty-nine cents, cost of court,
der on the fifteenth day
and will be sold at public auction at my office
ten o’clock in the fort-r o
at the county jail in Belfast, in said county, to
scribed real estate an
the highest bidder, on the second day of Deinterest which the saw! L
cember, 1916, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
and had in and to the
real
and
all
the
the following described
estate
of August, 1916, at
rights, title and interest which the said The day
minutes o’clock in the f.
Pastures has and had in and to the same on the
the same was attached
third day of May, 1916, at two hours and forty
suit, to wit, a parcel of
minutes in the afternoon, the time when the
southerly side of the Bar
same was attached on the writ in the same
While’s Corner, so-calisuit, to wit:—A certain lot or parcel of land,
and bounded northerly
with buildings thereon, situated in Belmont, in 1
from Monroe vn
leading
said county, bounded and described as follows, j
ed easterly by land ov.
to wit: Beginning on the road at the easterly 1
Isaac Perkins; bounded icorner of land formerly owned by Isaac Ordj pied by George Clark
way; tnence westerly on said road to land ; bounded
westerly by land
formerly owned by Elisha Swift; thence north- |
Frank Grant
erly by said Swift’s land to 1 >nd former- cupied by
containing
twenty-five
ly of James Neal; thence easterly on land
of
the premises
ing part
of said Neal to lot No. 26 on town plan;
Bartlett by Arthur W. hr
thence northerly on said Neal’s land to southOctober
and r-c4,
1913,
westerly corner of land formerly of Timothy
of Deeds, Book 313,
Tewksbury; thence easterly on said Tewsbury try
the first parcel describe (1
land to northwest corner of said Ordway land;
tonjChase to Arthur W. K•
thence southerly on said Ordway land to place
2. 1913, and recorded ii
of beginning, containing Beventy-two acres,
313, Page 20.
more or less.
Also another parcel
FRANK A CUSHMAN,
northerly side of said Ba
Sheriff.
Corner in Wintepo. t an..
erly by the road leading
to the residence of Arthur
owned arid occupied by s
bounded
northerly by la :
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
niunds, land of Everett N
October 27, 1916.
Walter Bickford: bound*u
Taken this 27th day of October, on execusaid Walter Bickford and i
tion dattd October 19, 1916, issued on a judgty; and bounded southerly I
ment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court,
and land of said Char
for the County of Waldo, at the term thereof |
forty acres, more or less.
begun and held on the fourth Tuesday of Sep- the premises conveyed I
tember, 1916. to wit, on the thirtieth day of Knight to said Ellen M
September, 1916, in favor of George A. Mat- dated October 4, 1913, ar.
thews and Joseph Tyler, both of Belfast, in the
scribed as the second an.
County of Waldo and State of Maine, copartdeed from said Welling!
ners doing business at said Belfast under the
Arthur W. Knight, dated
firm name and style of Matthews and Tyler,
recorded as aforesaid.
against The Pastures, a corporation organized
Also another parcel of
and existing according to law under the laws
?outherly side of said Ba...
of the State of Maine, and having an estabthe parcel first described
lished place of business at Belfast, in the Counand described as followty of Waldo and State of Maine, for forty-one southerly side of said r.
dollars and ninety-five cents, debt or damage,
easterly corner of Char
and ten dollars and thirty-nine cents, costs of
deeded to him by H.
6uit, and will be sold at public auction at my
south or southerly by a st
office at the county jail in Belfast, in said
rods to a brook; thence
county, to the highest bidder, on the second
about twenty rods to tin
day of December, 1916. at teu o’clock in the ing ir*>m White’s Corner,
forenoon, the following described real estate port village; thence west*"
and all the right, title and interest which the
said road and land form*
said The Pastures has and had in and to the
land deeded to Albert YY t
same on the twenty-sixth day of May, 1916, at
thence easterly by said
three hours and twenty minutes in the afterWhite about twenty
was
attached
on
when
the
same
the
time
noon,
northerly k»y said land f m
the writ in the same suit, to wit:—A certain
to said Bangor road le...i
piece or parcel of land situated in Belmont, in ago to Bangor; thence ea
said county, beginning at an Elm tree standing
road about sixteen rods t
on the eastern shore of Tilden Pond and spoting; being the premises
ted for a corner; thence easterly about forty
Libby to Nellie M. Bart
rods to westerly li;.e of the Amos Mahoney
lemher 14 1905, and rect.
farm: thence southerly eighty-four rods to a
Book 276, Page 298.
stone standing in the northerly line of lot No.
(Signed) FRANK A
50; thence south fifty-eight degrees west twenfive rods to said Tilden Pond; thence northerly
true copy, Attest:
on shore of
said Pood to first mentioned
FRANK.
bounds, containing twenty ucres, more or less.
3w42
FRANK A. CUSHMAN,
Sheriff.
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Notice of fo

STATE OF MAINE.

Luella 1. (
of W
feed dated the 12th day
■ecorded in Waldo Coir
n
Book No. 318. at Pagt
the undersigned, a certio'
situated in Searsport. in
sounded and described
Beginning at a hen.
lortherly margin of
called) in the southw<
West's land; thence me r
said Frank West’s lam
Runnells and Alvin W
sinety-three rods to a
southerly margin of
whence southwesterly i
Pond thirty-eight rods
:edar stake to the nor’
Jlure's Pond; thence
Jlure's °ond northeaster
’our reds at right angi.

WHEREAS,
the County

COUNTY OF WALDO. SS,
October 27. 1916.
Taken this 27th day of October, on execution dated October 4, 1916, issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial L-ourt,
for the County of Waldo, at the term thereof
begun and held on the fourth Tuesday of September, 1916, to wit, on the thirtieth day of
September, 1916, in favor of Standard Oil Company. a corpoiation organized and existing according to law’ under the laws ><f the State of
New York, and having its principal place of
business at New York, in the County of New
York, against the Pastures, a corporation or
gamzed and existing according to law under
the laws of the State of Maine, and having an
established place of business at Belfast, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, for fortyone dollars and seventy-four cents, debt or
damage, and nine dollars and sixty-seven cents,
costs of suit, and will be sold at public auction
at my office at the county jail in Belfast, in
said county, to the highest bidder, on the second day of December, 1916, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, the following described real estate and aii the right, title and interest which
the said The Pastures has and had in and io
the same on the second day of May, 1916, at
four hours and forty minutes in the afternoon,
the time when the same was attached on the
writ in the same suit, to wit:—A certain lot or
parcel of land situated in Belmont, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, on the
easterly side of Tilden Pond, so-called, and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:—Beginning at stake and stories at said Pond;
thence north sixty degrees east on land.of Andrew Donnell, thirty-eight reds to stake and
stones; thence south twenty degrees east on
said Donnell’s land, seventy-eight rods to a
stake and atones; thence south sixty degrees
weston land of Edward Elms, thirty-eight rods
to said Pond; thence northerly as said Pond
runs to the place of beginning.
FRANK A. CUSHMAN,
Sheriff.

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law
BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all
a

Courts.!

Probate practice

2ft

specialty.

For Sale
Sand and gravel delivered ai
a

reasonable price.

lei 306

CHAS. M. H ILL,
Searsport Ave.

j
|
i

;

finning, containing for'y
ess, being the same pr»
reyed to Joshua Nickers.
lingham and others by :\pril 29th, A. D. 1901. a:
Registry of Deeds in B«

1

And whereas the condi
Now
been broken.
if the breach of the c
[age 1 claim a foreclosur.
October 13, 1916.
3w42
ias

1

1

STATE Oi
;OUNTY OF WALDO
Taken this 27th day
ion dated October 17, I
nent rendered by the
for the County of Wald.
legun and held on the 1
ember, 1916, to wit:
)f September, 1916, in f
•an of Belfast, in said

Pastures,

STATE OF MAINE.
supreme Judicial
in Vacation.

M

v

BOUNTY Of' WALDO,
October

WALDO SS.

[l. s.]

STATE Of

STATE OF MAINE.
lOUnTY OF WALDO, SS.

Lodge.

Children Cry
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In Use For Over 30 Years,

a
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v

corporation

inder the laws of the SSta
ing its principal place >•:
fast, for two hundred to'ourteen cents, debt or
uid thirty-nine cents, e<>sold at public auction at n
ail in Belfust, in said <
lidder, on the second day
;en o'clock in the forenum
scribed real estate and al:
ntereBt which the said 11
lad in and to the same on
Vlay, 1916, at four hours in
iites o’clock in the afterm
the same was attached on
mit, to wit;—A certain 1
with the buildings there,
mont, in Baid County of V*
described as follows, to wi:
lorth by land of Calvin
;he town road and land f“t
Konitz; on the south by la'
and occupied by Samuel
?ast by land of William M

int, containing
nore or

one

hundred

le68.
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jeasons Why Hughes Should Be Elected
^
E(

fj

News and Notes.

^rlhur Somers Roche, whose story
Loot, was one of the hot weather suclie dutnl* for Protection, Prosperity, Preparedness and Patri- cesses, is a son of the late James Jeffrey
Koche, poet, newspaper man and Bostonian. Young Roche has been writing
will not permit partisanship to triumph over Patriotism, ever since
he left college and has found
of
his
a
desire
to co-operate with
acceptance expresses
ready magazine market for his short
yi 'n- »iHvt-h
stories.
“Loot" is his first novel. His
;
advantage, not to exploit it for his own.
dl cuinmand the respect of Europe and Asia and win home is in Castine,
>|
Charles Evans Hughes, Republican
m of Latin-America.
'ill never by proclamation deny the right of Americans candidate for President, has written an
article for the November Woman's Home
,iv business in other lands under the
protection of the Companion in which he discusses
ig.

H not repudiate the American flag in any land.
11 not put action into words, but words into action.
Theodore Roosevelt well says, he has high sentiments
mi.I dignity, is upright and straightforward, is an inconr of judicial, matters, and
always translates his words

,

:

!

a strong, sure, courageous man, with a clear-cut
program
and with the courage, intelligence and determination to
ut and bring to our country
self-respecting peace and

p

respect.

New York he has already proved that he
tin right tiling, and is prepared to further do and dare
1 into a under field.
not a dreamer and not a quitter.
firm friend of preparedness for the United States
> a
t.overnor of

!

t

■

preparedness through political expediency.

v

11 nut burden us with war taxes in time of peace.
-d a tariff not founded upon free trade, nor for “revent to protect American labor and American
industry
iiy competition of the foreigner.
a red-blooded American.
His policy will be “America

efficient.”

lie depended upon to keep platform pledges.
I! protect this country against being flooded with the
Jj'-tures of Europe after the war.
i':

p

the chosen head of a party which has
long fathered
isiructive legislation which experience has proved to
which has invariably been opposed by the Democratic

p

iness

j

is

man

going

to be

!n consequence of the

especially

European

needed in the next

tremendous reads' world's business is ahead.
1 he United States must
ally prepared. It must not, as now. be left defenset not have a President with an untrained business
hanging. Mr. Hughes made a remarkable record as
"'wrnor of New h ork.
He has extraordinary abilitv
> >
"f a question. Not front him, as from Wilson, will
declaration that he will hang business men “high as
*■
v do not
agree with hitn.
war a

■

■

p

of forward vision, of
torician and theorist.

man

for the

i.0-

If

as

;

protection

at home.

practicability

firmness,

aiu

of American lives and property

.hi him the whole nation will be in the Government.
ruled by one section, nor by one man.

f

lor
'hi.- to

II

I Glenwood I

some

■’

,r

f

Literary

an

eflcctive,

help

not an unsound and sham system
the farmer and for a wise conservation of

interesting topics

for women.

Other
special articles are “The Christian in
Politics," which is a sermon for voters;
the
and Tragedy of Being
Fat," a confession by a stout woman;
“Heroines of Fiction"; “Finding Your
Your Market," and “What is the Matter
With Your Baby." The fiction consists
of the concluding installment of “A
Daughter of the Morning" and the beginning of “The Man Eater," a new
two-part story. Mary W. Freeman and
others contribute short stories.
The
fashions, pictures and other regular departments are filled with interesting ma-

^“Comedy

I
I

1
>

The November Wide World Magazine

H

number of articles of topical
of the best being an account of how the war is being carried on
among the Italian mountains. Mary Roberts Rinehart, the popular novelist, continues her account of “On the Trail in
Wonderland,” giving a wonderful word
picture of Glacier Park, one of America's latest acquisitions as a national reserve.
“From Job to Job Around the
World” are the experiences of two
young Americans who, with less than
ten dollars between them, left San Francisco to work their way round the world,
earning their “keep” by taking temIt is ari extraordinary
porary “jobs.”
narrative and should be read by every
worker interested in curious ways of
a

interest,

earning

jn the Plain Cabinet Glenwood. It’s made in natural black
iron finish—so smooth and easy to clean—the “Mission Idea”
applied to a range. A room saver too like the upright piano.

■

terial

contains

All you have ever longed for
in a range is found

41a

one

a

It is said to be the most

perfect piece of machinery

yet devised

to

make house-

keeping drudgeless.

Burns either coal, wood or
gas and you can get just
the right size to fit your

living.

kitchen.

Both in picture and story the November Popular Mechanics Magazine offers
It is interestmany unusual features.
ing to note the many new and ingenious
devices constantly being called forth by
the European war or by the widespread
A
demand for military preparedness.
number of these are described it the
November magazine.
Easily first in
popular interest are the British "tank
cars,” adaptations of American caterpillar and alligator tractors. In “Tank
Cars Smash German Lines,” John Anson
Ford writes of tiiis new war engine,
which is credited with many remarkable
feats.
Several fine illustrations accompany the article. A double-decked motorcycle ambulance which carries two
stretchers; a gyroscopically staoilized
telescope intended as an aid in making
aerial observations; a device which adds
to a rifle’s magazine capacity; a new
army gun mounted on railway car; the
United States Army’s new hospital train,
and a new type of kite balloon are aUo
described.

Call and look them

over

you will understand
bout why Glenwood

and

more a-

Ranges

Make Cooking Easy.

-.■'lives.

Charles M. schwab, the tsetnienem
steel man, has written a stimulating and
inspiring article for the November issue
of the American Magazine called “Succeeding With What You Have.” In it
.ours investigating before
he gives you the angle from which the
boss looks at his men. A new department called ‘‘Getting Ahead” is started
and the public is invited to ask questions
about how to advance in the business
world. The most helpful questions will
be answered in the pages of the magazine.
There are several other good articite Representative Fitzgerald, Democratic Chairman of cles, one of the best being “Weather
i'nations Committee of the House, during his administra- and Business,” which tells how the ele“Public Health”
ments effect business.
I'emocratic Congress has been the most extravagant that
is discussed by Dr. Richard C. Cabot;
met in the capital.
of
Worth
$5,000
Experience" is written
e.'i.'ts on his shipping bill—an indefensible piece of folly by a man who feels he has earned that
amount through mistakes; and the theauld destroy sucli merchant marine as we now have.
trical article deals with tamous mimics.
although he says ‘lie kept us out of war,” the story of The State article is about “Ohio,” and
was written by Brand Whitlock, United
San Domingo and TTayti refutes him.
The fiction
States Minister to Belgium
runs anti-climaxes.
He marches in only to march out includes the second installment of “Cinderella Jane”; “Broken Ribs,” by Olive
Higgins Prouty; and stories by John
Hie
seamen’s bill, which practically has wiped out i Taintor
gned
Foote, Jack Lait, and Ralph
u
the Pacific Coast.
Stuart. The Interesting People department is excellent this month, as is the
it tempted to scuttle from the
Philippines and was defeated Habit department. There are the usual
Democrats
who
voted
with
the
"(uity patriotic
Republi- contributions to The Family Money.

IF

for

Federal workingmen’s compensation law suitable
a ves of the
Government, and those employes engaged
i'ommerce and subject to the hazard of
injury.

is

■

a

legislating.

!:

[easoasWhy Wilson Should Be Defeated
!Fr
,

t

IF
IF

F!

House.

!(■

appointed
him

a

as

Secretary of State William J. Brvan after
pest who should be “knocked into a cocked

as
a

made possible Villa, murderer of men and despoiler
and Carranza, the fatuous and futile “First Chief.”
1

Ison’s text book statesmanship and grape-juice diplomacy
the United States an international laughing stock,

appointed “deserving Democrats” to the diplomatic corps,
xperieneed men at a time when it was essential to the
■

ode and honor of the United States to retain competent,
! men.

incompetent to lead,
zephyr of public opinion

a

and

like a weather
to blow against him.

veers

seems

civilians.

promised “pitiless publicity” has been replaced by private,
negotiations by personal agents and representatives,

■

ret

bv President Wilson without “the advice and
uate.”

consent

W

■

"in

:

himself
the motion.

reverses

so

rapidly

that the entire country is

is for free trade, direct taxes and
old Democratic trinity.
f
'■

an

empty treasury—

the Payne-Aldrich law had been in operation in the
months of 1915 we would have collected $91,656,161 more
lid under the Underwood lawa
It would have met the
• 'cits and
have avoided war taxes. The foreigner selling
l'ket got the entire benefit of the $91,656,161.

the first ten months of the Wilson-Underwood law
unemployed being fed by charity than during
months in our history, excepting under the Wilsonact.

liming
n-

a

more

if his inconsistency on the immigration bill. In his “His'he American People,” vol. 5, p. 213, he wrote: “The Chimore to lie desired as workmen, if not as
citizens, than
(he coarse crew that came crowding in every
year at the

!")rts-”

lias not reduced, as he
actually made it higher.
he
it

1

I;?,-’
-_^

pledged to
before the type
was

a

the

high

cost of

living,

term by the Baltimore convencold he was building up his fences

single

was

,her'

promised,

although posing as an advocate of civil service, every act ©I
President in connection with civil service has been adverse to
t
riples, obstructive and destructive of its bonafide practice.

c

1'

|^°th£sak^
**

This

old-

fashioned remedy is good for young
an<^ °I^*

0

The

process of wearing out a cold wears you out,
and your cough becomes serious if neglected
Hacking coughs drain the energy and sap the
vitality, For 47 years the happy combination
of Boothing antiseptic balsams in Dr. King’s
New Discovery has healed coughs and relieved
congestion. Young and old can testify to the
effectiveness of Dr. King’s New Discovery
for coughs and colds. Buy a bottie today at
your Druggist, 50c.

It has been before the

people of New England for over
sixty years. It is known to Ihj re
liable, and relieves and benefits in
very short time.
Buy a 35c bottle at the nearest store,
or write for free sample.
a

“L. F." MEDICINE CO.
f
f
Portland, Maine

and shore birds

exhibit

the

difference of wing form and flight
method, and they require no very hard
hitting. The woodcock is esteemed by
most

many sportsmen the most difficult of
winded shots under some conditions, and

by

Borne

epicures

the most toothsome of

It is really a nocturnal bird, and
has poor vision in the daylight
from its small and strangely set eye.
Its peculiar flight in the light hours,
however, is commonplace beside the less
well-known evening gyrations in the air
—a mad,
spiral, Bkyward rush, as of a
feather caught in a whirlwind, to the distance of three hundred or perhaps four
hundred feet, singing at the top of its
flight a really musical note in the love
season, and then dropping in a broken
angular pitch to earth with funny
screams as if coasting down an aerial
When flushed by sportEswitchback.
men from good cover, up it goes out of
brush or thicket like a wobbling rocket,
on
wings that whistle, till its body
catcheB the light; then like a rubber ball
that has touched the ceiling it dives
back, sometimes obliquely, to cover. It
requires of course the quickest shot when
the cover makes the target of a second’s
length. But on some marsh lands where
there is only low willow brush here and
there, and where the bird rises jerkiiy,
but not over high, it is an easy bird to
kill. It is good and not particularly difficult wing shooting in open secondgrowth timber land. Late in the season
this bird has most speed and wingcraft,
but it then suits the palate best. Early
in the season it savors more strongly of
its food, unpleasant to remember as you
dine.
The woodcocks are very local in habit,
but like most of the marsh birds are
strictly migratory. They lie well as a
rule. If you find a good ground, tell
only your best friends; with discretion
the birdB will stay by you while they

game.

probably

[All Outdoors.]

KIDNEY PILLS
FOLEY
BLADDER
BACKACHE KIDNEYS
AND

FOR

WHEN I he kidneys eail.

package containing Foley's Honey and
Compound, for coughs, colds and croup;
Foley Kidney Pills, and holey Cathartic

Tablets.

Follows.

Agricultural

aching back—relief from the
teeling—freedom from
those stabbing, darting pains? Likely your
kidneys are worn and tired and need help.
The kidneys work night and day, removing

$1,000,000.

constant,

Boom in New England is
Planned.

a

uric ^cid from tte
ated

Iy28

dead-tired

blood and other waste

VV. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.
»»■

bad

backs

neys,

ana

so users

ure

■

ii.ii mi

■

h U U r\ L M IV U- b t. L

AS I
AUTO SERVICE.
Beginning October 1, 1916.

relief to weakened kid-

Let them do the

same

for

j’

Leave bieltast, Windsor Hotel,
8.00 a. m. and 2.00 p. m.

you
Hiram VV.

Hamilton, Hill street, Ellsworth
Falls, Maine, say?: “1 was troubled by kidney
complaint for quite awhile. A friend recommended Doan’s Kidney Pills and I began using
them. They benefited me greatly.”
Price 60c at all dealers.
Don’t simply ask
for a kidney ren edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills

lay.

ii

of

quick

say.

....

cre-

strength and energy.
Naturally a life of unusual activity doubles
the duties of the kidneys and in time the
strain generally tells.
Doan’s Kidney Pills
have brought new’ strength to thousands of
by expendi

|

Leave Rockland, Rockland Hotel,
12.00 ni. and 4.00 p. in.
EXTRA CAPS FOR CHARTER.

The meeting indorsed the movement
of the Eastern States Industrial and Agricultural Exposition, which is behind
the plan to launch a farm and business j
Fostersame that Mr. Hamilton had,
union. A committee composed of H. A. j —the
Moses and John A. Scheuerle of Spring- MilburnCo., Props, Buffalo. N. Y.
field, Wilson H. Lee of New Haven, L.
November Weat her.
E, Wilson of Chicago and John S. Murdock of Providence was appointed to secold snaps, storms and sleet, snow and
Early
lect a list of New England’s most promicause coughs ai d colds, Foley’s Honey
nent business men and agriculturalists slush,
and Tar acts quickly, cuts the phlegm, opens
for membership in the organization.
j air passages, allays irritation, heals infiamNn ilnuhf Ahnnt This
| mation and enables the sufferer to breathe

easily

Foley Cathartic Tablets are juet a plain,
honest.old-fashioned physic. They act promptly and effectively on the bowels without
pain, griping or nausea. They keep the
stomach sweet, the liver active, and the bowels
regular. They banish biliousness, sick headaches. sour stomach, indigestion. Sold Every-

turbed

M A IS E

Arrive in Rockland,
and 3.30 p. m.

a. m.

j

j

1.30p.

m

Arrive in Belfast,
and 5.30 p. m.

SPECIAL TRIPS ON

APPLICATION

IRA XSROR J A TIOS

UICKfcY. Manager.

ORRIN J

9-30

r

i OMFAS )

Paone 316-3, Bellas!. Maine

IN

REAL

ESTATE.

Dr. True of Auburn, Maine, in considto Philena
ering the marvelous success of Healthier j James L. Merrick, Waterville,
Children Campaigns in scores of citieB ! Adams, Unity; land and buildings in Unity.
and towns, sets down some mighty good |
G. H. Cargill and Fannie M. Gilman, Pittsadvice that should be of value to every field, to George W. Cram, Liberty; land in
mother.

1

Here’s how Dr. True puts it: “Child
health, like charity, begins at home.

j

There are many instances when a mother
everlooks some small illnesses or notices
them only as ordinary child ailments.
For instance, a child is ill-humored, has
a foul breath, is constipated and exhibits
a host of other small and hardly noticeIn fact, these lead to
able ailments.
numerous complications and, if the cause
is not removed, the result often means
disastrous ailments.
Dr. True has made a thorough study
of children’s diseases and attributes most
of these ailments to the one diseaseworms.
He claims that every child is
subject to this disease, and that if mothers would take precautions against it,
children’s afflictions would be greatly reduced. And not only children are susceptible to this detriment, but adults also.
Dr. True’s unexcelled knowledge of
this dreaded disease, called warms, has
enabled him to produce a remedy that
that will expel these “life-sappers.” It
is known as “Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and Worm Expeller,” and
sells at all leading drug stores.
This old family remedy has been on the
market since 1851.

,
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*Bladder

[Eastern Steamship

:
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!

|

j

|

!
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f

FERTILIZERS.

Country

Lines.

at

Manufactured
Belfast, Maine.

^

TRUCKING
I

ALL THE WAY

BY WATER,
—.

--

BANGOR LINE

Ellis, do; land in Prospect.
Rufus E Stone, Unity, to Walter M Clifford
et al, Unity; land in Unity.

am

prepared to do all kinds ot trucking,

i 'urniture and piano

moving

a

specialty,

lave just added to my equipment
i

Turbine Steel Steamships Bel-

.cme
ern.

fast and Camden

Leave Belfast Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays 2 00 p. m. for Camden.
Leave Belfast Tues! Rockland and Boston.
days, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at j
Carrie L. Glennon, Rockport, to August A,
7.30 a. m for Searsport, Bucksport,Winterport j
Ferin, worthport; land in Belmont.
| and Bangor.
Return: Leave India Wharf, Boston, MonAugust A. Ferin, Northport, to Clifford Roy
land
in
Belmont.
|
days, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5.C0
Butler, Belmont;
Leave Bangor Mondays, Wednesdays,
p. m.
Clarence M Knowlton, Belfast, to Fred A
Thursdays and Saturdays at 11 00a.m. for BosRobbins, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
intermediate landings.
ton
and
j
James W Soule, Albion, to Alice M Soule,
MAINE
STEAMSHIP LINE
do; land and buildings in Palermo.
Helen M. Mayhew, Montville, to Joseph G
BETWEEN PORTLAND AND NEW YORK
Packard, Searsmont; land in Searsmont.
REDUCED Fares and
Hannah P Carver, etais, Searsport, to Susan
STATEROOM PRICES
E Wood, do; land in Searsport.
From Portland and New York. Passenger serEmma A Homan, et als., Amagausett, N Y, |
vice Tuesday and Saturday, one week; Thursto Susan E Wood, Searsport; land in Searsport,
| day, alternate week. Freight service TuesJoanna S Cyr, Winterport, to Jeremiah A
day Thursday and Saturday. Leave Franklin
Holmes, do,; land and buildings in Winterport, j Wharf, Portland, 6 p. m. Leave New York, 5
m.
p.
Lucy Delano, Winterport, to Lillian E CrimMETROPOLITAN LINE
mins, do; land and buildings in Winterport.
L L Gentner, Hartford, Conn, to George E
DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW YORK
Payson, et al, Waldo; land in Waldo.
—13 1-2 HOURS.
Linwood Pendleton, Islesboro, to Inhabitants
of the town of Islesboro; land in Islesboro.
ROUTE VIA CAPE COD CANAL
Luther F Ames, Prospect, to Chandler W
EXPRESS STEEL STEAMSHIPS

or habit forming drugs.
EVERYWHERE

contain no harmful

£

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE
in the Best Equipped Factory in the

auto

trucjkmade by

the

a

2-ton

Cadillac con-

Leave orders at the stable,

corner

Main and Cross streets, and they will
vive prompt attention.

of
re-

Telephone connection.

Montville.

For headache and nervousness due to kidney an<i bladder disorders, for weary,
pain-laden days and sleepless nights, for
weak, lame back, take Foley Kidney Pills.

SOLD

They

following transfers of real estate were
County Registry of Deeds I
I
for the week ending Oct. 25. 1916:
Richard P. Pendleton, Islesboro, to Carrie L. I
Pendleton, do.; land and buildings in Islesboro.
The

recorded in Waldo

HEALTHIER CHILDREN CAMPAIGN
ADVOCATED.

91^1

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

1857

naturally so that sleep is not disby hacking cough. Sold Everywhere.

TRANSFERS

where

*

and

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
_

on l\ asbinpton stieet jest oP ? ain street.
I have single and
double hitches, huckboards, etc. Careful drivers
desired. Your patronage issolicited
Telephones-stable 235-2, house 61-13.

Is situated

that lame and

meeting of the finance and organization committees in Hotel Kimball,
Springfield, a plan was outlined to raise
$1,000,000 with which to finance the New
England Farm and Business Union to
boom agriculture in the six States. The
movement is planned to extend over 10
years.
John S. Murdock of Providence presided at the meeting, which was attended by 65 members representing both
committees appointed at a previous session. The campaign to raise $1,000,000
will be started without unnecessary deAt

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

ever feel that you
simply can't go
any further—that you must have rest from

Do you

Sold Everywhere.

TO RAISE

PRESTON’S

Belfast People Have Found That 111 Health

trial
Tar

|

THE WOODCOCK A-WING.
Marsh

last.

H.e stomach, liver
:> 'Weis
in
>rf‘,r- with
*

Stop the First Cold.
cold does not get well of itself.

vane

“one-track mind” has too many turn-tables.
lifted the embargo of arms so that the Mexican despeivo
used American ammunition to murder American solV

A

This—And Five Cents.
DON’T MISS THIS. Cut out this slip, enclose five cents to Foley & Co.. 2835 Sheffie d
Ave., Chicago, III., writing your name and addresB clearly. You will receive in return a

W. W. BLAZO,
Waldo Avenue, Belfast

126

Notice of foreclosure
*17 HERE AS, Jackson Mathews of Lincolnviile, County of Waldo and State of
daine, by his mortgage deed, dated the
ileventh d:iy of July, A. D. 1916, and recorded
n the Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 247,
Jage 178, conveyed to me, the undersigned,
, inder the name of Isa M. Adams, my name beore my marriage, a certain parcel of land
■■

1

vith the

buildings

thereon situated in said Lin-

olnviile, and bounded as follows, to wit: Be;inning at a stake and stones at S W. corner
f the Free Meeting House lot at Lincolnville
’enter, so-called: thence S. 24 deg. E; 5 rods
o a stake 6nd stones; thence N. 79 deg. E. 8
ods to a stake and stones; thence N. 24 deg.
V, 5 rods in the road to a stake and stones;
hence S. 79 deg. W. 8 rods to the first menioned bounds; whereas, the condition of said
nortgage has been broKen, now therefore, by
eaBon of the breach of the condition thereof
claim a forelosure of said mortgage.
Dated this 12th day of October, A. D. 1916.
3w43
ISA M. SMYTHE

MASSACHUSETTS AND BUNKER HILL
North Side India Wharf, Boston, week
Same service
at 6 p. m
returning from Pier 18, North River, foot of
Murray St., New York City.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine
Leave

E. H. BOYINGTON,

days and Sundays

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

STORAGE
First class accommodation for furniture
storage at $1.00 per month per load. Ap-

ply to

EL0N B. GILCHREST.

BOYINUTON
{

4

OPTICAL CO.,

South Main Street, Winterport, Maine.
OFFICE DAYS,

MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS

■■■

■■

■»

Brown

SbARSPORT.
H. Clement was a business"visitor in Banand Brewer last Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmun Eno went to Ellsworth

Worth Careful Thought

week to visit relatives.

last

Corn

was

The A. A, C. Co. began shipping their fer
tilizer to Northern Maine last week.
Isaac E. Wallace has his

in and 6hingltd

new

house boarded

Prospect street.

cn

hie
George IS. Sargent has been c mfined to
home for the past week with a grip cold.

Royal Baking Powder
cream of

and Mrs Percy Dodge are receiving conon the birth, Oct. 28th, of a daugh-

Mr.

adds

gratulations

N. R. Dyer has newly painted the mission
building, which gives it a very neat appear-

the

tartar, derived from grapes, and
food only wholesome qualities.

baking powders contain alum or
phosphate, both of mineral origin, and

ance.

and

substitutes for cream of tartar
because of their cheapness.
used

I

as

W. Co.

Nickerson has bought the Marshal
Dutch house on the Mortland road of Mrs.
Allen Colcord.

in Searsport.

quality

Mrs. Hannah Morrill is much
comfortable.
The children

Prospect street.

Edgar M, Colcord, Mill street, spent
Thursday in Belfast, calling on relatives

Mrs.
list

and friends.

remarkable weather—
seven consecutive days of sunshine.
Sunday
of the present week was also a mild day, but.
Monday brought rain and clunds.
Last week gave

Capt. Harry E. Dow of the AmericanHawaiian line of steamers visited relatives in
town last Friday and Saturday.

Thanks

to

us

extended to the friend who

are

M.

Griffin

Middle street.

and

Mr.

Sch. Eleanor F. Bartram, Capt. C. N. Meyers,
arrived at Rio Janeiro Oct. 27th, 65 days passage from Philadelphia.

Colson, who has been coruined

Horace

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Brega, the well known junk dealer,
eft Monday for Cleveland, Ohio, where he
will spend the winter.
Michael

re-

Mrs.

and

Celia Herrick,

Mrs.

Miss Inez Hanson

Blanchard for

a

was

able

to

be

at

spent
friends,
a week at the Parse cottage on the water front,
returned to their homes in Boston last Satur-

U. Treat

as

those

town

self

guests, motored to Searsport,

Penobscot Park, and the

new

canning factory.

Elden S. Shute, Sylvan street, returned
last Friday from New York, Capt. Shute having sailed in schooner Jeremiah Smith for
Georgetown, S. C., chartered to go from there
Mrs.

day.
herring was received at
the sardine factory Sunday and Monday and
the business at the factory is quite lively at

large quantity

caught Stockton
delicious, and highly ap-

cently donated

his store

Ibra Williams and two

A

of

Santiago Cuba, and return to the United
States.
to

present.
Ainsley and family left Tuesday
their new home in Fort Fairfield, where
Mr. Ainsley has been engaged as pastor of the
M. E. Church.
Rev. James

Mrs. Ada McCormick and little niece. Miss
Foley of Winterport, arrived Satur-

for

Barbara

day by jitney to visit her mother, Mrs. Stella
C. Young, who is with Mrs. Angie G. Mudgett,

Steamer Ruth, Capt. Briggs, arrived Oct.
26th from Newport News with 4,500 tons of
coal to the P. C. & W. Co., finished discharg-

their

Mrs. Jennie Morse Bragg, West Main street,
closed her house Monday morning and took
the early train, for Bangor, to remain until
Wednesday the guest of her cousin, Mrs. J.
O. Whittemore, when she will leave for Boston, where she is to spend the winter, her son,
Lester M. Bragg, having been transferred

East Main
turned

street, for the winter.

Sunday

They

re-

afternoon.

from

John Bagley of Troy, who has been
in Hampden, arrived at the home of
Dr. and Mtb. G. A. Stevens, Church street,
Mrs.

visiting

Saturday mght by jitney.

She is

a

{neighbor

Dr. Stevens’ mother, Mrs. S. J, Stevens,
guest of her son and wife
through the week. Sunday morning Dr. and
Mrs. Stevens, accompanied by his mother and
her friend, Mrs. Bagley, motored to Belfast in
the Stevens’ car to dine with his brother end
wife. Dr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens, leaving
his mother to visit there until Tuesday. Mrs.
Bagley returned to Stockton to remain with
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Stevens until that time.
who had been the

Forest

singer and America’s greatest contralto. After
a reception, at which many persons of prime
importance in the musical world were received,
Mrs. Raymond entertained with a song recital
by Louis Graveure, baritone of the Metropolitan Opera House. Mrs. Raymond was the first
American singer to appear in Aide and the
greatest American contralto of her time.—

George Dailey
for

the

of

present

home of her

Old Town.
at

fattier,

her

She will remain

Stockton

the late

place,

the

and

contrasting backgrounds
historic figures.”

that is

these

two

the

were present.
Supper was served in the ban- 3trange ill turn Saturday night was followed
quet hall, at 11.30. Miss Coombs was enter- by rapid failure, the end coming at two o'clock
j
tained during her stay by Mrs. Lelia C. Thomp- Sunday
morning. Physicians and surgeons
tern.
Matron
son,
pro
She
announce the case a very peculiar one.

Mrs. Nathaniel

Partridge returned Tuesiaj
Northport, where she had been for t
visit with her niece, Mrs. Ira M. Cobe.

from

wife

of

Castine

spen

Roy and Dorrence Decker of Dexter, wh<
lately arrived from several months ser
vice on the Mexican border in Company A, 2m ^
Maine Kegt., were guests Friday night of thei
have

brother,

Decker, who is employed here.

Myrtie Pendleton is visiting

friends ii

and Mrs. E. H. Rose of Rockland spen t
the week-end with his mother.Mrs. Julia Rose
Mr.

Miss Lena Rose
school

convention

Many of the

telephon

and Supt of school
last week attending th

teachers

was

Miss

Maude

STHEE1, BELFAST
Makers, BOSTON

She was called here by her
and remained until he was able
down street last Saturday without ill
She leaves him apparently on the road

street.
ilineBB

"“CLARIONS

farmers in this vicinity have their crops
are doing their fail plowing

The

1
*

Miss Beulah Bates from Lincoln and Els
Bates from the M. C. I. were at home for
few days last week. Miss Beulah came to ac
*
company her mother, Mrs. Eliza Bates, t
Lincoln, where she will spend the winter.

day
Nealley

a

at

in Monroe.

The

Mrs. David Moody and Mr. and Mrs.
children were Sunday guests
at E. A. Robertson’s.
Mr. and

Albert

Moody and

Miss Ruby Gray came home Oct. 26th to
visit her parents Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Gray,
and returned to Pittsfield Monday.
Charles Cawlwell made
moved his house to

ly bought

a

the Gross residence.

near

Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Parker of Monroe and
and Mrs. H. P. White of Swanville were
guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Small in
Monroe.

Electric Radiator you can have
cosiest corner in any room in the
house; just place the Electric Radiator wherever
you desire, attach the plug to any lamp socket,
and the cosiest corner will be right there—filled
And
with warmth of glowing Electric coils.
all this without any smoke or any odor.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Riley and two sons attended the convention of the Boys agricultural
clubs in Belfast last week and report a very
pleasant and instructive meeting.
Webb of Waldo has been having a seritime with his hand. It started from a

Carl

crack in his

finger. Dr’s Cook and Kilgore
were the attending physicians.

an

WITHthe

Mr. and Mrs R. G. Robertson attended the
Teachers convention in Portland last week and
spent several days in Detroit with relatives,
returning after a week’s absence.

Brooks

Mr. and Mrs. Veazie Blanchard of Camden,
with their two sons, Howard and Hartford
motored from home Sunday to spend the da)
with his nephew and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Well*
man Hanson, at the home of his father. th<
later Ira Blanchard, arriving in time to break

Try one during these chilly autumn evenings.
Just the thing for the bath room.

of

Industrial club will meet with Mrs. PorWebb Nov. 15th. A very pleasant meeting was held Oct. 25th with Mrs. Thayer, with
The

ter

20

f at ALL OI R STORES—Sti.OO

Sargent and Mrs. Parse of
those who attended.
Two comfortables were tacked and other sewMrs.

present.

Searsport

were

among

!
__

ing completed.
a nnr p'r/vw

Frank Kenny is doing carpenter work iu
Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Frank Simmons

are

visiting

New York is

visiting

Penobscot Bay Electric Com pan '

daughter.
Heminway

of

1____

uncle, Harry Pease.

his

Gushee has gone to Whitinsville.Mass.,

John

to work in

machine

a

Mrs. C. E. Bills are in Hope for
two weeks visit at the home of S. L. Bills.
Mr. and

a

Willie Simmons have returned
living in the Frank Simmons tenement.

Mr. and Mrs.
and

are

|

OcAll the schools in town opened Monday,
tober 23d.
caller in
B. B. Wentworth was a business
Augusta

one

Claude Knowlton went to Belfast Friday
of the Boys
morning to attend the meeting
Corn Club.

L. F. Cook, Mrs. Lizzie Newbert and
Taylor motored to Waterville
Thursday and attended the Sunday School

Donald Walker, who has been visiting the
has returned to
past month at nis home here,
New York.

Mrs.

Miss

Agnes

convention.

Rebekah Lodge at their meeting

Golden Rod

Wednesday evening
tainment and

voted

at

to

have

an

enter-

date to be

announced.
The meeting and supper which followed were
attended by a large number of members.
sale

a

WEST FRANKFORT
Lewis Kingsbury went to Winterport Oct.
25th.
Merton

Haley

caller here
Wilbert
were

of

Winterport

was a

business

Oct. 27th.
York and

S.

in town

one

Miss Velma

day

son

Sydney

last week

on

of Belfast
business.

Grant has returned home from
she visited Mrs. Grace Rainy.

Prospect, where
Mr. and

Mrs. Fred Moore will

their house here and go to

they spend their
The

farmers

close

soon

Connecticut,

where

with their daughter.
plowing and also making all

winttrs

are

preparations necessary around their homes for
the cold winter weather, which cannot be far
off.
Mrs. Horace Murphy of Swanville is having
a

nice monument erected

on

her lot here in

Land-of-Rest Cemetery in memory of her late
husband.
MORRILl.
The Good Times Club met with
Mr. and
Mrs. Frank L. Field, Oct. 27th. A supper of
baked beans, brown bread, cake,doughnuts and
pumpkin pie was served. The decorations
were of a Hallowe'en nature and very pretty.

spent in story telling in keeping with the traditions of Hallowe’en night.
Much sympathy was expressed for the president and secretary, Mr. and Mrs. I). 0. Bowen,
who were not able to be present on account of
Mr. Bowens’ illness.
The

evening

Dr.

are

BANGOR, MAINE

HALL, BELFAST

visiting

0

W.

Providence, R. I

Ripley’s.

Mercy Cunningham left last week for

Miss

|

at

Palmyra,

where she has

Mass

employment.

C, S. Adams, wife and son Elwin visited his
cousin, James O. Fish, in China one day last
week.

Harold Eastman, Elmer Colby, Norman Davis
Hervey Jackson attended the Boys convention in Belfast last week and report a good
time.
and

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. B. Dinsmore and children
Hurd’s
of Palermo were auto callers at C. M.
day last wees.

Rev.

E. A. Dinsiow and wife took Mrs. Olive
Brooks one day last

P. Randall to her home in

one

week,

Mrs. Carrie Young went to Belfast one day
mother
last week and was accompanied by her
Mrs. Bradstreet of Palermo.

Mrs. Randall had been

weeks with Mrs. M. A. Conner

spending a

Everett Sherman of Beverly, Mass,, is
few weeks in town with her parents
Mr and Mrs. George Cram.
Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Cargill and little daughter Geraldine and G. H. Cargill of Pittsfield
were auto visitors in town Sunday.

and visiting old

County Deputy A. Wood and Dell Paul, accompanied by their wives, visited South Montville Grange last week. In their remarks the
visitors said they had enjoyed a fine time and
should be glad they came if they got h >me all
right. They started, and had got but a few

Mrs.

Mrs William Hunt and daughter Grace will
leave this week to pass the winter with Mr
and Mrs, Henry C. Marden in Belfast.

rods when their auto acted like a contrary mule.
The ladies spent the night at O. W, Ripley’s
and the men tried to remedy the trouble with
the auto. About six o’clock in the morning

Mrs. Clara Bollard of Lexington, Mass., is
visiting her cousin, Mrs. Inez Harriman of this
village and Mrs. Charles Abbott in Palermo.
Mrs. Bessie Lovett, who has been visiting
her aunt, Mrs. Alice Knowlton, for a few
weeks, returned to her home in Winterport
last week.

they turned some hot water into the engine
and she started. We hear they got almost
home when she stopped again, but they got
home without any broken limbs.
see

T. P. Mathews, Donald Mathieson, A. J
Skidmore and son Neal went to Waterville
Saturday to attend the foot ball game between
Colby and Maine.

them

again.

How to Be Rid of
Disgusting Dandruff
as

thick

as

ever.

SHIP NEWS.

To destroy the dandruff germ and get rid of
dandruff for good, part the hair and apply a
little of the genuine Parisian Sage directly on
the bare scalp, and rub it in with the finger
tips for a few minutes until absorbed by the
scalp. You will surely be amazed at the result

ruiiTS.

York, Oct 26. Sld, sch WmE Litchfield,
Philadelphia for Newburyport; 30, aid, sch
Susan N Pickering, Port Reading for BiddeNew

of

even

one

application,

for your

j

Lizzie E Bonsey, both of On
Hall Omar. In Belfast, <
of the officiating clergyman
Richardson, Ray T Hail a;.
Omar, both or Belfast.
Haskell-Eaton. In Deer
Rev George Smith, Elmer
Lucy B Eaton, both of Deer 1
Ingersoel Kaherl. In I
M VV Lord. J P, Irving A ;
Evie <> Kaherl. both of Bell is
McNally-Jones. In Pi
Rev J A Weed, Albert A
Lanra E. Jones, both of Bn:
NIC KERSO N C N NIN (; H A V
15, by Rev A A Blair. Thom a
Swanville and Mrs Elonia A
Medford, Mass.
Tucker-Leavitt. In East \
Oct 21, by Rev L H Bugbee, 1
Tucker of Malden, Mass, ami
gail Leavitt, of Belfast.

i

(•

III Bel fas:
Welch-CondON
Arthur A Blair, Matthew '-V
Sarah Addie Condon, both ol

(

1

D1MJ
Allen.

In Montville. O
Allen, aged 74 years, 8 monri
Clifford. In Belfast. Oct
County hospital, Mrs Leu
Stockton Springs, aged 34 y
18 days.
Cooper. In Bluehill, O.s
Cooper, aged 20 years, 6 m
Eaton. In Deer Isle, St
Eaton, aged 68 years, 8 morn. >.
Eaton, In Deer Isle, Sej
Eaton, aged 34 years, 5 monte
Haskell. Ill Portland, t1
E Haskell of Deer Isle. ag<
months and 1 day.
Johnson. In Buck's Harbor
widow of the late Andrew
years, 6 months and 10 da\
MOREY. In Deer Isle, .V
Morey, aged 1 month and 1<>
Patterson.
In Sandypo
Eulalie Patterson, aged 73 ye
Reynolds.
rowned in 1*
Earle Reynolds, aged 6 year-

\
j

■

make it greasy.

Parisian Sage
Howes & Co. and
not expensive.

can

be obtained

Stover. In Deer Isle, Oct
Stover, aged 89 years, 11 mor
In Isle au Haut,
Turner
widow of Ezra Turner, 2nd.
month anti 7 days.
WAUDWELL. In Orland, *
Wardwell, aged 62 years

hair and

scalp will look and feel 100 percent better.
Only a few days’ massage with Parisian
Sage are needed to destroy the germs that
The scalp beto form.
cause the dandruff
comes healthy, the hair will grow better and
and
you need
show more life and vitality,
Faded,
never be troubled by dandruff again.
duller lifeless hair is quickly restored to
is
absowhich
beauty by this simple process,
lutely harmless, and will not stain the hair or

Boston. Oct 25, Ar, bark John S Emery,
South Amboy; 29. ar, schs Mary E Lynch,
Stonington; Ida B Gibson, Bangor for New
York; Irene E Meservey, do for do.
Philadelphia, Oct 27. Sld, tug Germantown,
towing barges Kimberton, Temple and Buck
Ridge, for Bangor.
Norfolk, Oct 28. Ar, sch Edward H Blake,
Olsen, Santa Cruz for New York (towed in by
coast guard cutter Onondaga); 29, ar, stmr
Mateo, Bangor.
Bridgeport, Ct, Oct 24, Ar, sch Florence &
Lillian, Bangor.
Gulfport, Miss, Oct 25. Ar, sch Perry Setzer,
New Orleans.
Bangor, Oct 27. Sld, schs Gilbert Stancliff,
New Suffolk, New York; Stony Brook, Bridgeport; 28, ar, sch Mt Hope Norfolk; 30, ar, sch
Asquith (Br) Grand Tarly, T I.
Searsport, Oct 26. Sld, b«rge Cumru, Philadelphia; 27, ar, stmr Ruth, Norfolk; barge Macungie, Philadelphia; 30, sld, stmr Ruth, Nor-

from A. A.
It is

druggists everywhere.

BELFAST

PRODUCE

PORTS.

N

|

"Gardner. In Boston, Oct 26,
Russell O. Gardner, a daughter.
Dodge. In Searsport, Oct 28, to Mr and
Mrs Percy Dodge, a daughter.
In Montville, Oct 23, to Mr and
Cushman.
Mrs Chester B Cushman, a daughter.
Hayfoed. In Belfast, Nov 1, to Mr and Mrs
Ralph Hay ford, a son.
Littlefield. In Belfast, Nov 1, to Mr and
Mrs Eben F Littlefield, a daughter.
In Deer Isle, Oct 5, to Mr and
Sewell.
Mrs Charles W Sewell, a daughter.
Sylvester. In Bluehill, Oct 15, to Mr and
Mrs Fred Sylvester, a son.
In Philadelphia, Pa, Oct 20, to Mr
Tapley.
and Mrs Paul C Tapley, a son.

t

MARKET.

Apples,per bbl.l

00a2 00 Hay.
7 Hide*-,
5 75 Lam;
Beans, pea,
4 75 Lam
Beans, Y. E.,
32 Mutt
Butter,
SalOOats.
Beef, sides,
Beef, forequarters, 8al0 Pouu
60 Round
Barley, bu,
24 Straw
Cheese,

dried, per lb.,

Eggs,

to Mr and Mrs

Stockton, Oct 28. Sid, stmr America, New
York; 30, ar, sch N E Ayer, Bar Harbor.

PRICE

Corrected Weekly for

25:Turke;
32 Tallow

Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,

BORN

folk.

S, Oct 25. Cld, sch Carrie E
Look, New Vork.
St Louis Uu Rhone, Oct 28. Ar, sch Alice L
Pendleton, Cook, Philadelphia.
Turks Island, Oci 25. Sld, sch Augusta W
-—_Maas
Snow, Baltimore,

Curtis-ALBEE. In Bernar
George B Davis, Marie L C n>
letteC Alhee, both of Be!fas'
Dorr-Bonsey. In North !’•
by J M Hutchins, Esq. Art

The only way to be permanently rid of disdays.
gusting, untidy dandruff is to correct its cause.
Smyth. In Camden, Oct JV
Shampooing merely cleaBes the scalp for a few aged 52 years. 8 months and
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Nearly forty members of Arbutus Chapter,
No. 19, O. E. S., wenr. to Belfast, Oct. 20th. by
special invitation. The occasion was the
of the
Matron
visitation of the Grand
Grand Chapter of Maine, Mrs. Dickens. The
evening was one of rare enjoyment and will
long be remembered by all present.

Liverpool,

We

FOLEY KIDNEY HUS

Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Nelson and Dr. and Mrs
C. B. Hoit motered to Auburn one day lastthe day with Mr. A. C
week and spent
Crockett and Mrs. Ada Batchelder.
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passing a
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MARK! lul

Lewiston preached

M. L. Stone and wife of

are
Mrs. Earl P Maloney and two daughters
Mrs.
in town visiting her parents, Mr. and
George Cram.

was

WOOD & BISHOP CO..

Hamlin of

Geo. H.

the church last Sunday.

at

j

day last week.

V. O.Keller has returned from Oakland,
where she was the guest for two weeks of Dr.
and Mrs. Clarence Simmons.
Mrs.
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shop.
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Mr.
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Cosiest Corner

piece of land he recent-
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That’s the verdict of Clarion
Comfort
users everywhere.
with a Clarion Furnace means
easy management, even temperature, plenty of power,
small running expense, a constant supply of pure fresh air.
Consult your best interests
and choose the Clarion but
choose soon so that the Clarion dealer may have plenty
of time to install.

com*

fast with the family at 7.30 o’clock. On th<
home trip in the afternoon they called upon hii
sisters and brother*in-law, Capt, and Mrs

r----

Gross and Mrs. Briggs visited last Thursthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert

Mr.
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to ride
effects,
to
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a

ford.

plete recovery.

attended the State Sunda;
Waterville last week.

in

in Portland
teachers convention.

were

a

about 34 years of age;

Harry E. Winslow of Quincy, Mass,
took the early train Monday morning for
home, after spending two weeks with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis, Church

Rockland.

Mrs. Aduanna Bunker has had
installed in her house.

was

Mrs.

NORTH ISLESBORO.
Miss

was

with her

Saturday night with F. F. Perkins and lef
Monday in their car for Portland.

Fred

Mrs. Alice M. Parkhurst of Revere, Mass,,
granddaughter, Miss Louise Fisher,
also of Revere, and her son, Thomas H. Parkhurst, of Montana, was the guest of her sister-in-law, Mrs. Noah S. Twiss, Church street,
last week, arriving on Tuesday and leaving on
Thursday. Tuesday evening she was the guest
of Bethany Chapter, O. E. S„ a visitor from
Good Samaritan Chapter of Revere.

Robertson of Monroe
Mrs. H. P. White’s Saturday.

Martin

Leslie

|

and
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harvested and

their

Mr. and Mrs. Blin Stantial of

sister, Mrs. Jennie French.

Mrs.

visitor at

Joseph Goodhue.
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the

Lewis Stubbs of Monroe offers $25 reward
colt, alive.

of

Brooks, accom| Springs, Maine, has adopted the following
panied by Mrs. Stantial’s mother, Mrs. Dr. resolutions of respect:
Wnitney, motored to Stockton Sunday afteiWhereas, it has been the will of our HeavenNew London Telegraph Oct. 22d.
noon to call upon Mr. and Mrs. Weiiman Hanly Father to remove from our midst a charter
a
Upton, Oct. 20. A very pretty home wed- son. Mrs. Hanson is a cousin of Mrs. W'hit- member and officer, dear and faithful sister,
therefore, be it
ding took place this afternoon at 2 o’clock, at ! ney, whom she had not seen for fifteen years. Lettie Mixer;That
the death of our sister
Resolved,
by
P.
the home of Mr, and Mrs. Frank
Decrow,
Mrs. Urace W. Britto, West Main street, Bethany Chapter has lost a highly respected
when their daughter,Dorothy May, was married
member.
by Rev. Jas. W. Macdonald, pastor of Unitarian having made arrangements for the winter
Resolved, That while we bow in humble subchurch, to Ralph Quinan Whiting, son of Mr. j
closing oi her home, took Thursday’s morning mission to the Divine will, we will ever cherish
and Mrs. Edjvard E. Whiting. The ceremony |
her
lor
where
she
train
will
the
winmemory as a kind and loving sister.
Boston,
spend
was performed in the parlor, which was pretResolvtd, That we extend to the bereaved
tily decorated with cut and potted flowers and ter with her friend, Mis. Suna H. Junkins.
family our deep sympathy; that our charter
autumn
leaves. The attendants were J. G.
i Stockton has a welcome awaiting her home- and jewels be draped in mourning for thirty
Morse, Worcester, a schoolmate of the groom,
days, and that a copy of these resolutions be
and Miss Imogene Decrow, sister of tne bride. coming in the spring.
spread upon our records, also a copy be sent to
Mr. Macdonald used the double ring service.
Monday morning Aivah C. Treat, accom- the bereaved family and one to The RepubliThe bride was attired in a travelling dress of
burgundy silk and wore a large black vel- panied by W. H. Morrison, George C. Fletcher, can Journal for publication.
Eleanor B. Colcord, j Committee
vet hat, trimmed with gilt.
Soon after the Walter F.
Trundy and Levi S. Griffin, left in
Florie w. Ames,
on
happy young couple left Upton for Somerville, the Treat car for Greenville on a
Albert M. Ames,
hunting trip.
j ttesolutions
where they are to live. Only the immediate
for
bear” and hoping to bring
relatives of bride and groom were present at All yere “loaded
On Friday the following wedding invitations
the ceremony, but after the affair many of the down a deer, each.
Wnat the bullets fail to
were received by relatives and friends of the
young friends of the bride arrived and made secure the silver sheckles
Here’s
may
procure.
the last few minutes of the couples’ stay in
contracting parties in Stockton: “Mr. and Mrs.
Upton a merry one. Refreshments were good luck to our hunters.
Harry Wilbur Griffin request the honor of
served,
the bride, who is a graduate of local
Miss Eva Fayle, Seaview street, returned
your presence at the marriage of their daughhigh school, is one of the most popular young
ladies of West End, has a very pleasing man- Sunday, from the Eastern Maine General Hos. ter.Louise Ella.to Mr. George Herbert Hopkins
ner
and is talented in a musical way. The pital, Bangor, where she recently underwent on
Thursday, the sixteenth of November,ninegroom, who is now employed in Boston, is a | an operation for appendicitis.
Sne is apparteen hundred and sixteen, at three-thirty
graduate of UptonjHigh school and Wentworth I
doing as well as could be expected, and
school, Boston. Their many friends here wish ently
o’clock, Main street, Mattapoisett, Maes.”
them a long and happy married life.—Milford, with her friends is looking forward to ultimate
Miss Griffin is a popular June graduate of
Mass., Times.
recovery.
Percy Kneeland, accompanied by the famous Fairhaven, Mass., High school,
Miss Decrow is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. her mother, brought her home in his car.
and is well known in Stockton, where she has
Frank P. Decrow, formerly of Searsport, who
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Chandler of Camden, ac- been a frequer t guest of her maternal grandmoved to Upton about five years ago,
companied by her sister, Mrs. Faustie Miller, parents, Capt. and Mrs. F. A. Patterson, East
and two children, and her mother, Mrs. John
Main street, and their relatives, among whom
SANDYPOINT.
Ward well, and daughter, Miss Lizzie Waid- she is a great favorite, Mr. Hopkins is the
well, of Rockland, motored to Stockton last only child of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Hopkins,
The Ladies Aid met Wednesday afternooni
Friday to call upon Mr. and Mrs. John E. Lan- Church street, and is engaged with his father
Nov. 1st, with Mrs. Fred Shute.
Stockton always has in the
caster, East Main street.
telephone business. He is well and
Miss Nellie Blanchard spent several days oi
a welcome for her former citizens.
favorably known throughout his native town.
last week with friends at the village.
Mrs. Charles C. Park, after the summer’s Congratulations and best wishes to the young
Mr. and Mrs. George Ginn of Brooklyn, N,
visit in town, closed her rooms in the Britto couple, are extended by Stockton residents.
Y., are guests of Mrs. Susan Staples.
house, West Main street, and left last ThursAs these items are being prepared, Monday
Mr. and Mrs. John Grapham, who have beer
day by the morning train for Revere, Mass.,
afternoon Stockton is surprised and saddened
hom«
for
arrived
several
in Northport
months,
where p.ne will spend the winter with her son
the announcement of the sudden death of
and wife, Dr. and Mrs. Isaac P. Park. Her by
Monday night.
Mrs. Lewis F. Clifford at the Waldo County
numerous friends are looking forward to her
Miss Agnes Harriman, who is attending th<
Belfast, where she was operated upon
return in the early summer to her native vil- hospital,
M. C. I. in Pittsfield, spent several days of Iasi
one week ago for appendicitis, complicated
week at borne.
lage.
with other troubles. Apparently doing as well
Mrs. Caro Leach and daughter from Orlanc
On Tuesday evening, Oct. 24th, Bethany as could be expected, husband, relatives and
visited her sister, Mrs. Cora Perkins, last FriChapter,O. E. S, was inspected by D. D. Grand friends were confidently looking for recovery
day and Saturday.
Matron, Miss Nellie Coombs ot Islesboro. A after a reasonable time and were, therefore,
Mrs. Annie lhompson arrived last weel
very social and profitable evening was spent greatly shocked when warned a few hours bewith guests, and a goodly number of members fore her decease of her critical condition. A
from Boston and will remain during the wintei

Bert
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having

are

—

GOODHUE & CO.,

usual; quite

of

H. Berry, his many friends will re| Stockton is now earnestly thinking of the
ing Sunday
gret to learn, is at present in a hospital in
great National election on Nov. 7th, fraught
Baltimore for an operation for appendicitis.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Gilkey and Mrs. C. E.
with so many important issues, vitally connectAdams motored to Boothbay Harbor last Thurs- At last accounts he was reported as doing as
| ed with the coming events in the prosperity
on
called
no
Overland
well
as
is
Mrs.
Adams
could
be
and
it
in
car,
hoped
expected,
day
or failure of this country.
From the Boston
friends there and returned in the evening,
unfavorable symptoms will develop.
Herald of Saturday we quote the following:
Daniel Devereaux has leased his farm on the
Mrs, Carrie A. Gardner, Middle street, re- “The serious-minded voter on Tuesday week,
Belfast road to Mr. Fairchild of Pennsylvania, ceived the telegraphic announcement Friday
will make up his mind, not by considering the
a brother of Dr. S. L. Fairchild of this town,
of the birth of a daughter on Thursday to her
figureheads of the two political barks, but by
and will engage in the sheep industry. 50 eon and wife, Mr, and Mrs. Russell O. Gardner,
estimating the cloud of witnesses on one side
were
here
that
were
last
weeK
brought
sheep
Boston. Congratulations to the young parents and on the other. And we say this with no
and felicitations to the happy grandma.
bought on the islands down the bay.
disparagement to Mr. Hughes. We believe
Prof, Frederick R. Sweetzer of the Mohican
Mrs. Mary Harriman, Sandypoint road, ar- him incomparably superior, in mind and heart,
hotel attended the 75th birthday celebration of
rived home Oct. 25th from a three weeks’ visit to Woodrow Wilson. But there is a greater
Mrs. C. M. Raymond of Norwalk, formerly
Annie Louise Carey, the once famous opera with her daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. issue than even that incomparable superiority,

with her

Made in New England

fuel

saves

home.

and sailed for Norlolk.
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of Sadie Brown

as

this

course

for the return of his

accompanied

visit in

Tampa, Florida, to that city by the comby illness,
pany employing him. They have leased an
smelts. They were
Monday and attend to business.
apartment near the Fenway and will keep
preciated by the fortunate recipients,
house during the cold weather, much to the
August Anderson, who had been visiting
Monday afternoon Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Stevens, son’s delight. Stockton regrets the loss of
Capt. and Mrs. VV. H. West on Main street, retheir
John
Mrs,
guest,
Bagley Mrs. Bragg’s company, but realizes the son’s
accompanied by
turned to his home in New Sweden Monday.
of Troy,with Leora Partridge and Mrs, Alvah desire to have his mother with him.
who had
Arthur E.

Of

chickenpox.

E. E. Patten of Portland is the guest
of her uncles, James A. and Wilson A. Colson,
Mrs.

his home

with tin and

WE HEAT IT

CENTER.

SWANV1LLE

Thursday.

to protect the

oven

—

out of the shadow,
Into eternal day;—
Why do we call it dying,
This sweet going away?”

and healthful*

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
New York

Mrs. C. M. Colcord of Camden called on Mr
and Mrs. R. M. Young on Mt. Ephraim avenue

on

We don’t have
back of our
asbestos

"Passing

Never sacrifice
ness for low price.

Willis

last

Congregational

lage. No children have been given this couple,
the deepest sympathy is extended the bereaved husband, his mother. Mis. Fannie P.
Clifford, her mother and two sisters, living in
Belfast, and ber maternal grandparents, living

Other

|

Mrs. C. A. Webber, who spent the summer
in town, has returned to her home in Providence, R. I.
from
Barge Macungie arrived Oct. 27th
Philadelphia with 1,600 tons of coal to the P

held Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, in
church. Rev. Walter T.
Hawthorne of Belfast attending. She was a
member of the Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist church here, and her associates regret
thBt the funeral was not held in this vilwere

to the

ter.

C. &

erect figure, she had always preand although
appearence of health,
ailing for the past two years gave no outward
sign of her suffering, saying, however, to a
friend on her departure for the hospital, she
never expected to return. No further particulars have been obtained at this writing, but by
her own request the interment will be in the
The services
Nichole cemetery, Searsport.
sented the

made from

is

|

to

years ago

coloring and

Do you read the label to know whether
your baking powder is made from cream
of tartar or, on the other hand, from alum
or phosphate ?

selling in the local grain stores
per bushel.

Monday at $1.25

marriage

ber

Mr. Lewie F. Clifford
(son of the late Capt. Fred Clifford of this
village), Since which time she has resided in
Stockton. A fine looking woman, beautiful

J.
gor

Searsport before

of

thirteen

Fowl,
Geese,

20|Veal,

45 Wool,
18a20iWood,
la Wood,

RETAIL PRICE.

j

un*

KETAl

18 Lime.
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat M*
1 24 Onions.
Corn,
1 09 Oil, kCracked Corn,
1 09 Pol lock
Corn Meal,
28: Pork.
Cheese,
2 30T’last-.
Cotton Seed,
10 Rye M
Codfish, dry,
10 Shorts
Cranberries,
24 Sugar.
Clover seed,
lOOOallOO Salt. T
Flour,
4 50 Sweet P
H.G. Seed,
19 Wheat Me:»
Lard,

